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HELICOMIBTRA Mhner

1902

/

1.-3 •• Allocreadi:l,nae Nhich show the usual outer body form
of the sub-family. Ventral sucker is at the be,r;inning of the 2nd
body 3rd and its diameter isl½ as large as the oral sucker. Digestie
and genital organs are as for the type of Allocreadiinae. The
following is characteristic for the genus: the esophagus is of
moderate length and the bow o~ the ceca lies in the region of the
middle of the neck. Genital pore median below the bow of the ceca.
Cirrus sac reaching at most to the center of the ventral sucker,
filled in its greatest length by a coiled semimil vesicle followed
by a little developed pars prostatica and a short not especia lly
strong cirrus. The testes lie, even in the same species, either
median or obliquely behind one another. The ovary is lobed and
consists of a basal lobe reaching obliquely foward and outward which
receives the ripe eggs from the remaining parts of the o~ary and from
the point of which the oviduct leads foward and a number of other
lobes which extend backward and outward and the walls of which form
the peculiar germinal epithelium. The follicles of the vitellaria
lie both dorsal and ventral to the ceca 1 The seminal receptacle occurs
usually at the right side and extends in the longitudinal axis. From
its anterior end Laurer's canal arises and extends medianly. The
coils of the uterus run more or less spirally between ovary and ventral
sucker and contain in a single row, large, yellow egg s which are
more pointed at their proxi:11ally directed anopercular pole
and extehd into a long unipolar filament which reaches about 10 times
the lengllh of the egg. The number of eggs in a mature worm is about
30 to 40. The species of the genus are to be found especially in
marine fishes.
'lype: Helicometra pulchella (Rud.)
---------- --- -=- 1

The genus H elicometra is well known. It was named by Odhner in 1902
and described essentially as follows:
Allocreadiinre with ventral sucker at beginning of the second body third.
Esophagus of moderate length; intestinal bifurcation about in the middle of
the neck region. Genital pore median. Cirrus sac extending at most to the
middle of the ventral sucker, filled chiefly by a much-coiled seminal vesicle
followed by a weakly developed pars prostatica and a short cirrus. Testes
either median or oblique, behind one another. Ovary lobed. Vitelline
follicles dorsal, ventral, and lateral to the ceca. Seminal receptacle usually
to the right and often extended longitudinally. Uterus more or less spirally
coiled between ovary and ventral sucker. Large, yellow eggs provided with
unipolar filaments. The egg filament reaches a length ten times that of the
egg. Type species: Helicometra pulchella (Rud.)
Palombi (1929) has recently studied H. fasciata (Rud.) and its life
history in the Gulf of Naples and has revised the genus. He recognizes the
following species: H. pulchella (Rud.), H. sinuata (Rud.), H. fasciata
(Rud.), H. torta Linton, and H. execta Linton. He considers the
H. pulchella of Nicoll as a synonym of H. fasciata and lists this latter
species from twenty-one different species of marine fishes of Europe.
Another species, H. plovmornini, was named by Issaitschikow in 1928.
This species has lobed testes, as does H. fasciata, but the vitellaria do not
extend anterior to the ventral sucker nor are they arranged in four more or
less distinct rows as in H. fasciata.
)

169

It should be noted that the Helicometra of Travassos (1928) is erroneously used, being intended for H elicotrema, a genus of the Harmostomidre.
The species, therefore, listed by Travassos as "H elicometra spirale (Dies.),
H. magniovatum Odhner and H. asymetrica Trav." are not to be considered in the genus Helicometra, but in Helicotrerna.

I

H elicomet,a Odhner, I 002
_Syn. Lobo,,chis Ltihe in ~to· ·ich, 1902
Generic diagnosis. -

Allocreadiidae, Allocreadiinae: Body lanceolate

to foliate, unarmed; hindbody with morr or less crenulated lateral margins. Oral sucker small to medium-·ize<l, 1->harynx small; esophagus short,
bifurcating at about middle of forebody. Ceca terminating at posterior
extremity. Acetabulum usually not very large, in anterior half of body.
Testes two, tandem or oblique, toward middJc of hindbody or a little
farther behind. Cirrus pouch club-shaped, entirely or mostly pre-acetabular, containing winding vesicula seminalis, pros ta tic complex and c-irrus.
Genital pore mNiian, near intestmal bifurcation. Ovary pretesticular,
median or submedian. Receptaculum ~eminis and Laurer's canal present.
Vitellaria extending in lateral fields from level of pharynx or esophagu
to posterior extremity, sometimes confined t,, hindbody. Uterus winding

between ovary and acetabulurn; eggs filaml·nte<l. Excretory vc ·ide
tabular, reaching to ovary; flame cell formula: 2[ (2+2) + (2 2) ] -- 16
in H. ej>i,crplteli and H. lt_vf>od>•l,·s -- Yamaguti (1939, 4-0), and in H.
/aci"'4 -

Hopkins (HMO). Parasitic in intestine of marine fishes.

Genotype: H. pukhdi" (Rud., 1Hl9) Odhner, 1902, syn. Allocreadium
"'1wi (Stoss.) of Odhn~r. 1901. (Pl. 12, Fig. 161). in Lab,us cynar.dus,
Naples; L. mixt..s, Sorth Sea. Senanus, T,igla, Gobws, Blcnnius,
~tlof,r,.,, Labrws Cte11olahrus, Zeugopterus, Anguilla, Conger;
Plymodth; Gobius
aoupltalus: Se\'astopol.

Other
B. 6asnui.s Wookock, 1935, in Platyct'phalus bas.wisis:

outh

Australia and Tasmania.

H. 6/>i,aef>MI• Yarna~uti,

1934, in f.pinephelus akaara and £.
11irifftefUll't1; Inland St'a, alsv in ::,ebaswJes ourmis,· Ham,izima,

and in Zn.ssp.: Tokusima, Japan; and in ThaJassoma pu,pu,mm;
Naha, Ryukyu IslamJ:.,: Ser,a,ws merra: ~\fac~ -.ar.

H. execla Linton, 1910, in Ch/.onchthys Li/asciatus, Haemul,o"
plw,meri, H. sciurus, J,idio bit-illatus, Lacllnolaimus maximus;
Florida. For additional hosts ,e • Manter (1933, 47).
H. /aciala (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 190:?, in Lahrus tinca, L me,ops,
Perea mari11a; • ·aples, and in Trie,lu aspera and Scorf>at!na
po,cus; also in ,·ariuus fishes of T urtuga~ .rnd Seosebastes thetidis,
Tasmania; CoUus bubalis, England.
~etacercaria ( = Dis/omu,,, p.uaenwnls Linstow, 18i7) in
mu~ks of Lunde, (Palaemon) serratus, L. squiUa and L.
xipJaias - Palombi (1934).
H. /lava Stossich, 1903, syn. of H. fasciala - Palombi (19:"!9}, in
Cn,t,opristi.s ht pat us: Tri est.
H. gobii (Stoss., ISSJ) Stos· .. 1904, syn. of H. /asciata - Palombi
(19:29), in Gobit1$ jo:o: Triest.
H. gr11,ado,11 Manter, 19&1, in Chtlidonichlhys kumu and Helicolnws
percoides; Sew Ze:-,lland.
H.
Thapar et Dayal. 1934, in Trig!J g1m111rd14s; India.
H. ltypodytis Yarnaguti, 19:l4 1Pl. 10, Fig. 12~). in Hyfod)•fis "'bi'J,i,.,,is; Inland Sea of Japan.
Manter (1964) is inclined to ht>lieve that thi::. species as well as
H. e-piwpNli is identical with H . /asciat,1. Howe\'er, the Laurer's
canal forms a very peculiar (unrnlution in H. hypodytis, but
nothing like that in H. epinephtli.
H. """"1Jil,s (Stoss .. 190:l) Stoss., W03 , syn. Loborchis m. S .. in
A,apilu t'tll(11,.is; Triest. ~yn. of H. /asciata - Palombi (19t9).
H. ,uoubasto,lis Crowcroft, 194i, in .\'cos.1bastes thetidis; Tasmania.
H. pkn.-.on,..; lssa.itscbikow, 1928, in L)·codes agnost11s, AspidoplloroiJes. Tn'glops; Mussian :\retie.
H. ,i.....t. (Rud., UU9) Odhner, 190:!, syn. Allocreadium sinualum
(Rud., 1819) Odhner, H.01 . in Oph,dium tmht·rba; ~aples. Also
in moray, Costa Rica : TracJm,us Jraco, Europe .
H. ,,,_;/olu, Woolcock, W35. in Hd,colenus pacoide$; Victoria.
H. Iona Linton, 1910, in Epinephelus str,atr1s, E. morio; Florida.
Also in E. l.ilwi/amai.\ : Ecuador.

f"""'"''"

Through the years 1819-1929, the digeneans

now referred to HelicometraOdhner, 1902 underwent numerous taxonomic changes and a large
number of synonyms were proposed. For example, H. fasciata (Rudolphi, 1819) Odhner,
1902 was variously assigned to the genera Dislama Retzius, 1786; Allocreadium Looss, 1900;
Loborchis Liihe in Stossich, 1902; and Helicometra. In addition, four species were described
which are now recognized as synonyms of H.

fasciata. In large part, this confusion was due to
the incomplete descriptions given by Rudolphi

(1819), and more probably, due to the difficulty
in obtaining type specimens. The tax.a were more
firmly established by Odhner (1902), who examined and described the type specimens of
Rudolphi (1819) and erected Helicometra, but
the validity of many species was not clear until
Palombi (1929a, 1929b, 1931) produced his
rather exhaustive works which suggested many
synonymies and presented evidence of misidentifications. Although N icoll's (1910) identification
of H. fasciata as H. pulchella is now considered
valid, his confusion of the two taxa, then
recognized, led to continued references of H.
fasciata as H. pulchella. For example, Isaichikov,
1928; Osmanov, I 940; Pogorel'tseva, 1952; and
Crofton, 1941 apparently used his paper as the
principal reference for identifying H. fasciara as
H. pulchella.
Of the numerous reports involving Helicometra, only Mathias (1934) and Janiszewska
(1953) mentioned the 1931 work of Palombi .
Much confusion could have been avoided, since
Palombi (193 l) gave c.:mvincing evidence that all
of Rudolphi's (1819) species (H. pulchella, H.
fasciata. and H. sinuata) may be considered
conspecific.
Since the revision of the genus Helicometra
by Palombi (1929b), about 21 additional species have been described. An additional three
species have been described and referred to
Stenopera, a genus which Manter (1933) erected
for Helicometra-Iike trematodes; and Baeva
(1968) described Alfostenopera pleurogrammi
without reference to closely related species of
Helicometra. Siddiqi and Cable (1960) erected
Neohelicometra on the basis of a species which
possessed a terminal oral sucker and ceca with
ani. In the intervening years, the validity of
Stenopera and some species of Helicometra has
been questioned several times. Our recovery of a
digenean which possesses characteristics of Helicometra, Ncohelicomctra, Stenopera , and Allostenopera indicated the need for an evaluation of
the current system of taxonomy used in relation
to these genera and, after a review of the literature, the need for an appraisal of the validity of
many species of Helicometra became apparent.

Materials and Methods
Five hundred and thirty-four specimens of 26 specit:'i of
rockfishes (Sehastes Cuvier, 1829) were collected hy trawl
or hook anrl line in various portions of the nortlwa~tern
Padfic Ocean bt!tween Monterey, California, and Icy
Ray, AJa,;ka, from 1964 to 1971. The fishc~ wen: rxamined
fresh or were quick-frozen for later examination. Although complete examinations were pcrformi:d, anJ all
metawan parasites collcetec.l only those .,..ormc; rell:iahh:
to Neohe!icometru \\ill be com,iderec.l 10 the present paJ •cr.
Necropsies were conducted with the aid of a di-,-;ect in~
microscope at magnifications of 6 through 60 ,( Melminth<: were fixed (and heat-killed if alive) in alcohol Formalin- acetic acid and stored in 70% ethanol. Wholt
mounts and 8-micron {µ)cross sections and sagittalsections
were stained with acetocarmine or hematoxylin and
mounted in Canada balsam. Although some specimens
were slightly flattened for study of the genital complex,
no measuremenh from these specimens arc included. All
measurements are in millimeters, except egg dimensions
which arc reported in microns. In the description of the
new species, ranges are given with the mean values in
parentheses. Number of fish examined and infected, and
intensities of those infections are given the following host
names (e .g., S. babcocki 3/10; Fl = 3 of IO infected with
an intensity of between one and seven worms). Drawings
were prepared with the aid of a drawing tube.
To our knowledge, all hoc;t records and proposed
synonyms n:corded for the various species are compiled
in this work. No atlempt has been made to revise host
names to conform with current usage. For the older
records. we relied heavily upon the work of Palombi
(1929a, 1929b) and the Index-Catalogue of Medical and
Veterinary Zoology. Aside from this aspect, Palombi's
studies (1929b, 1931) are used as a starting point for the
present study.
An attempt was made to examine specimens of as many
species as possible. Unfortunately. many of the older
collections have been lost or misplaced and specimens
from Egypt, India, and some of the European countries
could not be located or obtained for the present study.
Attempts are still in progress to obtain some specimens
and, if successful, any pertinent information will be
reported at a later date.

F,.oni Sekero.k ani Ara,i > 19~'1

Allooread.11dae

KEY TO SPECIES OF THE GENUS HELICOMETRA

Vitellaria extending anterior to ventral sucker

Usually one testis, or none at all present________________ H. execta
Two testes present
Testes lobed ______ ____.. ····----------------· ____________________________________ H. f asciata
Testes entire
Vitellaria largely marginal, testes oblique _________ H. pulchella ,,
Vitellaria :filling posterior part of body, testes
,___..
tandem ---·-- - - - ------------------------- H. sinuata
Vitellaria not extending anterior to ventral sucker
Vitellaria not reaching ventral sucker by some distance, ventral sucker twice the size of the oral
sucker______________________________________________________________ .... __ ·---······· H. tor ta -t
Vitellaria reaching ventral sucker, ventral sucker only
slightly larger than the oral sucker_______________ H. plovmornim

Opecoel 1dae

Key to species of Helicomdra from Hawaiian fishc~~·
1. Cirrus pouch extending far back of acctabulum, ovary and
testes usually exactly tandem; Laurer's canal opening
anterior to ovary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lJ. buse/i
Cirrus pouch never extending far back of acetabulum . . . . . .
2
2. Testes usually exactly tandem; ovary deeply lobed . . . . . . . . . . . .
...... 3
Testes diagonal, contiguous; ovary unlobed . . . . . . . . .
. .... II. gomphmi
3. Point of origin of Laurer's canal wide apart from point of
junction of germiduct with seminal receptacle . . . . . .
H. aposmuata
Point of origin of Laurer's canal just dorsal to point of
junction of germiduct with seminal receptacle ............ H. upapalu

* Two more species (H. kyliotrema from Muray eel and If.
paracirrhiti from Paracirrhites forsteri) have been reported by
Pritchard ( 1966) from Hawaiian fishe~. but since no specimens
of these two spe.:ies have been collected by us, they are onuttcd
from the key.

.
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------------Ilelicometra Odhner, 1902
Synonym Loborc/ds Liihe in Stossich 1902
Stenopera Manter, 1933
Generic diagnosis (modified from Yamaguti 1971}- ... hindbody sometimes with
crenulated lateral margin, rarely with lateral
body margins infolded ventrally. Oral sucker
subterminal, usually small to medium sized;
prepharynx present, ... Ovary pretesticular,
rarely intertesticular, median or submedian ....
Hafeezullah(l 971 )indicated that Helicometrina
Linton, 1910 may be invalid since its distinguishing characteristics seem to overlap those of
Helicometra. Species with a variable number of
testes (normally nine) are usually referred to
Helicometrina, whereas those possessing two
testes are placed in Helicometra. The only exception is Helicometra execta Linton, 1910, originally described as having zero to two testes.
However, when Overstreet (1969) recovered
specimens of H. execta with zero to nine testes,
he transferred the species to Helicometrina. We
agree with the transfer, although these generic
groupings may not represent true phylogenetic
relationships. There appear, however, to be two
principal groups of closely related trematodes.
and for the present, the number of testes seems
to be the most convenient method of distinguishing them.
At this point, it is notable that Palombi ( 1931)
observed that the two deeply lobed testes in
immature specimens of H. fasciata appeared to
become less deeply lobed or entire in the adults.
Nicoll (1910) also observed that the testes of
larger (older?) specimens appeared more entire.
In contrast, Manter (1933) described nine testes
in Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910 that were
well differentiated in the metacercarial stage. If
Palombi's conclusion is correct and applies to
other species within the genus, the validity of
Helicometrina cannot be questioned, since the
two genera could then be distinguished by the development and adult morphology of the testes.
SPECIES OF THE GENUS

Opecoelidae

Helicometra Odhner, 1902

Helicometra gurnardus was reported from
Trig/a gurnardus from the aquarium of the
Zoological Society, London, by Thapar and
Dayal (1934). Unfortunately no description was
published; therefore, this species must be considered as a nomen nudum.
Vlasenko (1931) reported that his Helicometra
sp. from Scorpaena porcus, Crenilabrus tinca. and
Onos tricirrata from the Black Sea, U.S.S.R.,
resembled H. pulchella of Nicoll (1910), but that
Nicoll was mistaken in his identification . He also
noted morphological variations, especially in the
vitellaria of the specimens that he recovered.
Vlasenko 's specimens were probably within the
concept of H. pulchella, but since they are not
available for examination and no description
accompanied the report, their specific identity
cannot be determined at this time.
Discussion of the remaining species of Helicometra is facilitated by separating them into thre
principal groups according to the following
characteristics:

Sal(fftAK cu,~ ARA:t, 1q~"I
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Group I
Posteriormost extent of cirrus sac slightly
posterior to acetabulum; vitellaria in acetabular
zone or forebody (Tables l and 2).

TABLE 2
Morphological characteristics of He/icometra spp. in group I. Cirrus sac short, vitellaria in acetabular zone or forebody
Species
Author

H. pulehe/la
H. pl_ovmornini H. grandora
All reports and Isa1chikov
Manter 1954
synonyms
1928

No. Specimens

-

Body (L X W) 0.41-4.47 X
0.20-1 .51
Fore body /body
length
t-i
Oral sucker
(diam)
0.07---0.29 ·
Acetabulum
(diam)
0.10---0.48
Sucker ratio
l :1.0-2.4
Testes
Arrangement Tandem,
oblique or
symmetrical
Shape
Entire or
deeply lobed
Contiguous? Sometimes
Cirrus sac
Shape
aavate; st.
to sinuous
Posteriormost
extent
SI. post. to v.s.
Ovary
Location

[
~

~

P;:::1
~

~
-c:,

p

~

Median or
submedian

Contiguous w /
ant. testis? Sometimes
Shape
Entire to
mullilobed
Vitellaria
Ant. extent
From ant.
edge v.s. to
pharynx
Confluent in
forebody? Sometimes
Con.fluent in
hindbody? Sometimes
Eggs
30-100 X
11 -42

H. marmoratae H. itulica
Agrawal 1964
NTtland
elAal
1962
l
1

1

5

H. borneoensis H. kyliotrema H. paracirrhiti H. gomphosi
Fischthal and Pritchard 1966 Pritchard 1966 Yamaguti 1970
Kuntz 1965

40 available

8

2

3

1.48-2.14 X
0.66-0.95

2.48-3.74 X
1.16-1.46

6.32Xl.4

3.23 X 1.02

2.25 X 0.75

2.41-3.07 X
0.95-1.13

1.64-1 .71 X
0.70-0.72

0.6--0.8 X
0.2--0.3

½

H

¼

.l

i

.l

0.44

0.31

0.22

'

i

0.38---0.48

'

¼

0.18---0.32

0.38---0.45

0.17--0.18

0. 08--0 .09

0. 26---0 .42
1 :1.3-1.5

0.32---0.41
1 :0.8---0.9

0.72
1 :1.6

0.35
1 :1.1

0.29
1 :1.5

0. 45---0. 56
I :t.2-1.4

0.22
1 :1.2

0.11--0.12
1:1.3-1.4

Tandem

Tandem

Oblique

Tandem

Tandem

Tandem

Tandem

Oblique

Deeply
indented
Sometimes

Multilobed

SI. lobed

Deeply lobed

SI. wavy

Lobed

No

No

Yes

Yes

Globular,
entire
Yes

Oval, entire

No?

Clavate

Clavate

Sigmoid

Clavate

SI. curved

SI. curved

Sigmoid

Sigmoid

Nearly to post. SJ. post. mid.
edge v.s.
v.s.

Nearly to ant.
edge v.s.

SI. post. mid.
v.s.

Almost to post. Mid. v .s.
edge v.s.

SI. post to v.s.

To post.edge

Median

Dextral

Submedian

DextraJ

Median or

Median

Submedian

Yes

v.s.
submedian

Median

Yes
Often deeply
lobed

No?
Trilobed

No
lrretarty
lo d

No
Four-lobed

Yes
Round

Yes?
Globular to
tri-Iobed

Mid. v.s.

Ant. e~e v.s.
to b' ureation

Nearly to
pharynx

SI. ant. to v .s.

Arr. eight
pairs of

Mid. forebody Bifurcation

Ant. l
esophagus

-

No

Yes?

No

Yes?

Yes?

No

35-42 X
21-25

40-50 X
23-39

Yes

Four- to
five-lobed

Roughly

clusters

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes?
68-84 X
26-34

Yes
80 X 50

Nearly
80- 120 X
25-30

67-72 X
27-36

Yes

46-53 X
26-33

S0-58 X

26-34 w/
rud. fil.

reniform

Non•: Abhrevullloiu ore nu, anterior; arr. armngcmcn1; Ill., filaments: max., maximum; mid., middle; post., po11erlor; rud .• nidimcntary, II., allJhtly; v.1 .. ,•cntntl sucker, w/, w11'1.

Group II
Posteriormost extent of cirrus sac sli
posterior to acetabulum; vitellaria confined
hindbody (Table 3).

en :ZS

CD CD
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TABLE 3

~
• n

Morphological characteristics of He/icometra spp. in group II. Cirrus sac short, vitellaria confined to hindbody
Species

H. torta

H. torta

H. torta•

Author

Linton 1910

Manter 1933

Overstreet 1969 Bravo-Hollis
and Manter

No. Specimens

6

>100?

4

Body (L X W)

1.18-3 .08 X
0.05--0. 77

•

1.18-3.68 X
0.5--0. 77

1.88-2.56 X
0 .45--0 .87

J.

H

Long. aperture

Protuberant;
long. aperture
1:2.0-2.5

Protuberant;
long. aperture
I :1.7- 2. 'i

Tandem

Tandem or sl. Tandem
oblique
Entire or lobed Smooth or ~1.
globular
No
No

Forebodb/ hody length
Preaceta ular pit
Acetabulum
(appearance)
Sucker ratio
Te~tes
Arrangement
Shape

Contiguous'!
Cirrus sac
Shape
Po-.teriormost extent
Ovary
Location
Conti~uous w / ant.
testis '!
Shape
V1tellaria
Ant. extent
Confluent in
hind body?
Eggs
0

~"")

H. pretiusa

H. neosebastndis
Woolcock 1935 Crowcroft
1947a

Woolcock 1935 Crowcroft
1947b

4

2::16

10

6

6

3.64-4.4 X
0.84-1.18

5-7 X 1 .251.50

3.02-5.9 X
0.7-1.0

.'.!.5-3.5 X
0.5--0.85

1.58-3.31 X
0.36-0.56

1957

I

3

Present

1:2.0-2.5
Tandem or sl.
oblique
Oval

Entire or ~I.
lobed

Present

H. tenuifo/a

i

I

H. bassensis

H. bassensist

j"

')

Present

Present

Protuhcrant;
long. aperture
I :2-2.1

Not protuberant : !ong.
aperture

Not protuNot protuberant; long.
herant; long.
aperture
aperture
I :0.94
1 :2 .0

Nnt protuberant; long.
aperture
I :1.4-2.0

l andcm

randem

Tandem

Entire; round
to O\al
Sometime:,

SI. indented

Entirs· or !-.I.
lohate

Fn1in.: or lobed

No

\ Cs

Somi:,!imc~

1

1

Absent

Absent

I

Tandem

-

-

Clavatc
Clavatc
Nearly to post. SI. post. to v....
edge v.s.

Cl..l \'UlC

Clavate
SI. po~t. to v.s. To post. edge

(. lavate
l\.f idan:tahular

Clavatc
Clavate
SI. po:.t. to \'.',. Po~t. l of\.~.

Dextral

Jmmed. an1. to
testes

Medial to
dcxtral

Median

Median

Median

Median

\kdian

Yes
Lobed

--

Sometimes
l ubeJ

SomL:times
Three- to
four-lobed

No
Somi:1i111e-,
Trans. elonguk, Four-lobed
,I. lobate

Midway between v., .
and ovary

Ant. ~ of
uterus

SI. post. to v.s.

M11Juter111e
h:H:I

Ant.

No
40-58 X
23- 26

Yes
40 -l8 X

No?
65- 78 X

19- 24

31 - 47

Ye,
66- 72 X
21 21

Ye ..
60 68 X

Mid.

No

--

or uti:rus

,\!most entire
to lobed

v.s.

! of

uterus

20-.28

i:i.

J-•

Ye~
Ant.! v.s.

~

I

1
I

I · I .0

.... 8
rt
....
"°
::s
"c::
.p. CD

~()

Sllllldtmes

Usual!\ sl.
lobai.c

En1irt· to
four-lohcd

Post. edge of

Ncarl) to po:.t.
edge, .s.

Ye:.

Yes

v., .

62- M X
24 - 27

60-70 X
2(i-J3

Non : Abbreviations arc ant. . ;,nterior: immeu., immcdlatdv: Ion~ .• longituuinJI. mid ., rnlddh::; rMt ., postcrillr; sl., slightly : trans ., tranw~rscly. v.~.• ventral sud,er: w /. with .
•Information not prcviouslv published.
t<;ome information not prc·, iously published .

0
-c,
CD

n
0

........
CD

i:i.
II)

CD

Group III
Forebody usually short; cirrus sac extending
far into hindbody (Table 4).

TABLE 4
Morphological characteristics of He/icometra spp. in group lll. Forebody usually short, cirrus sac extending far into hindbody
Species
Author

H. equi/ata

Manter 1933

H. rectisaccw

27

23 (flattened)

1962
25 (10 meas.)

Body (L X W) 0.87-1 .68 X
0.26-0.42
Forebody /body
length
t
Oral sucker
(diam)
0.09--0.12
Acetabulum
(diam)
0.11-0.19
Sucker ratio
1 :1.2-1.6
Testes
Arrangement Tandem

2.36-3.32 X
0.54-1.04

0.95-2.14 X
0.29---0.58

4.2-4.5 X
0.32-1.25

2.70-4.09 X
0.39---0.99

1.7-4.7 X
0.22-1.0

3.15-6.30 X

1.

H

½

.

1.30-4.24 X
0. 32--0.96

1.

1-1
7 g

t

5

0.35-0.40

0 .09---0. 19

0. 16--0.22

0.19---0.22

0.09--0.19

0.10--0.23

0 .20--0.30

0.15--0.16

0.42--0.60
1 :t.2-1.4

0.15--0.35
1:1.2-2.2

0.17--0.36
1 :1.1-1.5

0.23--0.36
1:1.2-1.6

0.13--0.30
1 :1. t-1 .6

0.15--0.33
l :1.4-1.6

0.23--0.35
I :1.2

0.18--0.23
1 :1.2-1.4

Tandem

Tandem

Tandem

Tandem

Entlfe or
lobed
Yes

Globular to
lobed
No

Tandem to
sl. oblique
Lobed

-

Entire or
st. lobed
Sometimes

-

Indented

Usually
tandem
~Four-lobed

SI. lobed

No?

-

-

No

No

Arc-shaped
sinistral to
v.s.

SI. to sigmoid

Elongatt:,
claviform

Sl. curved;
sini:,tral to

Median; st.

Well post. to
v.s.

Midway v.:,.
and ovary

Well post. to
v.s.

~l di~t. from ! dist. from

-

Median; 0.08- Median; 0.070.30ant.
0.11 ant.
to testis
to testis

-

No

Lobed
No
Sigmoid

Nearly to v.s.

:$

s::

24-27

"'B

H. nasae

20

Confluent in
hindbody? Yes
Eggs
45-56 X

~

H. bose/i

2

Vitellaria
Ant. extent

.:,

H. bose/i

24

Contiguous w /
ant. testis? No
Shape
Lobed

~
"'T

H. bose/i

Nagaty 1956

4

Posteriormos t
extent
Midway v.s.
and ovary
Ovary
Location
Median

~

H. pteroisi

Gupta 1956

No. Specimens 5

Contiguous
Cirrus sac
Shape

~

H. ekuilata•

Spar s 1957

Shape

f;

H. efiui/ata*

Nahas and
Cable 1964

.

Pritchard 1966 Yamaguti 1970 Nag~and
A

Ar<:-shaped to Sig,:noid to
Sigmoid;
smuous;
::,IIluous;
dextral to
sinistral or
sini&tral or
v.s.
dextral to v.s. dextral to v.s.

l uterus

Post.

Median

Median or
submedian

Median; far
Median; close
ant. to tes1is
to ant. 1estis

-

Sometimes
Entire to
three- to
four-lobed

Sometimes
Entire or
lobed

No
Seven-lobed

No
Four-lobed

-

From uterus
to mid. v.s.

From uterus
Almost to
to ant. i v.s.
bifurcation

Ant. edge v.s.

Yes
35--39 X

Usually

11124

•Information oot ~~
,...,. : Aebm,ladoal:....
. .....

41-57 X
24-33

Yes
38-41 X
19- 26

?

SOX 35

0.48--0.50
I

Kuntz 1964

3
2.24-2.48 X
0.25--0.49

H

Tandem

v.s.

Midwayv.s.
and ovary

Midway v.s.
and ovary

Fischthal and

elAal

v.s. to ovary

v.s. to ovary

No

Four- to
Four-lobed
seven-lobed

Four-lobed

-

Post. edge v.~.

From P<?St.
part cirrus
sac to v.s.

Pos_t. part
cirrus sac

-

Yes
35-58 X

Yes'?
50 X 30

35-50 X
21-34

23-35

Yes

41-51 X
27-32

Opecoelidae

Helicometra - continued-

Sekerak and Arai, 1974
AN ARl 111( IAL KEY TO TIil· "if>L('ll·'i 01 IIC'!ico111C'fm

Odhner, 1902 and Nrnltelicometra Sid<liyi and Cable, ICJ60
The following key to the species rccogni,cd in the prt·..,cnt study should nol hi: u cd for dcfinithe
identifications. It is presented only to facilitatl' tcntati\c idcnti!icatiuns.
l\,•"l,,,firomerrn 2
I frlic 11mef ra 6

1. Oral sucker terminal
Oral sucker subtcrminal

3
... . I\. ,r,•lmsl/

2. Cirrus sac not extending po-.tcrior to a1.:c1ahulum
Cirrus sac extending far pm,tcrior to an:tahulum
3. Ceca terminating blind!} ................... . .
Ceca with separate ani . ... .. . . . .......... ..

N. corpuena,•

4. Testes tandem, lobed: vitcllaria not cxtt."nding into lon~h,id~
Testes oblique; vitcllaria in forebody

N. a111arrf/(t11'

N. lmo/ira
.\'. pleuror:romml

.S. Sucker ratio 1 :0.88 to 0.95; eggs 7 I-R4 X 1~-38
Sucker ratio 1 :0.57; eggs 50--65 X 28 -38 .....

6. Forebody short, lesl> than one-quarter body lcng!h, drrw; sac.· l'Xtcndin 9 far po 1c!1or to acetnbulum . 7
Forebody one-4uartcr or more of body length ; urru~ SEil' 1,11 cly c ·tenJ1ng pl)stcnor 10 acctahulum... 9
7. Vitellaria not extending into forehod)
Vitellaria extending into forebody

H pleroi I

8. Cirrus sac straight or ,lightly cun\'J .

JI 110\0
JI . c•qu1luta

Cirrus sac sigmoid or sinuous ...

9. Vitellaria confined to hin<lhody, not extending anteriorly lx·)onJ Jll1'll"rior ell •c of ac

... JO

t bulum

1-

Vitellaria extending to milJal:etabulum or into forcbocJ~ .

JO. Acetabulum larger than oral ,ucker

. . .
Suckers about i:qual, sucker rativ I :0.9 tu 1.0

11
II. 11•11111}0/w

. ...

II. ro, w
. JI. b llftWll

11. Sucker ratio 1 :2.0 to 2.5; preacetabular pit present .
Sucker ratio I :1.5 to ~.O; preacetabulur pit uh~ent

1'
H. gnuufnr

12. Acetabulum large, than oral ~tKker .....
Acctabulum ~malkr than oral l>Uckcr .

.. ................

13. Vitellaria extending into forebody .................... ..
Vitellaria terminating in acetabular zone ,.. .. . .. ............ ..
14. Vitellaria not arranged in clusters ... ... .
...... . . . . .. .
Vitellaria in eight pairs of lateral clusccrl> .. . .............. .
.
15. Lateral body margins not modified; eggs with long polar filam nts.. . .
Lateral body margins infolde<l ventrally; eggs with rudimenUJQ polar filaments ..
16. Seminal vesicle convoluted...... .. .... ........... ..... .
Seminal vesicle cylindrical, without convolution!'>; eggs 80 120 ' 25--30 ....
17. Ovary globular to multilobed . ..... . .... .. . . . . . .. ...
Ovary longitudinally elongated, roughly reniform ..... .
18. Total body length less than 4.5 ... ........... ... . . .... .
Total body length greater than 5.0 . ..... ..... ...... . .... .

19. Eggs 37-100 X 11-42. .... ....................... ....... .
Eggs 35-42 X 21-25, width always more than half their l\;ngth

Discussion
This investigation leaves a number of specie
in questionable status, especially JI. nasae and
some of the others which appear closely related
to H. pulchella. With the acceptance of the experimental work of Palombi (1931 ), one is left
with few characteristics with which to distinguish a species and must accept the task of
examining large series of specimens and, perhaps,
life histories to determine the degree of variation
within a species before establishing new taxa.
Many of the questions raised during the course of
this study can only be resolved by additional
collections in appropriate areas and examination
of specimens which were unavailable for the
present study.
Except in unusual cases, the location or shape
of the gonads appear to have little ,alue in
specific identification. Although not elaborated

I

H. plovmornlni

1.5
.. H. borneo nsi

..

16
II. kyllorrema
. . . 17
..... H. Jndica

.. .

•·

... . .]

. H. gomphosi
............ 19
H. marmorat~
H. pulch 1/a
. H. paracirrluti

upon in the present work, thi observati o al
holds true for the seminal receptacle "hl e
location was found to be ' inistral. medial,dextral.
or wholly dor ·al to the ovary in H. pulchella and
H. tort a. Location and size of the\ itelline re rvoir also varies widely. The medial development
of the vitellaria and the exact Joe ti n (sini t I
medial, or dextral) or shape of the cirm _ cal o
have little taxonomic simifican..:-e, and the lo tion of the genital pore appears to be greatly
affected bv the state of contrndil)n f the
specimen. Perhap been use of dim 1. ultie. in observations, the detailed strncture )f the c.emtdl
complex has been interpreted in a , ari'et t f
ways; for example, Woolcock {19:5) and Y.~ntJguti ( 1970) described a very. hon duct onn ·ting
the seminal receptacle with the germidu t 1. f

ouer>

H. neosebastodis ( =H. tenuifolia) and H. boHI
( == H. equilata), respectively. Our observatiom
failed to detect such a duct but since the g ~
duct appears to insert into the seminal receptadl
close to the origin of the uterus, a small c,ai,
pocketing of the wall of the seminal receptacle ii
this area could assume the appearance of a d'Ullll.
A completely different view of the genital ~
plex i given by Holloway and Bier ( 1968) in thlir
description of N. antarcticae, in which they
scribe the seminal receptacle as being confl\MIIII
with the germiduct. In spite of these vari
interpretations, the basic structure of the ge
complex appears to be constant for the genlrl
Few characteristics remain with which to
tinguish species. It must be recognized that ewa
these, with the exception of a terminal or
terminal oral sucker, have ranges of variation.
The following five features appear to be then
reliable for differentiating Helicometra-lik.e ~
geneans: position of the oral sucker and acetaltu·
lum, sucker ratio, anterior extent of the v i ~
posterior extent of the cirrus sac, and egg size.
Another consideration is that most of ow
knowledge of these worms stems from repo,111
on H. pu/chel/a. The morphology of other spccieti
may be much less variable. On the other ha
the intergradation of many characteristics of tM
species in group Ill lends support to the view that
large morphological variations may be commoa
to most species in the genus.

m.

The Geographical Distribution and HcHIJ ,>J
Helicometra and Neohelicometra
Because of the lack of parasitological research
in many areas of the world, it is rather difficult t
reach any conclusions about the geographi
distribu~ion or host specificity of many species.
For . this reason the following. d1scus,i1.m is
restricted to a few relatiH:lv well-krlll\\!1
species.
·
Hel~com_etra pulchdla can appan:ntl) reach
matunty m a large variety of definitive host
since it h~s been r~~orted from about 81 specie~
of fishes m 28 fam1hes. However. in 23 families.
H. pulche!la has been recovered from fewer than
four ~pec1es of fishes, whereas it ha · been recover~d _m 13, 11, 6, 4, and 7 species of Labridae.
Tnghdae, Scorpaenidae, Blennidae. GL1biidac.
and Serranidae, respectively. Furthermore. 11\L)St
(~l, 6, 2, 3, 3, and 4 species of the abo\c mentioned families .. respectively) of the report
of H. pulchellu m these species originate from
the Mediterranean Sea. Black Se~. anJ the
northeastern Atlantic. Future investigations ma)
reveal that H. pulchella 1s as abundant in 11ther
areas, ~ut at the present . the above area seem
to be tts center of distribution. The numerous
works on th~ parasites of marine fishes of Japan
by Yamagutl o~ly include reports of H. pulchdla
(as H. _hypodyt1s or H. epi11cpheli) in ~- 2. 1. anJ
1 ~pectes of serranids, scorpaenids. labrids. and
zeids, respectively. The work of O\er trcet ( l %9).
Sparks 0 957), Hopkins (1941), Nahhas and
Cable (1964), Siddiqi and Cable ( 1960), Sooandares-Bernal ( 1959), Manter ( l q33 ), and l i~ton
(1910) off the coasts of North Carolina, Florida,
Bermuda, and some of the Caribbean Islands

also failed to recover significant numhcrs of I/.
pulchel/a. Only Manter ( 1931) and Jlopkin
(1941) recovered H. p11/chella (reporteJ as JI.
"/tuciata) from four specie!> of triglids, although
substantial numhcrs of species of lahrid , sc r-

paenids. blenniid s, gobiiJs, and crranid wcr
examined in the above tudics. The only <thcr
reports of H. pulchella in the New World (excluding Hawaii) arc by Manter (1940), , hll
recovered thi..; species from a moray eel fr, m
Costa Rica and from a star~acr fram Mexico,
both localities from the Pacihc Ot.:can. The
collections by Manter and Pritchard ( I %0).
Pritchard (1966). and Yamaguti (1970) fr m
Hawaii, and Fist.:hthal and Thomn (1970 from
Ghana may indicate that 1/. p11lclwllu
cur
abundantly in those little-known nrc~1 but that
the ho t families appear quite different from
those in Europe. The wide v· ricty f definitive
hosts u ed by /l. 1mlclu:ll1.1 1na) indicate th·1t the
distribution of thi" spel:ie i. limikd chidl b,
other factors. such a intermediate ho t
physical con<liti\,n .
Little corrclatil>ll can be hown f r the h ·t u
the Ji-,trihutinn tif the speci
of llelicometra
induJcd in group J, c ccpt that the hl t famih
an: largdy th" :-.ame a th
of JI. pu/cl,el/ 1.
Tu:ont mic dilliculties pre ent d b thL r up
pr )bably overshadow any relationship which
might exi t and inJccd, the gr uping it elf m y
not he natural.
,roup ll co
f three
·
ltl haYC limit
ibution
known sp~dcs. Jfrlicm11elm
covered from thc w
•
World and c hibit. a
c
that it is fC'.'>trid d
fishes.
·pccics of group 111 •
hoh1ccntrid and, tn ~ l
rid
ho!--ts. e.g .. H. equilaw ha
e
from four pecie. l f hof
p·1rasite appear w rld,
ha vc been recovered in
narrow ltltitu<linal h· nd
pre\iou ly tatcd. mo t t
JI. ,wm • inkrgrade v.ith
.
.
Further indications that JI. ,ia ae
valid arc provided by the distributi
of th~sc pecie ·.
·ynonym f H. equUara. H.
bose/1, was onginall) de lribed from the Red
Sea. and Pritchard ( l Q66) reported H. bo Ii fr m
Naso unicornis from H. waii. Hdicometra nane
was fir t re_con:n:::d from 'aso p. from the Red
ca:_ t~erctore. the e specie. app ar t be ympatnc in the Red Sea and c. n al o 1. c ur in th
::.ainc genu. of fish.
. pecil:~ tlf 'c!oht'licometra appear holl retnct~d to \.·old v. ;.tters of the m rthcrn · and
outhern h~misph re .. The carcit_' of rep rt. n
thc.e specie~ precludes anv di \.U . ion ,n 1 _
tribution or lh ~t :itlinitit: . -
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Helicometrapulchellu (Rudolphi, 1819) {rJin._ 5EHEMI( 11Ml11; /99'1Odhner, 1902

Opecoelidae

Synonyms

Distoma fasciatum Rudolphi, 1819 nee
Stossich, 1885
Distoma (Dicrocoeliwn) fasciatwn (Rudolphi, 1819) Barbagallo and Drago, 1903
Allocreadium fasciatum (Rudolphi, 1819)
Odhner, 1901
Loborchisfasciatum (Rudolphi, 1819) Stossich, 1902
Helicometrafasciata (Rudolphi, 1819) Odhner, 1902
Distoma sinuatwn Rudolphi, 1819
Allocreadiwn sinuatwn (Rudolphi, 1819)
Odhner, 1901
Helicometra sinuata (Rudolphi, 1819) Odhner, 1902
Distoma pulchellwn Rudolphi, 1819
Distoma (Dicrocoelium) pulchellum (Rudolphi, 1819) Barbagallo and Drago, 1903
Allocreadium a/acre Looss. 1901 of Stossich,
1905

Distomum labri Rudolphi, 1819
Distomum labri Stossich, 1886 nee Rudolphi,
1819

Allocreadium labri (Stossich, 1886) Odhner,
1901
Loborchis labri (Stossich, 1886) Stossich,
1902
Helicometra labri (Stossich, 1886) lsaichikov, 1928
Distomwn gobii Stossich, 1883
Loborchis gob ii (Stossich, 1883) Stossich,
1902
Helicometra gobii (Stossich, 1883) Stossich,
1904
Loborchis mutabilis Stossich, 1902
Helicometra mutabilis (Stossich, 1902) Stossich, 1903
Helicometra jlava Stossich, 1903
Helicometra epinepheli Yamaguti, 1934
Helicometra markewitschi Pogorel'tseva
1954

'

New Synonyms
Helicometra hypodytis Yamaguti, 193-+
Helicometra doc/111wsorc/1i'I Mantl!r and
Pritchard, 1960
Helicometra aposimwra Pritchard. 1966
Helicometra upapalu Yamaguti. 1970
Distributio11
Anguilla anguil/a-Berg1:n. Norway (Olsson
1868), as Distomwn fasciatwn; Firth of Clyde,
Scotland (Nicoll 19 lO).
A. vulgaris (=A. anguilla)-Trieste (Stossich
1902), as Loborchis mutabilis: unknown locality
(Hofer 1904), as Distomum fasciatum.
Apogon menesemus-Hawaii (Yamaguti 1970).
as Helicometra upapalu.
Balistes capriscus-Black Sea (Naidenova and
Dolgikh 1969). as Helicometrafasciata.
Bathygobius soporator-Cape Coast, Ghana
(Fischthal and Thomas 1970). as Helicometra
fasciata.
Bellator militaris-Tortugas, Florida ( Manter
1933), as Helicometra fascia ta.
Blennius gattorugine-Firth of Clyde, Scotland
(Nicoll 19l0); Gulf of Naples (Palombi 1929b)
in natural and experimental infections as Helicometrafasciuta.

B. ocdlaris-Gcn11any'! (Linstow 1889), a
Distoma pulchellwn.
B. pho/is-Firth of Clyde, Scotland (Nicoll
1910); Aberystwyth, Wales(Rces 1945); Ro coff,
France (Sproston 1938), as J/e/icometra fasciatu.
Bothus maeoticu.\·-Si.:vastopol, Black Sea (Oc;manov 1940).

Caranx comprcssu'I-Red Sea (Parukhin 1970),
as Helicometra fasciuta.
Centropristi,; liepa111s ( = Serrrmus h.)-Tri tc
(Stossich 1903 ), as He/icometm jlai•a.
C/ieilinus diagrmnmur-Rcd Sea (Parukhm
1970), as 1/elicometra fasciata.
ConKer conger- irth of Clyde, cotland
(Nicoll 1910); Rl)Scoff, France (Sproston 19 8),
as Helicvmetrafll\ciata; Split, Yugo::ilnvia Jani zewsk.a 1953). as II.fascia/fl.
Cnrvina nigra-Seva topol, Black Sea O manov 1940).
Cott11s bubuli -Aber) twyth , Wale (Re
1945), as Helicometra.fasciata; Cullercoat , England (Crnfhm 1947), a 11.fasciato.
Crenilahrm cverult!m- atania, icily Barbagallo and Drago 1901), as Disto11111m (Dicrocoeliwn )fascia ftlm.
C. g11ingue mac11lat11\ va t p I and Kar dag. Black Sl!a (Nikolacva and Sol nchenko
1970). as fle/icometrafasc:iaw .
C. me/011f-Plymouth. Fncland Bayli and
Jonl!!) 1933 ). as lleliwmetra jaJ iata.
. ocdlatm- Black Sea ( 'aidcn va and D 1gikh 1969).
C. pavv-Unkm)\\n locality (Fuhrmann I 2
a Allocreadi11m fas iatwn: cva~t pol. Black
Sea (Osmanov 1940): Gulf of Mar eille imonDavid J<)37), a llelicomt>lrafasciata.
C. q11inq11emac11/aw -Black Sea ( aiden ,

and Dolgikh 1969), a Helicometra fa ciara.
C. tinca-Vlore, Albania ( rgen I 60 . a
Helic:vmetra fusciuta: ernstopol and Ka rad. .
Black Sea (Nikolaeva and 01<,nchenk 1970 •
as H. fascia, 1; Black Sea ( aidenova and
Dolgikh 1969), a H.fasciara.
Cte11olabr11s rupestris-France? (Die in£ l 50).
as Distoma fasciatwn: Firth of Clyde, Scotland
(Nicoll I 910).
Epinephe/115 akaara-lnland Sea. Japan Yamaguti 1934). as Helicometra epinepheli: Japan
(Yamaguti 1958). as H. epinepheli.
E. fc1scia1us-Rcd ca (Pamkhin 1970, a ~

Helicomt1tra fasciata.
Epinephelus sp.-1 t:w Caledonia (Durio and
Manter I%8). a. Helicometra fascia ta.
E. tsirrimt111ara-lnland Sea: Japan (Y maguti
1934), as Helicmnetra epinepheH.
Fierasfer ams-Naples (Parona 191-), as Distomum sinuatwn.
Flounder-Tenacatita Bav. fexico ( f nter
1940). as Helkomc!trafascia·r 1.
Gaiclropsarus mediterrant!m-Se\'a topol and
Karadag. Black Sea ( ikolaeva and Solonchen ko I 470). as Helicometrafasciata: Black ca
(Naidenova and Dolgikh 1969). as Jl. fasciata.
GZrphisodon saxmilis-Cape Coa r: Ghana
(Fisc:hthal and Thl"'mas 1970). a· Heli ometra
fascia ta.
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Gobius hatrachoc:ephalus-Black Sea (Naidenova and Dolgikh 1969), as Helicometrafasciata.
G. Ct,phalarges-Black Sea (Naidcnova and
Dolgikh 1969), as Helicometra fascia ta.
G. cobitis-Black Sea (Naidenova and Dolgikh
1969).
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G. jozo-Catania, Sicily (Barbagallo and
Drago l 903~, as Distoma ( Dicrocoelium) pulchellwn: Tneste (Stossich 1883), as Distoma
gobii: Gulf of Naples (Palombi 1929b) in natural
and experimental infections as Helicometrafasci•
ata.
G. melanostomus-Black Sea (Naidcnova and
Dolgikh 1969), as Helicometra fasciata.
G. niger-Black Sea (Naidenova and Dolgikh
1969), as Helicometra f asciata.
G. ophiocephalus-Sevastopol, Black Sea (Osmanov 1940); Sevastopol (Markevich 1951);
Bla~k Sea (Naidenova and Dolgikh 1969), as

Helicometra f asciata.
G. paganellus-Firth of Clyde, Scotland (Nicoll
1910).

~ymnothorax buroensis-Hawaii (Manter and
Pritchard 1960), as Helicometra dochmosorchis.
Hippocampus antiquorum--Roscoff, France
(Sproston 1938), as Helicometra sinuata.
H_olocentrid-Hawaii (Pritchard 1966), as
Hellcometra aposinuata.
Holocentrus .rcythrops-Hawaii (Pritchard
1966), as Helicometra aposinuata.
H. spinifer-Hawaii (Yamaguti 1970), as
Helicometra aposinuata.
Hypody~es rubripinnis-Inland Sea, Japan
(Yama~h 1934), as Helicometra hypodytis;
Tarwm, Japan (Yamaguti 1939). as H. hypodytis.
llisha melanota--Cape Coast. Ghana (Fischthal and Thomas 1970), as Helicometrafasciata.
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Ju/is giofredi-Gulf of Marseille (Timon-David
1937), as Helicometrafasciata.

Labrisomus nuchipinnis-Cape Coast, Ghana
(Fischthal and Thomas 1970), as Helicometra
fasciata.
Labrus bergylta ( = L. maculatus)-Firth of
Clyde. Scotland (Nicoll 1910).
L. cynaedus ( = L. mixtus}-Gulf of Naples
(Rudolphi 1819), as Distoma pulcMllum.
L. melo~ulf of Naples (Rudolphi 181 9),

as D;stoma f asciatum.
L. merulo-Vnknown locality (Braun 1893),
as Distomafasciatum; Gulf of Marseille (TimonDavid, 1937), as Helicometra fasciata ; Split,
Yugoslavia (Janiszewska 1953). as H. fasciara .
L. mixtus- Bergen, Norway (Olsson 1868), as
Distomum fasciatwn; Trieste (Sto ich 1889), as
Distomum labri ; Trieste (Stossich 1889), as
Distoma pulchellum; Firth of Clyde, Scotland
(Nicotl 1910).
L. rupestris-Gulf of Naples (Rudolphi 1819)
as Distoma labri (Rudolphi, 1819).
L. tinca ( = Crenilabrus pavo}-Gulf of aples
(Rudolphi 1819). as Distomafasciatwn.
L. turdus-Gulf of Naples (Palombi 1929b
1931) in experimental infections as Helicometra
fasciata.
Larimus peli-capc Coast, Ghana (Fischtbal
and Thomas 1970), as Helicometra/a.Jciata.

Lepadogaster govanii-Firth of Clyde, Scotland (Nicoll 1910).
Lutjanus modestus--Capc:Coast. Ghana (Pbdtthal and Thomas 1970), as Helicometra/lD~
Moray-Port Culebra, Costa Rica (Manter
1940), as Helicometra sinuata.
Myripristis murqjan-Red Sea (Parukhin 1910),
as Helicometra f asciata.
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Helicometra puloelfc, continued -Sekerak and_ Ar a 1 , . 97 4
Trachinus
Neosebastes thetid,s-Tasmanaa (CrOWOIOft
19476), as Hellcometra fasciata.
,
Ono, tricirrata-Sevastopol, Black S. (C)I0
~
ba .. - n..ulf f Oe
(W::.:tt.....

~]?40\ __

vJJnadum uur ,urrr--v
o
noa
__..
moes-Suhm 1871), as Distoma
siltuat..,.; ...__
.
in
~
Italy (Parona 1902), u D ,stoma s uatrMr.
0. imberbe ( ==Fieraefer lmberbls}--OuJf ol
, (Rud 1 h" 1819)
D" t
,-._.......
N ap,es.
. op•
'u .. """!"' ,.,_,..,
p:OCl.vrh,tesardoccahmtia-Hah~au(Pritebanl l966).
as ne icome~ra
.. osor~ ,s.
P.forsterr-Hawm~ (Pritchard 1966), as•cometra dochmo1orch,s.
.
,.
Perea marina (==Se"anus scriba)--Od II
Naples (Rudolphi 1819), as Distoma /a,c"""11,.
Pleuronectes pla~essa-Rosco_ff, France(~

ston 1938), as Hel,cometrafasc,ata.
Prionotus a/atus-Tortugas, Florida (Manter
. 1933), as Helicometrafasciata.
P. caro/imu-Beaufort, North Carolina (Hopkins 1941), as Helicometrafasciata.
·
Prionotus sp.-Tortugas, Florida (Manter

1933), as Helicometra fasciata.
Raniceps raninus-Cullercoats, England (Crofton 1941).
Sciaena umbra-Sevastopol and Karadag,
BlackSea(NikolaevaandSolonchenko 1970),a
Helicometrafasciata; Black Sea (Naidenova and
Dolgikh 1969), as H.fasciata.
Scorpaena ballieui-Hawaii (Pritchard 1966
as Helicometra dochmosorchis.
S. porcus-Sevastopol, Black Sea (Osman
1940)· Karadag and Novorossijsk, Black Sc
(Pogo~el'tseva 1952); Banyuls, France (Mathfa
1934), as Helicometra fasciata; Sevastopol an
Karadag (Nikolaeva and Solonchenko 1970), 8
H.fasciata; Black Sea (Naidenova and Dolgikt
1969), as H.fasciata.
S. scrofa-Gulf of Naples (Palombi 1929b) i,
natural and experimental infections as Belier
metra fasciata.
Sebastodes inermis-Hamazima, Japan (Yamaguti 1940), as Helicometra epinephe/i.
Serranus cabril/a-Unknown locality (Monticelli 1893), as Distomum fasciatum; Gulf of
Naples (Palombi 1929b). as Helicometrafasciata;
Split, Yugoslavia (Janiszewska 1953), as JI.
fasciata.
s. hepatus-Gulf of Naples (Palombi 1929b),
as Helicometra fasciata.
S.merra-Macassar,Celebes(Yamaguti 1953),
as Helicometra epinep/ieli.
S. scriba-Italy? (Sonsino 1890) as Distomwn
fasciatum; Catania: Sicily (Barbagallo and
Drago 1903), as Distomum (Dicrocoelium) fasciatum; Gulf of Genoa (Willemoes-Suhm 1871),
as Distomum fasciatum.
Serranus sp. ( = Epinephelus sp.)-Red Sea,
Egypt (Nagaty 1956a), as Helicometra hypodytis.
Stargazer-Santa Maria, Mexico (Manter
1940), as Helicometra fasciata.
Thalassoma duperreyi-Hawaii (Pritchard
1966), as Helicometra aposinuata.
T. purpureum-Naha, East China Sea (Yamaguti. 1942), as Jl_elicometra epineP_heli.
Tmca vulgaris-Italy? (Sonsino 1891 ), as
Distoma pu/chellum.

Opecoelidae

draco--Tricstc (Palombi l929aJ, a
Helicometra fasciara. in Stossich's collection
identified as Helicometra sinuata; Gulf of Naples
(Palombi 1929a). as H. fasciata; Black Sea
(P_ogo~el'tseva 1954), as Helicometra markew11sch1
·
,
1
s
Trachurus trachurus-Sevastopo , Black ea
(0
1940
smanov
. ).
, .
Trachurus sp.-AtlLtnt1c Ocean (Kovalcva
1970).
Trig/a aspem-Banvuls, France (M:1thias
1934), as Helicometra jasciata.
T. capensis-South Atlantic (Parukhin 1968),
as Helicometrafcuciata.
T. cucu/us-Plymouth, England (Bayli ~ and
Jones 1933).
T. hirundu ( = T. /ucerna)-Plymouth. England
(Baylis and Jones 1933).
T. /ineata- Ircland (Little 1929); Plymouth,
England (Baylis and Jone 1933) ; Ro colT,
France (Sproston 1938), as 1/e/icumetrafasciata.
T. lucema- lrelan<l (Little 1929).
T. pini-Firth of lydc. cotland ( icoll
1910).
T. wrax- Triestt: ( tossich I 83 , a Distuma
!!obii.
Unknown ho\t- Si::va topol, Bl?ck ca
manov 1940). as Jlelicometr~1fascwta .
Zeugupterus p1mcrat11s- f irth of lyde. i: t·
land (Nicoll 1910). .
,
.
Zeus sp.- Toku_s11na, J_apan ( \ amaguu I 4
a Helicometra epmephc/1 .
.
.
Helicometra Ja~ciato ( = H . put hel/a) _, by lar
the best known pccie )f the genu . Frum the
studies by Palmnbi 1929a, 19.9b, 1<n 1) ~-nd
numernu rt:ports ~y otht.:! ~•or~er • a v.ide
range l)f morphl1log1cal vana_unn ,s kn "". f r
this species (Table 1). Palomb1 (1929°! e,a~rn ·d
the specimens of Helfcc>metra_ depo 1kd _in the
Central. lta~ian Helmintholotcal _ 1ll_ect~ n ~~t
the Umvers,ty nf Napb,.
wo~k \\a t.: P c,ally valuable ince thi:: spcc1mc?- mv~h •d were
from the old collecti1.,ns of Sh>$S1ch v. h11,;h ar n t
readily available at the pre:-ent. In a ·ub cqu nt
work. Palombi (1929/>) e:amined t~pc pecim n
from Rudolphi's (1819) t.:ollcctit,n and c mpared them with H. fasciuta re 0,1:n.:d fr m
several species of experimentall) ·md n turally
infected fishes. From the latter tudy he coneluded that H. gobii. H. mutabili5, H . flava, and
H. pulchella of Nicoll ( l 9 I0) were !:>~ nonym · of
H. fasciata. In a further .tudv on morphological
va~iation in H. fascia ta, Palc..~mbi 193 l) infected
a single host specil!s. Labrus 111,dus. with m tacercariae from a shrimp. Lea11d<'f serrarus. He
recovered specimens of H. fascia ta which di played rather remarkable variations : teste t. ndem, oblique or (in one specimen -) mmet ri al.
deeply lobed to entire: ovar · entire to multilobed: vitellaria alwavs extending into tht:
forebody but confluent- or not in the fore- and
hind-body. and sometimes interrupted in the
acetabular zone. Palombi 1931) po tu lated that
the testes of H . (asciata became le s lobed with
age since immature specimens always po __ e. ·J
d~eply lobed testes and the teste.... of mature
specimens appeared less deeplv lobed 0r entire.
·
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the anterior extent of the vitcllaria of H. fascia ta
( •H. pulchella) varies markedly within the fore-

body and usually extends well anterior to the
acetabulum (Palombi I 929h, I9J I; Manter 1933:
Crofton 1947; Hopkins 1941). The validity of
H. epinepheli was questioned by Manter (IQ54),
and Dawes (1956) listed H. epinepheli as a
synonym of H.fasciuta. Durio and Manter ( I %8)
presented the first formal synonymy 1)f 1/.
epinepheli with H. fasciata. since all important
characteristics seemed to be shared. However,
Yamaguti (1971) retained H. epi11epheli on the
basis of egg size (48-60 X 27-J3) despite tht: fact
that Janiszewska ( I 95J) reported egg size-; nf
S6-60 X 25-28 for H.Jasciata from the Adriatic

and Doluikh ( I 969) th~,t II. 11wrkell'it\c t,i is a
synonym or H. .fcuciatu ( = If. 1111lc/1ellu>.
Pritch:ml ( I %6) distinguished JI. apu,;imww
from JI. \i111wta by its cntin:, tandem t~~tcs: itrs
unmtcrrupted vitcllaria; a shorter, less tightly
coiled ukrus; an<l its wider eggs. It seem, pri bank that if Palombi's (1931) work had been
rcfcrrcJ to, this species would not haw hccn
described as ncw. A II of the characteristics of II.
aposi111wta nnv. o\'crlup entirely tho c of //.
fascia ta (Ta hie I). A comparison of Pritchard·
(1966) Fig. 15 of II. aposinuata with Palomhi'
(1931) Figs. Id and g, and 'Ja fuither illu tratcs
this point.

Sea.
Our examination of two specimens (slide
SY 63-34 from the Yamaguti collection) of II.
epinepheli revealed no specific dirTerences which
would distinguish H. epinepheli from H.f1scima:
therefore, wt: can substantiate the svnonvmv of
Durio and Manter (1968) and rrga;d II~ e1;h,epheli as a synonym of H. fasciatu (-= H. p11l-

chella).
Yamaguti ( 1934) presented a brief dt:scription
of H. hvMdrtis based on one spn:imen an<l
mentioned that it was very similar to II. epinepheli (Table l ). The only distinguishing characteristic of H. h.11uufi-tis is a Laun.:r's canal which
is conspicuously convoluted anterior to tht:
seminal receptacle. A single specimen of this
specit:s was a&ain reported by Yamaguti (1939),
and Nagaty ( 1956a) reported two specimens he
referred to this species. Yamaguti ( 1939) aguin
mentiont>d a convoluted Laurer·s canul. but
Nagaty (1956a) failed to gi,c any details of the
genital compkx or why he referred his specimens
to H. hypoclrti'> irn,tcad of 11 . .fasciata. Manter
( I954) stated that H. hypodytis wa, probably a
synonym of H..fascima, and Dawes (1956) listed
it as such. Examination of the holot) pe of H.
l,ypodyti, (slide SYI-52) reveals that the Laurcr·s
canal extends antaiorly as in H. fasciata. and
the convolutions of the canal mentioned bv
Yamaguti arc actually the proximal portions (~f
the uterus (Fig. 1). Dr. S. Kamegai. of the
Mcguro Parasitological Museum. Tok.yL, (personal communication). confirms that the structure of the gemtal complex in the single specimen
of fl. hypodytis recovered hy Yamaguti in I lJJ9
i-.. tht: same as that of the holotype In view of the
above information, we regard JI. hypodrth, a:- a
synonym of H. pulchellu.
Helicometra markewitschi was described by
Pogorcrtseva (1954) and considered to be unique
because of the ''intertesticular" location of the
O\'ary and its longitudinally elongated testes.
~ogo_rel'tseva actually described the gonads as
lormmg a triangle with the ovary occupying:
the_ uppermost point (the testes being slightly
oblique), and unfortunately the term "inter- F10.
testicular .. was applit:d. Naideno\a and Dolgikh
(1969) descrihcd similar locations and shap~s of
the gonads in living and fixed specimens of their
H. Jusciata. Figure 1 in the report hy Pogorel'
tsc~a confirms that the ovary is not trulv intertest,cular: therefore. we concur with '\Iafdeno\'a

I

....... ___ , ,/
SOp

1. Genital complex of H. hypodytis, \entral. Fro. 2. Gen.ital

mpl

of H.

1!·

1:he original d~scription of
apo~tmwfll
omitted the details of the genital _complex;
however, these feat_urcs were Jescn~cd and
figur~d by Yam~gut1 (1970)._ ~k described the
ger:m1duct or oviduct as '.'<~rs.sing fro_m the antenor lob~ of the ov ..1ry, JOin~ng seminal _rcc~ptacle a~ its antero-dextral. ~,de, then v1te!hnc
rese~vo1r,'.' and the Laur~r s canal as a ::dire~t
cont1~u~uon_ of the seminal rec~ptac_le._ T~1s
description 1s. somew~at ~ague ~mce 1t 1m_phes
!h~t. the germ1~uct b1furc,ttes, with one br,mch
J~•m~g the sem1~al receptacle. and th~ ot~cr. the
yitellme reservoir_. Where ~he uterus 1<; g1v..:n .off
IS not stated. F1g~re 2 illustrates. the gcm_tal
complex of a specunen of H: _apos1111wta (shdc
B-2713) collected by Yama~ut, in_ I 970. J~ l:an be
seen clearly that the germ1~uct mserts mto .the
vent~al surface of the se~11~nal receptacle, 101med1_ately vent~al to t~1e ongm of the ute_rus. The
p~ox1_mal portion nt ~he uterus receives _the
v1tellme duct a short d1~tance f,om the seminal
receptacle. In this particular specimen, the ut1:rus,

JI. apminuata; and, a
tatc<l prcviou ly, II.
apminualll shares all charactcri tic with JI.
pu/chellu. onsidcring this analy i., we r g41r I
both H. upcH·inuata and II. 11pupuf11 a ynonym
of H. pulchella.
Helicometm docluno.wrclti~ wa described from
a single i,pccimen, and at that time wa the
second species of llelicometra to be de cribed
with oblique testes. Manter and Pritchard (1960
distinguished H. dochmowrcl~i from H.farcialll
chiefly by its larger uckcr ratio and mailer c
.
Pritchard (1966) reported mea urcment on i
additional specimen (Table t ).
Two specimens of H. dochmo or his from the
Manter collection ( lide

161 and 214)

ere

examined and rc:vealed light variations in the
medial development of the vitellaria, e tent

the cirrus sac, and shape of the O ary. heh Jotvpe wa de cribed a having a tri-lobed O\Jry,
,:itcllaria nearly confluent in the forebody and
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Yamaguti ( 1970) broadened the description of
t e JeSlC<.; c~nn t _e u
to I erenuut • .
H. aposin11ata in that some of his p..:cimcn tween the species o~thi group, H. doclunosorch,s
possessed irregularly indented or lobed testc : must also ~ con !dered as a ynonym o~
whereas Pritchard's ( I966) specimen were de-pulchella. D1sco~ntmg the above char3:ct:n 1c,
scribed as having rounded or somcwhul irregular H. dochn_10sorch1s appear to be ,ery 1m1lar to
(not lobed) testes. Thi: vitdlaria also appear to H. aposmuala ( = H. pulchel~a) ex ept for th
be somewhat variable. for in one (slide B--7U) som~what larger uck~r rauo of the _former
of four specimens in Yamaguti's collection the specie ; however, specimen of H. fasc,ata revitellaria are not confluent in the for~body. and ported by O mano (I 40 and C~oy, r ft
in another specimen the "itellaria arc not con- ( l 47b) demon trate th. t the u ker ratio f H.
fluent in the hindbody. Since the latter specimen .(asciala can vary from _1 : 1.0 t .. .4. Thi range
is flattened, this condition might he an artifact. mclu~es the sucker r t10 for b th H. doclunoThe description of H. 11µaµalu by Yamaguti sore/~, · (=I!, pulchel/a I: 1.6 t
and H.
(1970) was based up0n two ·pecimcns also from aposmuara ( = H. p11/chC1lla I: I._ to I. .
Hawaii but recovered from a different host th.in Taking all of the available d
ripti n of H.
that of H. aµosi11uara. The only unique feature of pulcl,el/a and it yn nyms int c n id ration
this species which distin.!rnishcd it from H. (T~ble I). we mu. t re ognize that th morphoaposi11uatc.1. is the germiduct which joins the logical chara teristi s of thi pc ie vary v.ithin
seminal receptadc at its ankrior end immcdi- at lea t the following limit : bod ' u rually dorsoatcl) ventral to the point where th..: Laurer· \'entrally flattened. ometime~ n rly fu~ iC rm,
canal b~gins. In H. aposinuata the germiduct total length 0.41-4.47: for body u ually neappears to join the seminal rcceptack mon: third of body length but o casion Uy ne-fifth
posteriorly; however. since the proximal portion to two-fifths; oral sucker ubtermin 1. spheri I
of the Laurcr's canal is broad and the seminal 0:07-0.29 in diameter: acetabulum pherical \loith
receptacle is somewhat elastic. the location nf circular or transverse aperture. 0.10--0.4 in
the insertion of the germiduct into the seminal diameter; ucker ratio I: 1.0 to -.4; prepharyn
receptacle might appear variable. This po sibility very short, sometime appearing absent: pharyn
is illustrated in the paratype (slide 2721 from the gl~1 bular or elongate, 0.05--0. D long
0.04--0.l
Yamaguti collection) of H. upapalu. which e. - wtde: esophagus straight to igmoid. 0.0--0. O·
hibits an intermediate condition (Fig. 3). The ceca] bifurcation u, uaU: in po_terior half of
origin of the uterus and the insertion of the fo_rebody; ceca e. tending nearly to po terior end
vitelline duct could not be seen clearly, but it is ol bod •; testes tandem, sometimes oblique,
apparent that the germiduct joins the seminal r~rely symmetrical. entir to deepl lobed.
nreceptacle more posteriorly than in the holotype. tiguo~s or not: cirrus sac extending fr m Ii htl
Since this arrangement is similar to that found in antenor to acetabulum to slightly p t a t bu"°apo'lim~a~a. there _ap_Pea~s to be no character- lar, usua_lly clavate, distal end ometime inu1stlc remammg to d1stmgu1sh H. upapalu from ous: genital pore median or submedian at le el
ntir .
o~ phary!1x to slightly postbifurcal · m
r
shghtly indented or multilobed. c ntigu u
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He 11come tra pulcella continued
Sekerak and Arai, l974
not with exterior testis, median or submedian;
seminal receptacle dorsal in various positions
around ovary; Laurer's canal a direct continuation of the seminal receptacle, opening dorsally,
usually near the median line at a level between
the ovary and acetabutum but may be directly
dorsal to the ovary or to the acetabulum;
spiralled uterus with three to seven loops ~ontaining eggs, 30-100 X 11-42, shells provided
with long polar filaments; anterior extent of
vitellaria varies from slightly anterior to the
acetabulum to the level of the pharynx, confluent
or not in fore- and hind-body, may be interruoted in the acetabular zone; vitelline reservoir
usually dorsal to ovary, well developed or not
excretory bladder saccular, extending at least ti
the level of ovary, provided with anterior anc
posterior collecting ducts.
Superficially, H. pulche/la appears to be repre
sented by a great diversity of morphologica
forms; however, most of the specimens whict
have been recovered, except those from Hawaii
conform fairly closely to the original concept ol
H. fasciata ( = H. pulchella) (tandem, deepl)
lobed testes; lobed ovary; vitellaria uninterrupted in the acetabular zonl!). In this respect, it
is unfortunate that H. pulchella is the valid
name, for it is apparent that specimens conforming to the original concept of H. pulche/la are
rare. Palombi (1929b) considered Nicoli's (1910)
specimens of H. pulchella to be H. fascia ta, since
they all possessed tandem, deeply lobed testes.
Osmanov ( 1940), Pogorel'tseva ( 1952), and
Crofton (1941) also reported H. pulchella, but
they all cite Nicoll (1910); and their specimens
also had tandem, deeply lobed testes. Baylis and
Jones (1933), Rees (1945), and Little (1929)
recorded H. pulchella, but no descriptions accompany their works and it appears highly
probable that they also based their identifications upon Nicoll's paper. Therefore, reliable
reports of H. pulchella or H. fasciata with
oblique, entire testes are exceedingly rare and
with the exception of Janiszewska ( 1953 ), Markevich ( 1951 ), and the experimental work of
Palombi (1931), they seem to terminate in the
early part of the present century. The Hawaiian
specimens of H. pulchella are exceptional since
they frequently appear to possess oblique, entire
testes.
Substantiated reports of H. sinuata ( = H.
pulchella) (vitellaria interrupted in the acetabular
zone) are also rare. Although Palombi (1929b,
1931) collected in the same areas and examined
the same species of host as Rudolphi ( 1819), he
~as only able to recover one specimen with
mter~p~ed viteUaria. Aside from the original
descr~ptton of H. sinuata by Rudolphi (1819) and
the discovery of four specimens of H. sinuata in
a 1901 collection of Stossich by Palombi (1929a),
only the reports by Willemoes-Suhm (l 87])
~arona (1912), and Manter (1940) appear re~
liable. S~r~ston (1938) lis~ed H. sinuata but gave
?o ~escnptton of her specimens. Palombi (1929/J)
md1cated that the report of H. sinuata by Paron,
(1902) was questionable, since Parona's descrip-

Opecoel dae
tion was very brief and coulJ appl) to l)ther
species of llelicometra.
Mm,t nf the cxtli.:lll<:'i in th~ range for JI.
pulc/1tdla occur very infrequently. For in tanl:c,
very large sucker ratio~ (I: 1.6 2.4) ar~ ()Illy
reported for Crowcwft·:-. (194~/Jl pcc1m_cm.:
whereas. the sucker ratil) vanes only In m
I: 1.3 to 1.7 in 11 {)fhcr collections.
Undoubtedly many variation· nc~ur durin~
fixation and further preparation of the specimens for study. Fl1r cxampk, Lhl.: vitclla~i:, and
the genital pore may appear 111ore ankr_,l r _and
the extent of the cirru~ sac more posknor in a
contracted specimen. Flattening specimens. even
slightly. ti..:nds to spread the vitcllaria latc~a!ly,
thus exposing the cxcn.:tnry blad(!cr an_c.l ¥1vmg
the appearance of nonconnucnt v1tellaria 111 the
hindbody. The cxtremdy narrow eggs reported
by Mathias (1934) had 1110-;t_proba~l) c II p cJ
during mounting of the spec1m.en . tvcn tan km
testes may uppcar slightly oblique bccau:~c or a
more posterior loc:.1tion l)f thc o\',ll')' (fig. I _of
Crow~rort J947b), or hl.·cau e l fa . ubmcd1al
anterior tL·sti , which is 'inwllcr than the po teri r
one. As Palombi ( I 42%) noted, the dimension
of the seminal vcsit:k. cmrnal rel.cptaclc. and
vitelline reservoir var\' t!rc.itl~. i.e., rcOcdin
their contents. Also mentioned \\.t thl.: variation
in the location of thi.: juncth,n of the dud in
the genital compkx. a statement with which \i.:c
cannot concur sinct.: he ..ii o referred t ht
difficulty in examining the g.cnit, I c mpl ( ·.g .
he was unabk to follow the.: ClH1n: of the Laura·
canal). The exact course of the duct \\ hich connect these organ must vary b~cau c of the
variable locations anJ iLe of the ovar~. eminal
receptacle, and vitclline rr-.~n•t)ir: lwweva. "
believe their inst:rtion. an.· constant. a demonstrated for H. aposimwra ( =H. pu/cl,dla.
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Hf'licomefra apos-inuata

sr ~itch r , lg

(Figs. 15-rn)
Hosts: Holocentru.~ Htythro1Js ( ,J. and K) ( Holo<·1•11trid,w), t)'fH' host: a spP<iinH•11s
from 1 host.
"Holocentrid"; 3 specimens from 1 host.

Thalassoma duperrey1· ( Quoy and
33 sprcimrns from l or 2 of 4g hosfa.
Location: Intestine.
Ho lotype: No. 00364

(;AJMA1w),

hi11alca la11wili, 'a'ala'ihi (Labri<laP):

l>escription(basrdon13specimPns): Body PlongatP-O\'al, 1.00f, to 2.090111111
long by 429 to G70 wid<'. Oral sucker roundPd, 121 to Hil in <liai11Pt<>r: ,H·l'tulmlum
onc>-fourth to one-third bod~, lc>ngth from anterior Pnd, 17+ to 241 in diarnPt1>r:
sucker ratio 1: 1.3 to 1.G. Prcphar~·nx short, often c·ontraetrd ;ind app<'aring alnw11t:
pharynx G4 to 80 long by 72 to 99 wiclr: esoplrngus -1-8 to 128 long- ( 199 in 011<• individual): ceca.I bifurcation midwa~· brtwN•n pharynx and t1c·t'tab11lt1111, e( (·a PXt< 1Hli11~
to nrar posterior end of body.
1

1

Trstes tandem, contiguous, rounclrd or somewhat irrrgular (not lob<'cl), 10-1- to
302 long by 162 to 308 wjdc, antrrior trstis usuall~r shortrr: pm,ttr~tienlar :pat1•
87 to 3-12 (one-tenth to onr-fonrth bod~· length). <'irrn sac thi11-wnlh•d, :,:inuou~,
Studies on Dige11etic Trematodes of lTaw11iian Fishes ok

1na

overlapping anterior third to half of acctabulmn, containi11g: tubulc1r :cminal ,·e:icl<'
looping in posterior half of cirrus sac and continuing as nnrrowing tuhr: C'irru: narrow,
protrusible; prostate cells few, surrounding cirrns. (;rnital JH>n• 1mclia11 or ' ttbnmlian,
ventral to esophagus.
Ovary immediately pretesticnlar, nwclian or submcdian, thrrr or four lobed,

~

72 to 200 long by 137 to 328 wide. Mehlis' gland preovarian: S<'lllinal rrc·rptac-le 10-1
to 280 long by 63 to 112 wide, antrrodorsal to ovar~·, rxtrnding diacronallr ,H•ro.:,:

midbody; Laurer's canal conspicuous, coiling or sinuou,, pore ·ubnwdian. teru:,:
preovarian, coiling two or threr times in short spacl' bPtwPrn ovary and a<:rtahulnm.
Vitellaria follicular, dorsa,l and lateral to ceca in forPbody, circnmeeeal in hindhod.,·,
more or less contiguous in fore body and posttesticular spa er: Yitl'llinl' rt' c>n-oir
anterior or dorsal to ovary. Eggs -10 to 51 long by 2-1- to :W wide, filanwnt Pxtcncling
from anopereular end, about four to five times length of egg.
Excretory pore subterminal (dorsal): vrsiclc I-shaprd, traced forward n~ far a,
anterior testis.
Discussion: This species is named aposinuata because of it.: , imilarity to
Heliconietra si-mtata (RuDOLPIII, 1819) Onn TER, 1902. H. apo:inuata differs, how<'ver,
in that the vitella.ria are nenr interrupted opposite thr acetabnlnm, the utc>ru.: i.·
shorter and less tightly coiled, and the eggs arc wider (at least half a wid0 a. long)
and less attenuated at the anopercular end (Fig. lG). Although H. sinuafa ha, been
reported from the Pacific coast of Costa Rica (MANTER, 19-10), it is not reprrsrnted in
this Hawaiian collection.

0

112. Helicometra aposinuata Pritchard, 1966
(Fig. 61)

HABITAT: Intestine of Holoc:entrus spinifer (new host);

Hawaii.
DESCRIPTION (based on five whole mounts): Body
elongate, J .7•2.14 mm long, 0.5-0.65 mm wide except

for a too strongly flattened specimen which is nearly
10mm wide. Oral sucker 0.l-0.19X0.ll-0.18mm:
prepharynx present; pharynx 60-100 X 80-110 µ; esophagus 90-150 µ long; ceca terminating near posterior
extremity. Acetabulum 0.17-0.22 X 0.14-0.23 mm, at
posterior end of anterior third of body or at its junction
with middle third. Sucker ratio l : 1.25-1.8.
Testes tandem, contiguous, irregularly indented or
lobed, 0.16-0.32 X 0.2-0.55 mm; anterior testis usually
at posterior end of middle third of body. Cirrus pouch
elongate claviform, 0 .28-0.37 mm long lineally. 37-54 µ
wide at posterior swelling which usually lies dorsal or
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anterodorsal to the acetabulum, extending in median
field from genital pore to dorsal side of acetabulum, but
not beyond it; seminal vesicle tubular, winding posteriorly; pars prostatica indistinct; ejaculatory duct may be
evaginated as slender smooth cirrus 20-40 µwide.Genital
· pore ventral to esophagus, but may be ventral to oral
sucker in contracted specimens.
Ovary immediately pretesticular, equatorial or postequatorial, three-, four-, or more lobed, 0.12-0.17
X 0.17-0.35 mm. Seminal receptacle retort-shaped, 0.060.l 5 mm wide, anterodextrodorsal to ovary, extending
diagonally across midbody. Laurer's canal arising as
direct continuation of seminal receptacle, sigmoid,.
opening submedianly posterosinistral to acetabulum
tsinistral to acetabulum in contracted specimens). Genniduct arising from anterior lobe of ovary, joining seminal
receptacle at its anterodextral side, then vitelline reservpir.
Main bulk of uterus confined to intercecal field between
acetabulum and ovary; metraterm running forward to
left of cirrus pouch; eggs oval, 3 7-46 X 23-3 2 µ in life,
filament 60-140 µ long. Vitelline follicles circumcecal.
extending from level of esophagus to posterior extremity.
~onfluent at intestinal bifurcation and in posttesticular
area; vitelline reservoir triangular, preovarian. Excretory
vesicle reaching to ovary, with terminal pore.
DlSCU SSION: The measurements given above agree well
with those given by Pritchard except for the egg size,
wluch is 40-51 X 24-29 µ according to Pritchard. In
my own measurements made in the fresh state, the
eggs were never as long as 51 µ. This is probably due
to the fact that Pritchard measured the length on the
matµre mounted eggs which are collapsed on one side.
In this condition the maximum length of the eggs is
usually larger than the actual length of uncollasped
mounted eggs or living eggs.
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II e/ico111clra docl111wsorchis n.sJJ.
(Fig. 6)
Host: G_vmnotlzora.i· burocnsis Bl('cker; I specimen from 19 hosts cxami11(•d.
Location: Intestine.
Holotype: U. S. Natl. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 39157.
Description: Body 2.238 by 0.804; greatest width at midbody; both end tapered to a
rounded point. Oral sucker round, 0.134 in diameter; acetahulum 011e-third body length fru111
anterior end; 0.302 wide by 0.315 lone,, with transverse aperture; suckt-r ratio 1: 2.3. Prepharynx 0.042 long; pharynx 0.060 long by 0.067 wide; esophagus muscular, U.201 l011g; intestinal bifurcation just posterior to middle of forehocly; ceca e.·tcnding to near 1w~teri"r end nf
body.
Testes unlobed but each has a slight, broad indc11tation laterally; oblique; contiguou , overlapping by about half length; 0.268 to 0.281 l111w liy 0.19-t to 0.235 wide. Postle ticular 1,acc
0.516. Cirrus sac claviform, overlapping a111Lrior eclge of acetahulum, posterior two-third
straight, anterior one-third bent toward lc-tt, 0.496 long by 0.07-t wicle. S1:111inal n· idc IOOJJ
backward a short distance near its middle ; prostatic cells surround it narrowed <Ii tal half;
cirrus short and weak. Genital pore submedian, slightly to left of middle of t•sophagu .
Ovary 3-lobed, anterior to ri~ht testis and to right 0£ anterior half of ldt tc ti , cuntigu iu
with both testes. Mchlis' gland large, prcuvaria n; seminal receptacle lakrodor al to ovary,
0.114 by 0.168; pore of Laurcr's canal dorsal, to right of ovary ,111rl po terior to erninal
vesicle. Vitelline follicles from posterior part of esophagus to po~krior l'IHI of body; d r al,
ventral, and lateral to ceca, very nearly confluent posterior to tcstc, and anterior t ac tahuIum. Uterus coiled between ovary ancl acLlabulum. following cirrus sa • tu genital pore. Egg
with medium length filaments (2 to 3 times the egg length), rnllapsccl, 42 to 46 by 24 mien n.
Excretory pore terminal; excretory vcsicll· tubular, cxten<ling forward to level ,.,f O\'ary.

Discussion: The name dodz111osorc/1is is from doc/1111os. ohli11uf', am) orchis.
testis. In its oblique testes this species re ·l'n1bles the type speci • . JI. p11lcl1clla
(Rud., 1819). All other species in the genus have tandem tt: 'k. It clifTcr fr1J111
H. pulchella in much larger sucker ratio, grl'atl'r po~ttesticular :-pace ( practi ·ally
lacking in H. p11lchclla). more anterior genital pure, :-mailer gona<L. an 1 _mall r
eggs.
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ALLOCREADIIDAE Sto11ich, t 904
3. Helicometra ef>inepheli Yamaguti, 1934
Habitat. Small intestine of° Serranu! merra (Bloch). •
Material and locality. Two gravid specimens: MacaHar.
Body spatulate. I. 95- 2.25 mm long, 0. 5- 0.6 mm broad at
middle. Oral sucker 0.12-0.13X0.J25-0.15mm. Pharynx ~-87
'< 90- 11411.: esophagus 0. 11 - 0.2 mm long: acetabulum 0.22 -0.2◄
mm in diameter, at junction of anterior with middle third of body,
festes tandem, indented, 0.13-0.16X0.16-0.2mm, anterior te1ti1
at iunction of middle with posterior third of body: cirrus pouch
"lender, slightly undulating, reaching to anterior part of acetabulum,
0.27 -0.35 mm long by 70- 75 :1 wide. Genital pore ventral to e10phagus at level of its middle or posterior end.
Ovary coarsely trilobate, 0.14- 0.1 SXO 19 mm, immediately in
lront of anterior testis, median; receptaculum seminis retort·
1haped, 60- 80 p wide, anterolateral to ovary. Ena with polar
filament, averaging 50 :1 long by 3511 wide. Vitellaria extendinr
in lateral fields from level of intesti'nal bifurcation to posterior
~xtremity.
The above measurements fall within the limits of variation•
siven for this species in I 934. I940 and 1942, though the testes are a
little smaller than they are in the original specimens.
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Helicometra ep1nephel1 Xamaguti,1934
/I elicometra cpinepltcli n. sp.
/1,•lir-omt'fra Odhner, 1902. Body flat with fold!'d margins,
2.29-4.-17 mm long, broade:-t at posterior part of body. Cuticle thin, unarmed. l'reoral
lip an<l cervical glands present. Oral suckt.:r subterminal, 0.17-0.21 x 0.18-0.22 mm. Pre•
pharynx present. l'harynx 0.095-0.12 x 0.084-0.15 mm. Acetabulum situated about one
third of body length from anterior end, 0.2-1-0.J.l x 0.23-0 .34 mm. Tc~tcs median, closely
tandem, at about middle of postacetabular region, irregularly loLc<l, 0.18-0.SG X 0,320.78 mm. Cirrus pouch extending posteriorly to near anterior bordet· of acetabulum. Genital
rore median in front of cecal bifurcation. Ovary deeply lobed, anterolatcral to anterior
testis, 0.14-0.28 x 0.28-0.51 mm. Reccptaculum seminis immediately in front of ovary.
Vitellaria lateral, beginning at level of genital pore or a little behind, extending more or
less inwards across ceca. Eggs oval, 0.05-1 x 0.034 mm, with Jong polar filament. Excretnr}'
vesicle tubular, bifurcating at level of ovary.
SPECIFIC

DIAGNOSIS.

Habitat. Intestine of Epi11eph,·lus al.·1111ra (type host) an<l R. triri111,·1111m ('fenrn1. cl
Sehl.).
Locality and date. ~ i . : a ; August 29, J 929 (type date); Sept. -1, 1930.
Type and paratypes in my collection.
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Fig. 2-1.

/lclico111etra cpi,lt'phe!i; dorsal \'iew.
Type 3.9 x 1.18 mm.
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Helicometra lasciata (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 1902
S11no1111m:
Ileliconwtm epinep/lC'!i Ynmag11li,
1934 ( new synonymy).
llost: Epinephelus sp.; Serraniclnc; red cod.
Location:

IntPstinc.

Alw fa.I, Jp>titi

Number: 1 in l host.
Remarks

This specimen agrees well with descriptions
of H. fasciata although the egg length is somewhat shorter. Ilelicometra epi1wpheli Yamaguti, 1934, seems to agree with 11. fascia/cl
in all important charac:ters, an<l is here co11sidered a synonym. It is reported from st•vernl
hosts in Japan including Epineplwlw,.
Helicometra fascia/a has beeu reporll'd from
widely scattered regions of the world indll(ling the Mediterranean, North Atlantic, Japa11 ,
and now New Caledonia. At Tortugas, Florida, it was fouud only in fishes from clt'pths of
50 to 60 fathoms. 1>wti • ., Mto,fgr lftl

lfrlfrometra fmcif,tn (Rn<lolphi, 1819)
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,1 1111d II

nwc/, .., Bleeker, rt>d s1111pptr {L11tjnnill.1t
Hathygohius 01wrator (l.11\·ier ,111d V I ncil'
11es), ~oil} or mapo ( , ih1idae); lli.\ha mclano
Dersl'hcid. lon~-fi11n cl lwrring (l :h11 cida•·).
II IHT,\TS: Small intt''>ti11c, pylori(' t £> n.
Lnt' Al.lTIFs: Capt> Coast. Elmin • Tcm1
Ghana.
I )A 1Es: I I Jannan· {H. mporator, Elmina •
19 J;unmrv. 7 l•'l'llnt;nY 196(i (four of five it
fcdt·d L. jidi, .npe Coa~t).
51 H · 1,11; ·s: S. ~l Helm. .oll. , 'n. -068
(fro 1 11 I... 1111chipi1mis); 1o. 70682 ( z, • a;rntili }
No. 7068:3 (L. pP/i); No. 7068-1 ( l., , modcstu. )
1
• o. 70685 (B. soporalnr); • 'o. 70686 (I. mr
1

fri11otn).

I)i:,,cussm:-.: Tlw four inft:deJ (with one
one. two an<l three worms. respectivt'ly) Larimu•
pc'/i of the .10 exan1ined from Cape oast wer
the only hosts to harho1 worms in the pylork
ePt:a (none in the small intestine); the flukes
\"ere pinkish in color, and were readily visible
through th .. cecum wall. Four L. nuc/1ipinnl~
hnrbored one, three, five and eight worms, re!ipectivelv; one G. saxatilis with one worm; one
L pcli from Tema with five wonns; one L.
,,,odestus with six worms; two B. soporator of
four examined with three and 12 worms, repectively; and one I. mclanota with one worm.
'his species has a wide distribution, having
l>e::-n recorded from the Meditemmean, North
Atlantic. South-\Vest Africa, Mexican Pacific,
Japan, Caribbean, Tasmania, and New Caledonia.
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Helicometra f,uciaia (Rod.)

(Fig. 5)
Hoste
Incidenre
Prionotu, alatu, (from 60 fathoms) ............... Present in 3 of 4 examined
Prionodea ap. (from 55 fathoms)...................
1
1
Bellator milit11ria (from 50 fathoms) ........... •••.
3
9

Location: Intestine.
Distribution: European Atlantic; Mediterranean; Tortugas, Florida.
This species seems to be the most widely distributed species in Europe,
occurring, according to Palombi (1929:287), in 21 hosts. Palombi gives a
complete account of the species, including morphology, synonyms, and
variations.
The above new host records are the first to be known from America. It
is of interest to note that this species, although evidently relatively nonspecific, was not found in the examination of hundreds of shallow-water
fishes at Tortugas, nor did it appear in collections from deeper-water fishes
down to approximately 300 fathoms. On the other hand, it is apparently
common at depths of about 50 to 60 fathoms. Studies now in progress on
the bathymetric distribution of certain trematodes indicate that this seemingly narrow limitation to certain depths is unusual, the upper limit of distribution being generally more definite than any lower limit.
Palombi found the metacercarire of H. fasciata encysted in the following
shrimps: Leande1· serratus (Penn), L. sqitilla (L.), and L. xiphias (Risso).
Palombi notes considerable variation in adults, especially in shape and size
of pharynx, shape of ovary, and in posterior extent of cirrus sa
my specimens (as fig. 5) show the genital pore slightly to the le
the pore is median.
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34. Trematod~ Para· ·•l'S of th Fish Family Gobi1da~ from Naples, Italy and Rimin(,
f). L. lh: (,IP 1r
11 1'11 • • \.;11, \\ :l\1·• :-,,:,tr '·n,,·, r •• ity.

W.I.

Two thuw,aud l''"' t,111,: ,-,I :1 1111 111·1 • ·\\\I• ~•• IHid c,,111pri~i11g l.hrt'l' 1'-l'l"'k
c:,, iu1
t,itis, (,(l{,i11s (',1,1u11,•//1,s .mil (, ,, "'·' ; 1,1, 1 ,, ~,,. , .. Ill t<·d m d1<' vi ·inity ,,. thl' (..taz1.,, u
lngica, • 'avlt-.. dttrill~ (111 J>ll• I' ·" (JI - ",,.1,, I 11,,:;' thro:1l!li Jul} 195.~. \ IC \" ~111i11,:d for
ra. itts Trrmatnd, e l11•l .. 1,gi•11 1 111 1h, , ,ti, ,, i;).. i,11111.i, :11, 1,n , 111 it bullli<l l; frrnn
q,l l
ll1lrJa<lii1l:u. !14tl..n111::11f1.- 1 r1pt 1 ,,_;,11 1Jjlu J[,11111r11h,, ,nd l111111rc.:hi1tl,1l'.
Oue 1lic-11~1111l .mil :l11rt.1 111.,· o1,11,I ,r th· fl·1111~ l";11/q_:,1l111, ,oil. 1 d fr,,an tlti.: v• imt,r
'olthe Lcnwr \far:1,l I 11, .. 1,1 .. ,:,. lli111111. I'.\\ I .. "re 1•v,.11111.,,I diri1,i• ll(t~lllbl'I J<J5.5 :nd
HJ 19fi0. 1 hi trl'111;1t•Hl•·
, "'' r,•,i I ,1111 1 ,. ,, It lid1111: tu tlw fa11,tl1t' ·\ ll1wn.uli1d.'le,'.
Fdlud1h1111dii<' H,,11iu1•1,. t', \l.,11u•d11irl ,, ap,! !{11c pl11ll'l,w.
: 't'lic1111 r/r,, f11J,

10/11 ,;,

11,~· ;' rnih .\]J,,.

11.,,l.1d,,,, t•

r,, ·1 t i11 ,,,_,l,:1d

.,1

I tli th

anu B1111i111 an·:t~.

11. If f'/i,·omt'/rrr (o,~l'iatrr ( H uilnl pl1i. IHI fJ).
I lo:-pt>dadort'!:-: l'ara/rzl>rax m,u·1dt1tnf as< iatus ( ~1,·i11d,ll'h1u•1 I·· \
P. rw rv~ullatus \\' al ford.·;,
Localizarion: inte:-tino.
Distrihucion geografica: Isla ·\n~el de la Guanla. Baja Cali fornia, Mexico.

Esta especit" fut' de:--rrita prt•viarnf"nte. t>n el ~tar ~lt'ditnranPo.
cerca de Napole:-- (Dawe~. lQ~(>). Otra::. dc:-cripciorw .• inrluyt·ndo
la de Manter (] 910) en cl Oceann Pad fico. ind irnn lf ll<' t> ta t•~111••
cie tiene una di~tribucit'in co~mopolita.
9"./Un'Z : /Vuti., h·P-, 11' ~.
Helicometra fasclata (RuootPHt, 1819) OoHN1rn, ·1902.
llelicometra epiriepheli YAMAGUTt, 193't.
HosT : Scorpaena scrofa L. (Scorpaenidac).
SITE : Small intestine.
LocALtTY : Goree, Senegal.
DAn: : 23 March 195".
SPECIMENS DEPOSITED : USNM Helm. Coll. No. 71896.
SYNONYM :

D~su i::.s10~ : Our 1 ·oll1•c•t io11 1·1111t,1i11s I hr,•,· :iilult wnn11,. Thi-.
Iins 111 • 1·11 r 1 •L· 11 ,·1•1·(·d f n1n1 a wide• , arit'I, nf 11i.1ri11P fi. h,·,
front th1•
~ll'dit,•rr·111p•111
Bh, 1 •k , I'H'< I ,Ill< I ('.an,
·11 11•a11 :-wa:-· •• · urth
•
,
•
••
,
Sf>l'l'lf•s

-~_tf;'.nlll'.' (,ha11:i; _South-~\'c:-l :\fri,·a, \11•\'.ican P:11ilil', .lnp.i11. :'\1•\\
Lilt do111a,

F"' 4

""'-

.i

11d

I ;ismania.

Fisc..J..+4.o.l~ Tli.o-o.6 ,

19~2-

Helicometra fasciata (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 1902
Host and locality : intestine of Gaidropsarus t•ztlgaris, Stn. 22.
One specimen was present.
Bisca.,'(
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Allooread11dae
Allocread11nae

Helicometra hypodyt1s Yamaguti,1934

Size 2.64 by o.87 • Resembling tl·ep1nephel1
Oral sucker 0.17 by 0.18
Ventral sucker 0.22 by 0.25
Pharynx 0.095 in diameter.
Testes not so distinctly lobed as in H.epinephel1,
slightly emarg1nate.
1
Ovary irregularly l~bed, ~raneversely elongate. Iaurer s
vanal very long with loop in front of seminal receptacle.
V1tellar1a begind at posterior end of pharynx. ~ggs 58 by
32 ~/
Based on a single specimen.
d
Hoet:Hypodytes rubriP1nn1s (Temm. & Sehl.) ;~c
Locality: Inland sea.
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FAMILY OPECOELTDAE

Helicomefra hypoditis Yam'.tguti, 1934
(Fig. 1)
Two mature specimens were collected from 4 specimens of Serranus (- EpinePhl.i./us) sp.,
locally called "Koshar," from Ghardaga.
Diagnosis: Body tapering anteriorly, broadly rounded posteriorly; 2.16 and 2.03 long, 1.21
and 1.01 maximum width. Acetabulum 0.33 in diameter, near anterior third of body. Oral sucker
0.21 by 0.25 in diameter; forcbody 0.33 long. Prcpharynx short; pharynx 0.98 long by 0.14 wide;
esophagus short; intestinal ceca ending 0.2 from posterior end of body. Testes tandem, lobed,
wider than long, 0.29 by 0.52 to 0.59; in posterior half of body. Cirrus sac curved in an S-shape,
extending from middle of acetabulum to genital atrium near pharynx. Genital pore median,
ventral to pharynx. Ovary directly anterior to testes; wider than long; lubed; size 0.16 by 0.24.
Seminal receptacle large, pyriform, immediately anterior and to right of ovary. Vitcllaria
mostly extracecal, from level of pharynx to near posterior end of body. Uterus between ovary
and acetabulum; eggs yellowish, thin-shelled with long filament about t wicc as long as egg shell
which measures 0.04 to 0.06 by 0.03 to 0.04.
This species is previously known from llypod,,tis ruhipimiis in the Inland Sea, J apan.
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Jfdicc1111f'lra

mark,·u•itschi

Po>?on•izl•\a,

1954)

Host: Tr~ch1nus draco
Blac k Sea

1954
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ll01ope. 11,1(CJIOll,

~

l-l1n-1t,,,,,er11111 IIU'-C.H~u..A (fuo. 111'1)
(fu Jc/ce-ra.lt:. -..,J A,r...;, l'114)
Helioometra sinuata (Rud.,1819) 0dhner,1902
Average size 2.06 by 0.56 mm.
Oral sucker 0.21 mm.
Aoetabulum 0.31 mm.
fharynx round 0.087 mm.
estes usually unlobed
evary mult1lobed
Eggs 47-50 by 20 u.
V1tellar1a :f'rom esophagas to posteriori end of bodu;
interrupted opposite acetabulum; forming a mass
posterior to testes.

Hoats: Fierasfer 1mberb1s
(Naplea)
0phidium barbatum (Venice)
Traoh1nus draco (Trieste)
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R,liromtlra nnuata (Bun).
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Allocre d11dae
Helicometra bassensia

Woolcoc , 1935

Summary of characters:
2.5 o 3.5 by 0.5 to 0.85 mm. Hfnd. bod with olight
frilled margin. ventral sucker 0.28 mm., twice diameter of
oral sucker. Esophagus about as long or a little long r than
pharynx. Intestinal bifurcation well in f'ront of ventra
sucker. ueca compara tvely wide. N ventral gro v.
Genital pore median, shorty
hind pharynx.
Cirrus sac to slightly beyond the border of the
acetabulum passing to V1e left.
Ovary elongate transverely. lt may oe en ire or
(usually) slightly lobate on its anterior border.
Large t'lask-sha ed seminal rece tacle.
Vitellaria close together fr m the osterlor border
or the acetabulum to the posterior end of the bod ,l'lll ing
post-testicular space.
Bgge 63 to 06 by 24 to 27 µ. ~!laments my be 5
times length
of eggs.
!Jost like li· plovmornini and.Ji. tort
Differs fr m former in sucker ratio ad in vitellar
Differs fr m H.torta in that the vitellaria exten
the ventral ucker and are more com act.
4

Host:
atycephalus bassensie.
flathead
Localit : Port Philip Bay, Victoria.
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Di\·frihutio11
8

I'latycepluilm ba.Hem1s - Port Pl11lip Bay, Australia (Woolcock 1935): Ocrw1.:nt fatuary, Tas11w111 1 (Crn\\croft 1947h)
V1,uk,.1ck ( I9J5) d1,tinguishcd fl. bassensis
frnrn If. torta pnncip:illy by the more anterior
c ll 11 11• l, vikll.1ri[t. Sin...:e th· vitellaria of H.
, , •• ,,,,." t
If 1nrla) c tcnJ alml t to the
ro t ;,11 hlHJer of the acd,drnlum an<l th
pc1.inu.;nc; rderrcd tn //. b11H e11sis hy rowcroft
r I9 l7/>) hav .1 1tdl.1ric1 whil:11 terminate lightly
tntt rl1.H ,, I 1ht po I ., in r 111 {' ,r th. an:tabulum,

this characteristic is no lon!!cr useful 1n di-.tinguishing thcsl! specil's I hH~1.·ver. as sho\.\-n in
Table 3. H. bus.\e,w, pt1~~l',:-.C:-. a -.omc,\hat
smaller sucker ratio and lack" the protuhcrant
acetabulum and prcac1:t:1hular pit 11( 11. torta.
Helicometra haHemis has a larger "ud,1.:r r,:1111
and lacks the unique!~ curved di')tal portinn l,r
the cirrus sac of H. tenuiji>I/(/.
Six specimens (Rg 15 Rg20l or //. han<!1/\·i\
from the collection or Cr owcroft ( I9-17 h) \\l' re
examined; he reported snm1.: mca,urcmcnt llll
four of the specimcm (Rgl5- Rgl8). but for
some reason diJ not indudl." lhL' ri..:maining rn o
specimens. Both of thL· omitted slidl.'s ar1: lahdled
"Helicometra hasse/1.\i\·, intcs., Kin~ Flathead.
Late Aug. 46.'' Our mcasun:mi..:nh n~n tl11.:::ic ,1
specimens are inclu ..kd in Table .1. All L,r the
specimens appear flatte11L·d but e:<.hibit thl.: extremely compact lateral ,itl'llaria which \\1..'rl'
used by Woolcock ( I(.)J5) ,l'> a ,pccific chara . .·tc ristic (Fig. 8). The vitcllaria become (inly :-.light!~
less dense at the postcrillr tnd l)f the ht,dy and
give the appearance nr a narrow hand crn:-in:ling
that portion of the bt)dy. Tn t)Ur knc1wledge. the
description of H. p11/cht1!fa by Odhner ( Il)l)2 J is
the only other report of , itcllaria t11' a similar
appearance. Since the vitl'lhlria of other specie~
of Helicometra do not appear to dc,eh,p dM._aJ
or ventral to the posterior pl1rtion nf the excretory bladder, this appears t,) be an important
specific characteristic of H. bm.h'/1.\/\.
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S1·11 ;1111 l.11

B11m1•11

HO
Im ( oil
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(iOO, 1 J

d on mgle spt'c:imc'11 ) :
':/ 0 (o nnan lew•I). 111ianm•d
70, hmdboch l.29:2, posttl'!>tirnl.11
Oral suc·ke:>r IHri h, 21.5. il('l'fah111 cli.1mrtn. Slll'~e~ length ratio
P•·t>pha n 12 long, plian 11, lll2
) ),'lfi; t' oph.lJ,?11' 2.;o 1011).t: ('{'( al lllft1rl'ati1111
pr ,1u•t.1'111lar; l'f'<•a c•xtt-11di11g p11sttt•,t1c
olar. tumi11.1ti11J.! I .10 , right 1 .111cl 2111 I lc•lt J
om
> h·nor <'Xlrc•mitv
Exl'rl'ton hl.11ld1 r

ua.

l'Ollt.ii11i11g larg~. 1rn·g11lar ~-om rl'ti,111

I of t·1·c·,tl t'mls: pore' ~11htP11n111al cl11rs.tl.
es two. outline ,·,•n .,liJ,!htl\' \\a,, t.111'<lllti~11011s. mai11h i11t1•1c·l'1°al hut m.1,·
merlap t·1•c·11111 \1'11tr.dh. n111sth 111
po termr hoch third hut overlapp1111! n,idclle
third A11h'nor h•stis 211-t h, :WO. po,tt>ri111
t tis .2,58 h~ ,3(i.';; .ll'd.th11l11m to ,111tnwr h·sti,
, • o postnior ft•stis liu.'5. \",1sa <'fft•rt·nti.1
long, 1111iti11g to form \'t'r\ ,hnrf ,as ddc·n•11s .
C.trrns sae -tH.1 i11 lo11gih.1di11.d 1•xft•111 ll\ 8-t
sini trnl lw11d pn·al'l'lah11lar. t•1111u111·11c·i11.g 8.~
anterior lo postt•rior m.1rgi11 of ,1ct'talml11m.
<.·onta111i11g tubular ~,•minal ,·e,id!' witl1 prohounc·ed loop, a long, straight pars prm,lati<".I
·11rrouncled by prostate c·c•ll!-i. and mus<.·tilar.
protm ·il,IE' l'irrns 10:3 h\'
Cenital port'
~lighth, sinistral. 80 postphan 11g1•al. 2YO prr
lt·etahular. O\'ar\' 162 h\ 220. smooth. inlt•r·et·al. parth ,uhmedian to right. i11 f,111em and l"OntiJ.ri1ous with anterior testis. :36;3
o ta<.'f'tab11lar. Scmi11,d r<'t·c•pta('fp prrscnt
Laurer's eanal not seen. Ootypc l'Omplt>\
,irge. mPdia11 to O\'ar~. p.1rth ~11lmwd1an to
dt. \'itelline fnllid<'s in eight pairs of st>p1rated la tern I c-l11sl<'rs hi11g dor,,d to c t'l ,l.
•xtendinJ,:t trom l"t'c,il hil11rc-afio11 to 111,t hPm1cl <·t•cal P11ch. lo11g1t11d111al d11d, 1111 t'il<"lt
·t1e t·m11wc·t111g c·l11,tt•"· c·o111011111 , 1IPll111t• dnd
lor!ii,d. l 'tnm ,pir.tll111g i11 cliag,ni.al <'llil, h1•\'t'l'll ovan· a11d ,ll'dah11l11m ~fHr.1tcrm tluc k
,tiled. a,1·t·11cli111.,: from .111lc·1 in1 nwrg111 11 /
l"l'tahul11111 St \t-'11 <•gi,.:, 111c.1,11ni11,! Hi t11 .=;:3
, .:?Ji tu ,3:3. \\ 1th 11111p11l.11 fil.11n1•11I.
D1sct,Mo,: ~,dd1qi .111d (,dilt• ,llJho,. 111
<"ll1d1ng .'it, 111111, /'fl , ·1111 ,/afo \l.11111·1 . HJ.'l'3,
om P11t·rt11 H11 o . d1•1 l.an·d !ht l!t·1111, , 1 ,, 11 .
1,m of JJ,,/1<'1111,, ,,,, Ocll1111•1. HIO::! "1• 1•1111
l
Tht rd1111•. S 111, mIsI L11pt.1 . f'J.)h. I,, ._
mt>, II pt, ro,.\I ! C:11pt,1, JlJ.i(i ~,dcl1q 1 ,111 d
hit• l'lfiO, .111d ~ ,., t'l/.\(/1 I"' F, l litl1.d ,111d
1111tz f<J(i I Ii, t 111111, II r, ,·11,111, It\ 1 F 1,c It
11 .11,d 1\1111!/ l<J(j I II . l'I H1Jl1. rl11• 111'\\

IJgkd

:n.

0

speC'it>s, II. honwo<'nsi.\·, d1fters si~,
from all k1111w11 m<>mhn,; of the ge 11 1
arr.111gemp11f of !ht> 'i1t·lli1w follidt"
~P\. I<~ tht• spl-'t'ies of I frlico11wt ra l.!1
~kqabm ,rnd ~oval ( 19.:;8) our l>J
~f:'} eel t'.i /J· qmwph<'li Yamag11ti. JU.
l,tttt'r d1Ht>r-. further from the 11ew -'I
th,, Prl'St'II{'(' of a trilohc·d m .in ,11 ,d di
lohpc) testes.

Helicometra borneoell.\ i\ Fischthal
and Kuntl, 1%) J Sci(£~~!< rt' ll~ll/ If/'/
1
Distrib111iu11
Epinephelusfasciarus-J.::sselton, North Borneo
(Fischthal and Kuntz 1965).
Helicometra bomeoensis was de cribed from a
single specimen. The unique arrangement of the
vitellaria, ~ight pairs or lateral duster . distinguishes this species from all other member 0f
the genus. The holotype was examined but the
original description could not be enlarged, since
details of the genital complex are not clear.

Opecoelidae
114. Helicometra gompbosi ~ '-( o.""", \

/

9f(J

(Fig. 63)

HABITAT: Intestine of Gomphosus varius; Hanauma

Bay, Oahu.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63579.
DESCRIPTION (based on three whole mounts): Body
very small, though gravid, elongate, only 0 6-0.8 mm
long, up to 0.2-0.3 mm wide at Junction of middle Wllh
posterior third of body, somewhat incised at terminal
excretory pore. Oral sucker subterminal, 68-81 X 76-90 µ;
pharynx 46-74 X 58-69 µ; esophagus 30-46 µ long; ceca
terminating near posterior extremity. Acetabulum 0.110.12 mm in diameter, at anterior part of middle third ot
body.
Testes oval, 80-116 X 62-70 µ, diagonal, contiguous
situated at about middle of hindbody or a little more
posteriorly. Cirrus pouch sigmoid, claviform, comparatively thin-walled, with longitudinal muscles, 128-186
X 39-46 µ, extending from dorsal side of acelabulum to
median genital pore lying ventral to esophagus or
pharynx; seminal vesicle may or may not be winding in
cirrus pouch.
Ovary longitudinally elongated bean-shaped in the
type, 46-86 X 23-46 µ, situated immediately anterior to

testes, with oval seminal receptacle between itself and
right cecum. Laurer's canal arismg from seminal receptacle, opening dorsally posterosin1stral to acetabulum
Uterus winding between ovary and acctabulum. Eggs oval,
filamented at one pole, 40-50 X 23-39 µ in life, filamt.!nt
up to 60 µ long Vitellana co-extensive with intestine,
not confluent at intestinal bifurcation and posterior lo
testes; vitelline reservoir dorsosirustral to ovary Ex~·retory
vesicle reaching to ovary; pore termmal.
DISCUSSION: lltis species agrees well with flel1cometru
pu/chella (Rud.) Odhner, 190~ in general anatomy, but
it is more than half as large as the latter an<l the eggs and
their filament are much shoiter. According to Odhner
the eggs of H. pulche/la are 69-85 µ by 30 µ and the
filaments 0.6--0. 7 mm long, and accordmg to Nicoll
(1910) the eggs are 63-84 X 32-37 µ and the filaments
are six to eight times as long as eggs. As far as I am a wart,
this species is the smallest of all the known mcm hers of
the genus.

Helicometra gomphosi Yamaguti, 1970 +ro,n S.E.kE.IMI( ~ Al(1' J I 'I
Distribution
1
Gomphosus varicus~Hawaii (Yamaguti 1 ~
Yamaguti (1970) compared H. gomphosi wida
H. pulclzella of Odhner (1902) and Linton (19..,_
The extremely small size (0.6-0.8 X 0.2-0.3) fl.
this species still appears to distinguish it
H. pulchella; and the longitudinally elongllllllL
roughly reniform ovary of H. gomphosi seema •
be a unique characteristic.

!?-1

31. Helicometra grandora ~a,wW), f'f 5~
( Figs. 41-42)
HosTs: Ohelidonichthys kwmu (Lesson and Garnot), gurnard; type host;
intestine;
Helicolenu,s percoides (Richardson), sea perch; intestine.
LOCALITIES : Portobello, Wellington.
HoLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 49135.
DESCRIPTION (based on 45 specimens with measurements on eight) : Length
2·478 to 3·738 mm., greatest width 1·162 to 1·460 mm., near middle of body;
tapering toward each end but broadly rounded at posterior encl. Forebody 0·532
to 1 ·036 mm. or from i to¼ body length. Oral sucker round, large, 0·377 to 0·478
mm. in diameter; acetabulum slightly wider than long, 0·323 to 0·408 mm. in
transverse diameter. Sucker ratio 1 : 0·807 to 0·920, usual1y about 0·880. Very
MANTER-Some
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short prepharynx, pharynx appreciably longer than wide, 0 · 177 to O·237 111111.
long by 0· 115 to 0· 146 mm. wide; oesophagus muscular, usually not longer than
pharynx, almost always shorter than pharynx. The specimf'n from Helicolenus
had a greatly extended forebody and its oesophagus wa:s slightly more than twice
the len,:1:th of the pharynx. Oesophagus length doubtless varies greatly with
ff'
)
contraction of the forebody. Intestinal bifurcation about midway betwl•e11
suckers; caeca reaching to near posterior eud of body.
Testes much lobed, tandem, intercaecal, close together; anterior testis about at
middle of hindbody. Posttesticular space 0·546 to 0·868 mm. or beh\'een-! and
t; body length. Genital pores median at level of posterior edge of pharynx;
female pore close in £rout of male pore. Cirrus sac (Fig. -12) overlapping acetabulum, usually not reaching to midacetabulum, rarely somewhat past mitlacetabulum; size 0·362 to 0·501 mm. long by 0·123 to 0·18-! llllll. wide. 8eminal
vesicle tubular ,e xtending forward to near anterior end of the cirrus sac then
backward in short coils to join the muscular cirrus in posterior fourth of the
sac; the cirrus bends forward and extends almost straight to the male pore (Fig.
42).
Ovary deeply 3-lobed, median, immediately pretesticular. Seminal receptacle
originating anterior to oYary extends posterior to ovary on right side. Vitellaria
begin a little anterior to acetabulum and extend to near posterior end of body.
They may begin as far forward as the level of the intestinal bifurcation or a'>
far back as anterior edge of aeetabulum. Uterus a narrow spiral between ovary
and acetabulum. Filamented eggs 68 to 8-l by 26 to 3-lµ, not including the long
filament.
Excretory vesicle extending to the transverse yolk duct just anterior to the
ovary.
DISCUSSION: The following species have been named in the genus Helicom etra:
H. bassensis Woolcock, 1935; H. epinepheli Yamaguti, 1934; H. execta Linton,
1910; H. fasciata (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 1902; H. hypodytis Yamaguti, 193-l;
H. pulchella (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 1902; H. neosebastodis Crowcroft 1947;
H. tenuifolia Woolcock, 1935; H. tm·ta, Linton, 1910; H. sinuata (Rud., 1819)
Odhner, 1902. H. g1wnadus Thapar and Dayal , 193-!, reported from a gurnard.
Trigla gurna1·d11,s, unfortunately appears to be flt present a nomen nudem since
no description of it was given. I-I. hypodytis and H. ep-inepheli are probably
synonyms of H. f asciata.
H. grnndora differs from all these species except II. neosebasto<lis and H. _-4,.
tenuifolia in that the oral sucker is larger than the acetabulum. It is wry similar
to H. fasciata except for this v,e ry evident difference in the sucker rat,io and a
more elongated pharynx. It differs from both H. neosebastodis and H. te11uifol·ia
in extent of the vitellaria at least to anterior border of the acetabulum a1;cl iu
much more lobed testes and ovary. It might be noted that H. terwif~lia was
reported from one of the same hosts, H elicolenus pe1·coides, in Port Philip Bfly.
Australia.

H. ,.n sol: r~

4

Helicometra grandora Manter, 1954 f',,5EK~f/JI( tl'~/1/J
Distribution
Chelidunichthys kumu-Portobello, North Island, New Zealand (MaTiter 1954).

Helico/L•nus percoide~--Portobdlo. North Island, New Zealand (Manter 1954).
Helicometra !(rwulora wa-; the tl11rd speuc-. of
Ht·licometro lo be described with an oral suder
l.ir~er than the acctabulum ( I :0.8 to 0.9). and is
the. . only species in grnup J which exhibits this
C\)ndition. Helicometra te1111ifula was described
as having cqual-siLcd suckers, and H. 1u!osel>asrodi., ( = H. renuifola) has a sucker ratio of
I :0.9 Smee the vitellaria terminate anteriorly
at th1.: 1111duter111e kvel of H. ten11ifu!a and extend
antcrioi to the acetabulum in H. l(rtmdora, this
specie!-- appears valid. Manter (1954) noted that
11. gro11dura appeared very similar to H.fasciata
( = H. pu/chella) except for the obvious difference
in suck.er ratios. However. Osmanov (1940) reported sucker ratios of I: 1.0 to I.) for H. pulchella. and therefore, H. l(randnra becoml'S incre,bingly difricult to ditfrrenti.1te when the
extremes of the ranges of //. fascia/a arc con-,idercd
T \.\-0 specimens of H. grandora (slide NZ-109a:
no number on other slide) wcre examined from
the Manter collection. The genital complex of
the specimen on the former slide is similar to that
or other species of Helicometra (Fig. 4). The
Laurer's c ..mal originates from the anterior tip
of the seminal receptacle and winds dorsally in a
~cries of convolutions to terminate dextrally,
slightly anterior to the ovary (Fig. 5). In both
specimens the large oval seminal receptacle is
sinistral, with the posterior part overlapping the
ovary dorsally. Mantl!r (1954) described the
,eminal receptacle as being Jextral. According
to Pritchard (personal communication) 7 of the
32 paratype specimens of H. grandora have a
dextral seminal receptacle. The two genital pores
( female pore anterior to male) described by
Manter ( 195-4) could not be ,wified. The terminal
genitalia of one specimen (slide NZ-20Qa) appear
to terminate in only one pore (Fig. b}. Unfnrtunately these structures were not clear on the
1
1 thcr specimen and the holotype wa.
not examined.
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Helicometra gurnadus Thapar

&

Dayal,1934

/I

A new species of the genus Helicometra from the
intestine of Trigla gurnardus
Thapar,G.s. & Dayal,J. 1934
Proc.Indian Sci. Congress, Calcutta, vol.21,p.261
11

The material for the present paper was collected by one of
~s from the intestine of Trigla gurnardus that died in the
aquarium of the Zoological Society of London.
Various s~ecies of the genus Helicometra had been described
but Nicoll (1915) after careful consideration came to the conclusion that there is but one species of the genus - H.pulchella,
all others being synonymous with it. The writers fully agree
with this view.
The present species is interesting as it presents many
differences from the type species, particulalrly in the shape
and position of the cirrus and cirrus sac; the relative length
of the pharynx and the oesophagus; the position of the testes
and the genital pore; and the distribution of the yo]J(glands.
All these di~ferences, along with a few other minor points dealt
with in the paper, indicate that the species is new to science.
The name Helicometra gurnardus n.sp. is proposed for this
new form. 11
Abstract of paper given at the Congress
A nomen nudum
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175 (Gurnard ti h)

P ongatt>,l. ai;;pino P, 3.23 mm. long and 1.025 mm. wide
te tis; n11terior t>nd narrower; posterior nd rounded
~ ,.,~f'"9'-n noteh. Oral _U(•kt>r tt>rminal, suhi-pheriral, 0.30
O.lll mm. in
uc.kl'r largt>r than oral surker iu nntnior half of body, meed on one side, 0.42 x 0.35 mm. in ·ize, at 0.84 rum. from anity. Prt•pharynx very short, 0.02 .x U.07 mm. in size; pUJ'111X
0.1
.ot mm. in size; oesophagus mm~cular, tuhular, 0.20 mm. long bifurcating into intf'Stinal cet-a, slender, e tPnding a little anterior to aaudal end
of bod •
.
h
t.ory ore terminal; hla,ld('r tuhular, extending to levPI of <'aadal nd.
f posterior
G nital pore median nenr mi,l-t>!!ophagus level, betwet>n J hnrynx and intestinal bifureation, at 0.5-1 111111, ft-0111 n11frrior extremit ••
T
postcquatorinl, uht1qu11J, .J,•t•ply loll1'1]. with irregular margiu ,
do. ely tandi>m and i11tt•n•111•,·11I. .\nlt•rior h• ·tis o.:35
0.53 mm, in ir. nt
l.925 mm. from ante1·ior PXtn•111itv. Postnior tP;;(i;; 0,3<i
0. 3/i mm. in s.ii,;e
at 0.63 n1111. from <'nu,lul t•ml. (-.;irrn. 1111\wh cln11g11tr,l, hroR d(•r p~t«>riorly
and narrower antn·iorly PXtt•ncliug- frnm gi>11it11l pore up to middle l'f'gion of
Yf'ntral su<'kl'r, 0.fi x 0. I:! 111111. in siz,•. \ 1•,-i,·ula . 1•111in11li~ t>longafrd, cylindrical, or<•upying 2 :i of ,•irni-. JH>Uc·h. 11.:1~ x 0.10 1111l1. in i?.P, opPn into n
glnhular pan; prn,lati,·11. O fl.i .x tl.0-l 111111. in -.;i:r.1• wbi,·h ,·ontinur forwnrcl 11
nn f'jll<'Ulatory dnl't, 0.11 111111 long-. l'irrn,; o.om; 111111. long-. musrular 1111d
non pin..
luri;e 11m11lwr nf prostntP gl,uul ,·rlls till ,•utirP ·p111·e i11 ,·111·11
p u,·h around ('jo('ulntory 1llll'I 11nd pnrl:i pro. tnti,·a.
Ornry <'Pphnlud 111111 ,·n11tiguo1" In nntt>ri o r tP,ti-., uhnw,linn , with 4 un "'flllll !oh""• po t r(11111t11rial. fl .:!O x o.:H 111111 . in . iz1', Et! 1.75 1t1111. from ntl'rior
• lr1•111it •. :M1·lili'.. glan,l. f'l't'11rnri11n 1111d dilTu-.1• lut"mll y. ,\ lnrg, pl•nr
hnpP<l rP,·Pptn1•11l11111 ·Pmi11r-; ut lt•lt . ,de of ornn·. 0.4 l 0.'.:! 111111 in -.j7"; 1th
11 :mtPrior end JH'r,11111!.!'Pd i11t n LnnrPr·. rnnal. , ~H,•llnrir folli, nlnr l tn1dinj!'
1 l1ttlt> nntnior to i11t1• t11111I h1fn ri• ulion up t , nudnl , 1111 •>t' bnd.,, 111 .11111.
al1111g' 1111l,•r 111:11:..:111, .. r ,·1·1•; 1 hut l'\tP11d111g 111111 llllt•l• ;(l'l ' ;d -fl/11 ' 1' •·a ud trl nl
p11 l1•rr111 t1•-.t1
\ ' 1t"1lr111· d11rh nuitP i11 tr .. ,11 ,I ,,.,, t .. l11i-111 11 ,1111-- r, •-. , •1
'"'" tlrat "l"'" 1ut11 .,.,t, I''' 1·1,·ru ari,,•-. t 11 ,1 11 a11t,·1 ,11 1· ,.,111 .. 1 ,,. 1t., I" ' H11d
att-rm ahout 11, )pngU1 of 1•1
11I m bnpl' with a polnr fll
111Pa
-0.03 111m. m :ii:e and filnmen
h•ngth.
U1 cT .• lfl : The prt•,-«>nt fo1111 hn. ht>Pll rf'ft•rrP,1 to tlw gPnu. B
OdhnPr, 19~0. Yn11111g-11tt ( 19fl ' ) li,;t(>d li p1•1·il',; from fi lw un
Pnu
Hels,:ometra. II. g11n111rrl1, Thu par Pt Dny11I. lfl34 rlt· •ri h, i frmn ft ( ,urnarrl, Tri,qla q11rnor1l11. tro111 Iurli11 uppPRT to hP a ,,om
d(•. ,·ription of it wn giwn.
Of thf' known ,.,p,•1·iP"' nf th,· g-111111 ... JT,,/irnmrtr11, the nt• form h1 w 1·!0
affiuitir•. to H. p1ild11/11i 1Hu<l ., 1.19) Odhner, 1902. H. f,, tiata tRu
Is19) Odhnt-r, ]!'lO:!. II. •11111r 1,htli Yamaguti, lfl'.J-1, JI. hy1w,l11ti
nmagnti,
Hl:l-1 nnd Jt. 11111r~1 ,,.;,. ch, Po;::orc•lzt>\'11, 19.l-t in lunrn;..:- clt•Pply l,ilu d tl',tl'
onr bf•hind thf' otlwr a111i i11 thr l'. tPn. ion of vitt>ll11ri11 from h ~·oud hitun•a
tion of i11t1•-.ti1111l 1·111•,·11 t11 1'1111 11t' ho.Jy lo po:-h•rwr !'lid of po rior ti• l1
Tht> II!',\\ form difft>r, I rn111 1111 llil• nhm e 1111·11tio1wfl . p,•,·it• ID tllf
ot' eirru ... pou,·h from llli,I 1lt'd11l111l11r n•g1011 to II hurt di. 18111'(• h
pharynx 111111 in tht• trud11r1 • o1 "'' i1•11ln (•111i11nli . Tlw new fo
... i,11ilar to Tl. h1111(J(/,11ti Ya11111g-uti. rn:i-t anrl 11. 1, u II i fool
hnving- ~P11it11I por1• Ut>111 t ht• 111iddJ,-. ot th,• 11 ophn ~ bot ho
fn,111 hoth of tlwn, in !)JP 1• hnt of Yit,,Ii,w •I 11d . In JI. h11pnrlyt1
\'itPl111r111 1•xt1•11il up tu p hnr, nx 1111'1 111 II . l1 m1 , , i op to \' r lral u, ker.
1-'urtlwr ti ... 111•\\' fon11 <·1111 11!~0 h,· dist 111gui,..}wd r 111 II. lm•
i m h mg
IP-;11•-; 111111 1,,·nry dP1·ply lolwd nuil in thl' P nt 11
rom genit
pon• to 111irl l'l'J.don of n•nt, 111 1wkn. ThP
suftfri1•11t t,
,·rnt" 11 111•,,· ,pt·,-i .. ,.. /I. ;,,c1,111 "JI· ""''·- - - ~
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Helicometra indica Agrawal, 1964 SE:
1
Distribution
Trig/a gurnardus-Vnknown locality (Agrawal

1964).

Helicometra indica was described from a sin
specimen obtained by Agrawal (1964) from the
Thapar Helminthological Collection at Lucknow
University, India. The origin of the host ii n
stated in the original description. It is possib•
that H. indica is based on, or is one, of
specimens reported, but not described, by
and Dayal (1934) as H. gurnardus. Agra
considered H. indica to be most similar to R
fascia ta ( = H. pulchefla), H. epinepheli ( =H.
pulchella), and H. hypodytis ( = H. pulchella),
ditferentiated H. indica by the more posteri
extent (midacetabular) of the cirrus sac and
structure of the seminal vesicJe, which she
scribed as elongate and cylindrical without co
volutions. It is well known that the cirrus sac
H. pulchella may extend to the posterior edge o
the acetabulum or even slightly beyond; how
ever, the shape of the seminal vesicle in H. indi~
is unusual in that this structure is coiled withl
the cirrus sac in all other species of Helicome
Siddiqi and Cable (1960) recorded variatiun in
the posterior extent of the seminal ve 1ck "ithin
the cirrus sac of H. tvrta, but no variation in the
structure of the seminal vesicle. The eggs of
H. i11dicu (80-120 \., 25-J0). averaging somev. hat larger than those of H. pu/cl,e/la. nm: aid in

the identification of this species. Verification of
the structure of the seminal vesicle of H. indica
was not possible since the holotype could not
be obtained.
Agrawal (1964) described th.e oral sucker of
H. indica as terminal but her Fig. l shows the
sucker to be definite!) subtcrminal. It is assumed
that the latter condition is correct.
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o pecoel1dae
Helicometra kyliotrema sp. n.Pri tchard, 1966
(Figs. 19-23)

Host: Moray eel (Muracuidae); 5 specime11s from 1 host; collected by Dr. Marietta Voge.
Location: Intestine.
Holotype: No. 60356
Description (based on 5 specimens): Body muscular, 2.412 to 3.069 mm long
by 0.951 to 1.126 mm wide, lateral edges rolled inward to form definite ventral concavity along body length (Fig. 20); posterior end rounded, anterior end somewhat
more tapered; sides slightly indented at acetabular level. Oral sucker subterminal,
;182 to 449 wide by 288 to 362 long; acetabulum 456 to 556 wide by 382 to 47G long,
two-fifths body length from anterior end of body; sucker ratio 1: 1.15 to 1.38.
PrephaJ"ynx very short, leading dorsally to pharynx; pharynx dorsal to oral sucker,
rounded, 101 to 134 long by 141 to 168 wide; esophagus usually short, but 201 long
in one specimen with extended forebody; ceca somewhat sinuous, terminating 121 to ,
268 from posterior end.
Testes two, tandem, in middle of hindbody, more or less bilobed although lobes
nm~· be indented or subdivided, maximum measurements 154 to 335 long by .J-(_jg to
724 wide, posttesticular space 402 to 536 long. Cirrus sac (Fig. 21) elongate, overlapping anterior part of acetabulum, median, bent dorsally near acetabulum and
often near genital atrium, 603 to 777 long by 121 to 134 wide, wall 8 to lo thick,
containing: coiled seminal vesicle in posterior third; pyriform, elongate prostatic
vesicle; long, muscular ejaculatory duct; prostate cells. Genital atrium muscular,
tubula.r or somewhat conical; genital pore media,n, near base of phai)'nx.
Ovary immediately pretesticular, to right or left but not median, 114 to 188 longby 188 to 302 wide, irregulai·ly shaped (trilobed to subglobula,r ); seminal receptacle
196
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preovarian, transversely oval, 107 to 134 Iong by 221 to 335 wide; Laurer·s canal on
side opposite seminal receptacle, long, pore submedian at same level; Mchlis ' gland
anterodorsal and partly median to ovary; uterus preovarian, several coils postacetabular and intercecal, then extending forward dorsal to cirrus sac to genital
atrium; vitellaria follicular, mostly extracecal, extending longitudinally from rnidforebody to posterior end of body, and medianly in preacctabular and posttcsticular
dorsal areas. Eggs 50 to 58 by 26 to 34, opercular end flattened, anopercular end with
short, rudimentaq filament (Fig-. 22).
Excretory pore subterminal, dorsal; excretory vesicle I-shaped, extending
forward
median
by glandalong
cells (Fig.
23).line at lea.st a.s far as ovary, posterior part cellular, surrounded
The name kyliotrema is from kylio, roll or roll np, and trema, for trematode, and
refers to the infolded lateral margins of the body.
Discussion: H elicometra kyliotrema differs from all previously described species
of Helicometra in the boat-like shape of the body produced by the ventrall;· infolded
lateral margins of the body and in the rudimentary, hook-like filament of the egg. It
is most similar to H. fasciata (RUDOLPHI, 1819) ODHNER, 1902.
Helicometra kyliotrema Pritchard, 1966) 5tf('KRAK
Distribution
Moray eel-Hawaii (Pritchard 1966).
This unusual species of Helicometra is unique
in that the lateral edges of the body are curved
strongly ventrad to form a concavity and that
the eggs have a short, rudimentary filament. In
other respects it is similar to H. pulchella.
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Opecoel1dae
Helicometra paracirrhiti sp. 11. Pr 1tchard 1966
(Figs. 24-26)
'
Host: Paracfrrhites forsteri (BLOCH and ScnNETDER), hilu piliko'a, piliko'a
(Cirrhitidae); 2 specimens from 1 of G hosts.
Location: Intestine.
Holotype: No. 60357
Description (based on both specimens): Body elongate, oval, 1.642 to J. 709mm
long by 704 to 717 wide. Forebody 409 to 422 (011e-fourth bod~, length); posttesticular
space 201 to 288 (one-eighth to one-sixth body length); space between ovary and
acetabulum about one-sixth body length. Oral sucker 174 to J81 wide by W8 to 17 4
long; acetabulum (one specimen) 225 wide by 221 long, sucker ratio 1: 1.2. Prophar~·nx short; pharynx 67 to 72 Jong by 85 to 91 wide; esophagus more or lrss contracted,
80 to 104 long; cecal bifurcation immediately anterior to acetabulnm: ceea extending
to near posterior end of body.
Testes 168 to 255 Jong by 221 to 342 wide; tandem, contiguous, irregularly
shaped, anterior testis transversely elongate, posterior testis rounded. Cirrus sac
elongate, sigmoid, extending slightly posterior to acetabulum (Fig. 25), containing:
tubular seminal vesicle with loop near middle and narrowing distally: few prostatt•
cells; and short, protrusible cirrus. Genital pore ventral to pharynx, relatively large .
. Ovary four or five-lobed, median or submcdian, 168 long by 214 to 315 wide;
semmal receptacle anterodorsal to ovary, large, 256 to 288 long by 117 to 1-14 wide,
Studies on Digenetic Trematodes of Hawaiian Fishes etc.
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flask-shaped, extending transversely across body from either right or lrft siclP;
Laurer's canal coiling once or twice near anterior end of nsiclc, pore ubmrdian;
Mehlis' glai1d diffuse, anterior to ovary. Uterus coiling thrN' or four times brtwren
ovary and a,cetabulurn, then extending forward to grnital pore. Vitrlline follielrs
extending from level of cecal bifurcation to postrrior end of bod)', circumeccal in
hindbody, principally dorsal and lateral to ceca in forcbocly. Egg 35 to -12 long by
21 to 25 wide, width alwa)rs more than ha.lflength; filament four to fiYt' timP, length
of egg.
Excretor)' pore subterrninal (dorsal): vesicle tubular, cxt0nding forward to lrnl
of ovary.
Discussion: This species resembles Helico111etra hypoilifis Y,uuncTI, 19:3-!,
especially the H. hypoditis reported by NAGATY (1956), except for mailer egg and
longer cirrus sac. Hel'icometra pretiosa BRAVO and MANTER, 1957, is the onl)' other
species in the genus in which the cirrus sac is reported to extend even slight!)~ posterior to the acetabulum; in H. torta LINTON, 1910, and H. fe1111ifolia WooLCocr~, 1936,
the cirrus sac may extend to the posterior border of the acetabulum. Helicomefra
paracirrhit?" differs from all these species in having a broad body: ,·itellaria in the
forebody; large, somewhat lobed testes; and smaller eggs.
SIDDIQI and CABLE (1960) sug·gested that H. pretiosa is probably a synonym of
H. torta since specimens in their collections from Puerto Rico were intermediate
between the two species. These two species and H. bassensis WooLcocK, 1935, are
much alike and differ from other species of Helicometra in ha-ring a longitudinal aperture to the acetabulum. It is doubtful, however, that the species are synonymou .
Helicometra torta is distinguished by the vitellaria which rxtend only ha,1£ the distance
between the ovary and the acetabulum while in the other two species the Yitellaria
extend almost to the acetabulum. The remaining species arc easil)T cparated by the
posterior extent of the cirrus sac-scarcely overlapping the acetabulum in H. bassensis
but reaching the posterior edge of the acetabulnm in H. prefiosa.

Helicometra paracirrhiti Pritchard, 1966 .Prom SE:KE~Alt rJ-f4H.AI J
Distribution
Paracirrhitesforsteri-Hawaii (Pritchard 1966).
This species was reported by Pritchard (1966)
to resemble especially H. hypodytis of Nagaty
(1956), except for the smaller eggs (35-42 X
21-25) and the longer cirrus sac. However.
considering the work of Palom bi ( 193 I), and
with the notation in Table: l of the measurements
of H. fasciata collected by Manter (1933),
Crowcroft (1947b), and Fischthal and Thomas
(1970), H. paracirrhiti bccom~s exceedingly difficult to distinguish from H. pulchella. The two
ditferentiating characteristics used by Pritchard
now overlap entirely (Tabk 2). A fcature which
might be used to separate these species is the
small, extremely wide eggs (always mon: than
half the length) of H. paracirrhiti.
The genital complex of H. paracirrltiri (paratype 240 from the Manter Collection) was ex. amined and proved to be simil:lr in every respect
to those of H. hypodytis ( = H. pulchella) (Fig. 1)
and H. aposinuata ( = H. pulchella) (Fig. 2),
except that the Laurer's canal is a rather narrow
continuation of the anterior tip of the seminal
vesicle which spirals posterodorsally to terminate
dextrally slightly anterior to the middle of the
seminal vesicle. Since the description of H.
paracirrlziti was based upon two specimeaa.
further collections of this species are required to
establish its validity.

/q ~'I

Helicometra Pl
_ ovmor1n1 Issa1tschikow
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H c T o p u q e c .K a R c n p a e R a. Bm_•pHLie •aToT nu;1 onucau Hcau'lllHoewM (1928) OT Lycodes agnostus, Triglops pungelii, .1b1,1dophoroides
olriki ua BapeHJ:J;ona 11 BeJioro Mopn. IloJIRHcHnii (1955) per11n pu pyeT H. plovmornini ~ uec.KOJihJHJX BB,nax Cottidae B~pctt~oea MOpR - • I rt, d1 el/us europeus
(21,0% .aapamemrn), Trig/ops murray1 (n O,!\IIOM 11:t rpe:x , u, pblTLlx), Alioxocephalus scorpius (0, 75 ~o aapa>f,cmrn) n L.11codt>s • ohle~,.,, tlis (n OAHoM na
Tpex BCHPLIThlx). IloJIRHCl(HB OTMc~a1 •T, tJTo ::nor 1111 , 1, rn1,1 1M oGpaaoM, napa:rn
TBpyeT npellMYll(l'CTUellnO B MCJlh:UX OTHUCIITl•:n,Jio r:1yG 11 hOBO.IJ;lJhlX 6e1no "
RJJ;HLIX phl6ax. E;i.11Hn11noe HaXOif{,!\emie ero Ii liOJIIJt¾l'CTII(' 1 ,)l(3eMIJJJRpa I
133 BCKphITWX Alyoxocephalus scorpius, ronop1n flo.'I.R1ic1-au1, IIMeer, BepoH

cny~aiiB.LIH xapaHTep.

Opecoelidae
He/icometru p/ovmorni11i lsaichikov, 1928 f,9,.SEl(E/?41( ,J, ~R/l'L1

Distribution
Artediellus europaeus-Barents Sea (Polyansky
1955).
Aspidophoroides olriki-Eastern Barents Sea
and Gulf of Dvinsk, White Sea (lsaichikov 1928).
Cottunc11/us microps-Barents Sea (Polyunsky
1955).
Lycodes agnostus-Eastern Barents Sea and
Gulf of Dvinsk, White Sea (lsaichikov 1928).
L. vah/e gracilis-Barents Sea (Polyansky

1955).
Myoxoccphalus scorpius-Barents Sea (Polvanskv 1955).
. lriRlops murrayi-BarentsSea(Polyansky 1955 ).
T. pi11~e/ii-Eastcrn Barents Sea and Gulf of
D"insk. \Vhite Sea (lsakhikov I 928); White Sl.!a
(Shurman and Shul'man Arbova 1953).
Jfrlicometra plovmornini appears very similar
to H. p11lc/1elfa, since haichikov (1928) useu
many characteristics now known to be quit~
"ariabk in H. pulchella to distinguish H. plov111ornini (Table 2). In view \)f our presl!nt knnwledge of the variability of the arrangement and
form of the testes, location of the genital por~,
and the posterior extent of the cirrus sac, onl)
the distribution of the vitellaria in H. plovmornini
appears to differ from that of H. pulchella. To
our knowledge, all descriptions of H. pu/chclla
report vitellaria which extend into the forebody .
The vitellaria of the specimens of H. plovmomini,
upon which the original description was based,
terminate anteriorly ·'nearly always" at the
midacetabular level. Although H. plov111omi11i
was reported by Shurman and Shurman Al'bova
( 1953) and Polyansky ( 1955), these authors <lid
not give descriptions of their specimens. However, Polyansky (1955) illustrates a specim..:n
(Fig. 17) in which the \ itellaria extend to the
anterior edge of the acetabulum. It may be
argued that this specimen exhibits an intermediate condition between H. pulchella and H.
plovmomini, and the latter should thus be consiJcred a synonym of the former.
Five specimens (slide 898-J) of H. plovmorni11i
from the I 955 collection of Polyansky wen:
examined during the course of the present study.
The vitellaria in four of the five specimens
terminate in the midacetabular region. The
vitdlaria of the remaining specimen terminate
near the anterior edge of the acetabulum . Since
these specimens conform closely to the original
description of H. plomwrnini and there is ~1
marked tendency for the vitellaria to terminate
in the acetabular region, we prefer to regard 1f.
plonnornini as a distinct species. Future in\'e::.ti!!,ations in the White Sea and Barents Sea should
provide valuable information on the validit)- of

H. plovmornini.
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Helicometra plo11momini Ji;i;aiti;d1ikov. Hl28
(l◄'ig.

I (a))

HOSTS A. D LO('ALITrns

Ana1·hicha.,; /upus. intestirw. (l/8).
0

Green Bank (45°N .. fifi W.; depth 82 m).

Lyf'Odes reticulatus, intestine, (1/:1),
Grand Bank (47 °N., 48°\V.; depth 172 m).

Lyrodes vahli, intestine, (3/7),
Grand Bank (48°N., fiU°W.: dl'pth
(47"N., fi2"' W.; depth
Triylops murrayi, intesti,w, (4/12),
Grand Bank (47°N .. 4WW.: depth
(48"N .. fil 0 \V.; depth
(47 °N., fi2 °,i\'.; depth
Banquereau (44 ', N., fi7 '\V., depth

Hi8 and 215 m).
172 m).
172 m).
188 m).
unknown).
unknown).

This specieR has previous)), bet>n known t.o OC\('\IJ' only in th<' \\'hih' a11cl Ba,rPnts
Heas and in the northeast Atlantic OC'ean . Tlw puhlislwd n•<·ords an• from
Aspidoplwmides olriki. Lyf'Odes aynost11s (J:..;saits<'hikov. H>28) , Tri(Jlops pinr1f'li
(lssaitschikoY, 1928; 8hulman and i-;1iulma11-Alhova, rnn:l) . A rtrdir1/u.<; 1 11roµa e11s.
1

flottunrulus microps. Lyrndr8 val,li yrati/i..,, Myo.rncepha/11.-: s<·orpi11.<i and 1'riy/op.-;
mnrrayi (Polyansky, 19fi5). It is very :-;imilar to 11.fas<'iatat (Ruclolphi, 181H) a s
described bv Hekerak and Arai (1974) in their revision oft,Jw genu:-;. Tlwy ,·onsidPr tlw
anterior extent of the vitelline fields to bt> tlw diagnostic· fe11t11rt:>. and an t·xaminntio11
of more than 50 specimens, from both c•astern and Wt•:-;tern north Atla11tie n •gion:--. .
reinforces this view. No worms were found in whiC'h the vitellarium r<•ad\ed furth1 ·1·
forward than the middle of the ventral sueker, and thus it appear:-; that thi i-. ff' !ltl1t·<· i:--.
not as variable in this species aR in If. fascia.ta, spedmf'ns of whi<'h luH•p also IH•t·n
examined. It should be noted that a.II of tlw i-.pecimens W('t'l' lix<'d in t ht' :,;nnw \\' l'l)'.
including those of H . .fastiata. Thi:,; fixation nwthod (s<•e above•) also c·,Huwd tlw oral
~ucker in virtually all cases (again irwluding 11.fascialn) , to take up a eonfiguration in
which the opening is terminal (fig. I (a)). ~c>kerak and Arni ( tni4) ust• thi:,; fr•attm· to
distinguish Neohelicomefra ~iddiqi and Cable, 1960, from /Jpf fromf'lm Odhrwr, 190:?.

A study of the matt•rial available to tlw author :-;ugg<':--.ts that t hi:,; i. an 1111 :-a I i:--.fill't 11 ry
feature . The species to lw desC'rilwcl bdow. /fr/im111dm i 11s11/ilfl i:- 1·1111:--.id« ·n ·d hy t llt'n1
to belong to N eohelicomPtra. wlwr(•,as in faC't it diffPrs from //. plo1·111 11rni ni 111ily in t lw
more exaggerated funnel-shapt> of th<' oral sU<·kPr, and possihl,\ in t Ill' d1 •g1·1·1• of
lobation of the gonads. In H . pl<wmornini the oral suckl'I' may lw s on11 •wl111t fu111wl shaped, and generally it:-; form is somewhat intl'rrnNlintP hd\\l'Pl1 that nl // . i 11.·nl i lfl
and H.fasciata, when <>omparccl on spe<>imens fixed in tlw :,;anw wa.,\ . X,nlulfrn1111 Im
can , however, probably be retained as a valid gl'nus diffNing from II< lim111dm in the
possession of two ani. Thus, Neolzelicometra contains only X. sr'<>r1mr•11r,r ~iddiqi and
Cab]e, 1960, and those other species included in the genu:-: by Sekerak and ..-\mi ( IH74)
should be either returned toi or placed in Helicomr,fra . ThPst> an• II . in .-o/itn
Polyansky, 1955, H. pleurogramrni (Baeva, Hl68) nov. eomh. (:-yn : JJ . puycfrnsi s
ScheJI, 1973), H. antarcticae Holloway and Bier. 1968, and H . seb,rntis U·-it>kt>rak and
Arai , 1974) nov. comb.

tHekerak and Arai (1!)74 . p . ilU) use the namr Hdirometm p11fr/i p/fo (Hudolphi . lt-lfl) . l'{'j1•1·ti11g
Palombi's ( 1931) use of the name H . fasciata beC'ause of 'page priorit~··. The ICZN .\rt. :?.f.(a) . howen •r.
says that the priority in ra:-es of:,imultimeous publiention in the same work is 1lt>t< nnirwd h~ tlw n\"tions of
the first revisC'r. and, in th<' C'I\S<' of Helirometm. Palombi (19:ll) qunlifit>s on all 1•mmt." .\s Pnlomhi
considers H. pulrhella a junior synonym of H.fasriata, and as the name H .fa.~riata has been used more th an
twice ns often as /I. pulcliella (sel' Hekernk and Arai ":, li;:;t) , it seems m0t'<' nppropriatl' tha t H . Ja., tiatu
should C'Ontinue to be used.

Helicometra rolJlnsorum ,......
(Figs. 5-7)

Description based on 12 whole mounts, 1 later
~ectioned. Body pyriform to fusiform, more tapered
anteriorly, 1,595 to 2,990 long by 792 to 1,369
wide, maximal width at acetabulotesticular region.
Oral sucker with ventral aperture, nearly spherical,
193 to 258 long by 191 to 261 wide. Acetabulum
rounded with circular to slightly transverse aperture, 333 to 485 long by 348 to 511 wide. Suckerwidth ratio 1:1.7 to 2.1. Forebody 419 to 738 or
20 to 29% of body length. Pharynx 73 to 133 long
by 93 to 131 wide. Prepharynx shmter than
pharynx. Esophagus longer, sometimes over 2 X,
than pharynx, often looped. Small gland cells
surrounding esophagus; larger ones lateral to those
and to pharynx filled with granular material, with
associated eosinophilic substance in ductlike structures leading into pharynx. Intestinal bifurcation
anterior to acetabulum; ceca te1minating between
10 and 26% of body length from posterior end.
Testes lobed to irregular in shape, diagonal,
usually slightly separated; anteriormost testis more
sinistral than posterior one, 258 to 465 long by
287 to 477 wide; posteriormost testis 239 to 497
by 396 to 643. Posttesticular space 10 to 24%
of body length. Cirrus sac clavate, dorsal to acetabulum and extending from near intestinal bifurcation to or slightly past level of posterior
border of acetabulum, 450 to 666 long by 201 to
318 wide; containing convoluted tubular seminal
vesicle usually filling much of poste1ior ½ to %
of sac, prostatic vesicle surrounded by numerous
prostatic cells. Solid core, as indicated in Figure
7, within seminal vesicle of at least some individuals, extending from near wider proximal
end to male duct. Vasa efferentia entering together at base of cinus sac. Gen".al pore medial,
near intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary with 4 primary lobes, each sometimes
possessing secondary lobes, ventral, dextral, usually
anterior to rear testis and adjacent to forward one,
210 to 322 long by 2 6 to 431 wide; anterior
border 49 to 59% of body length from anterior
of worm. Mehlis' gland and vitelline reservoir
conspicuous, seminal receptacle and ootype usually
inconspicuous. Laurer's canal long, thick-walled,
opening dorsally near ovadan level. Vitelline
follicles surrounding ceca, extending in lateral
bands between near posterior end of body and
anterior to acetabulum, typically well separa .ed
posteriorly but occasionally almost confluent, so, 1etimes confluent anteriorly. Uterus with no m re
than 8 coils; metraterm typically dorsal and to
left of midline of cirrus sac, surrounded by glandular cells. Eggs numerous, partially collapsed, 44
to 74 long by 22 to 35 wide with filaments between 316 and 517 or between 6 and 9X le· ~th
of capsule, presumably longer filaments occur ng.
Excretory vesicle I-shaped, extending to or ' ar
ovarian level; pore te1minal, associated with n' 11scular sphincter and numerous glandular cells
Hosts: Synaphobranchus oregoni, type lost;
Ilyophis brnrmeus.
Sites: Stomach and intestine.
Intensity: 1 to 5 per infected host.
Incidence and localities: S. oregoni: 1 of 11 at
lat 19°00.3' N, long 95° 11.1' W in 1,097 to .,13-1
m (type locality) and 1 of 8 at lat 29°10.5' N,
long 87° 16' Win 914 min the Gulf of Mexico; 1 of 1
at lat 24°24' to 28' N, long 80°22' to 16' W in
805 m in Straits of Florida. I. bnmnetts: 2 of 2
at lat 29°03' N, long 87°15' W in 1,061 n in the
29' N,
Gulf of Mexico and 1 of 2 at lat 2· 23'
long 80°28' to 18' W in 786 m n traits of
Florida.
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Holotype: VSNM Hehn. Coll. No. 72847.
Paratypes: No. 72848 and University of Nebraska
State Museum, Manter Lab. No. 20030.
The name robinsorum is in honor of Drs. Catherine H. and C. Richard Robins of the Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Miami, for their contributions to the
field of ichthyology.

DISCUSSION

Considering species of Helicometra Odhner,
1902, with testes oblique, ovary lobed, cirrus
sac not extending well posterior to the acetabulum, and vitelline follicles typically nonconfluent in the hindbody and present anterior
to the acetabulum, H. robinsomm resembles
most another species from r low-temperature
habitat, H. antarcticae Holloway and _aier,
1968, from which it differs in several respects.
The sucker-width ratio differs, 1: 1.7 to 2.1
compared to 1: 1.2; the oral sucker is subterminal; the cirrus sac extends to the posterior
border of the acetabulum rather than its middle; and the eggs are usually smaller. In two
other species, H. epinepheli Yamaguti, 1934,
which Durio and Manter ( 1968) regarded as
a synonym of H. fasciata ( Rudolphi, 1819),
and H. marwewitschi Pogorel'tseva, 1954, the
testes are occasionally diagonal, but the
sucker ratio is less and the cirrus sac does not
extend to the posterior border of the acetabulum. Other differences include an intertesticular ovary in H. markewitschi and an excretory
vesicle extending anteriorly beyond the acetabulum in H. epinepheli.

Ov.,..~,.... ➔ , ffl~, .. , tflf(
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Host and locality: Scorpaena cruenta -

Stn. ll3.

R-udho-e, a.t'\d

(Fig. II, 12)

The present mate,ial consists of th,~e specimens, of which two are undoubtedly contracted, whilst the third (Fig.
12) appeara lo he much distorted. The two contracted specimen, have an oval body, rounde,! anteriorly and some•·hat
truncate posteriorly, •ith slight indentation of the margin in the region of the excretory pore. They measure I mm to
1.14 mm in length and 0.05 rum to 0.65 mm in maximum width, which occurs at aLout the level of the gonads. The
cuticle is smooth. The oral sucker is subterminal and measures 0.13-0.14 mm in diameter, while the ventral sucker
lies more or less in the second quarter of the body length and is about 0.15 mm in diameter, thus being a little larger
than the oral sucker. In the distorted specimen, however, the ventral sucker (0.3 mm) is nearly twice as large as the
oral sucker (0.16 mm). The prepharynx is very sh01-t and opens into a strongly-muscular pharynx, the width of which
(0.082-0.084 mm) appears to be a little greater than the length (0.069---0.077 mm). The oesophagus is about 0.1 mm
long and 0.05 mm wide, with relatively thick walls (15µm). The intestinal bifurcation occurs immediately in front of
the ventral sucker, and the two thin-walled cacoa, provided with a distinct epithelial lining, extend lo the posterior
region of the body. The genital pore is median, lying at about midway between the pharynx and the intestinal bifurcation. An elongate cirrus-sac is 0.21-0.26 mm in length and extends to about the hinder border of the ventral sucker.
The testes are trana.ersely elongate, no doubt due to the contraction of the body, and have strongly indented margins.
They are situated one immediately behind the other, just po,terior to the middle of the bod_y. The ovary lies in front
of the testes and is deeply indented to form four or fi,·e lobes. A roceptaculum seminis is present and lies just anteriorl,v
to the ovary, alongside a very distinct vitelline reservoir. The vitella,ia consist of numerous relatively large follicles
extending in Ille lateral regions of the body frotn shout the level of the genital pore to the po terior end of the body.
Posteriorly to the testes, as well as between the genital pore and the ventral sucker, the vitelline follicles arc conffuent
in the median line. The uterus is thrown into a number of coils lyhtg between the ovary and the ventral sucker. The
eggs measure 72-80µm x 30-32µm a.nd possei,s a very Jong filament at the anopercular pole.

- ov-er-

As mentionrd above, the third Hpocimeu is distorted, inaHmuch a!'! the hind-body is contracted and the forel,ody
protract€d so that the animal haR an ampullaoeo11s appcamnco, ancl mcaimreR 1.8 mm in length an<l O.H mm in maximum width. Apart from the Rhape of the hod,v. how,•vc•r, the Hp<•<'itncn rcHemhloH tho two Hpc•cimcm, already deRcribecl
in aJI respects, except in the ~mcker-diamrtcr ratio, in the n•lative diHf rihution of the vitc•lline follicle.'-1 anteriorly and
in the length and position of the cirruA-Hftc. In ttw fir-Ht of tlwsc diff<'renccs, the diameter of the• oral HtWk<·r if! 0.10 mm
and that of the ventral suckC'r 0.3 mm, thuH pref.!1•11ti11g an oral: ventrnl Rucker ratio of about l: 2, whcrnaR in the other
specimens the ratio is about I: I. 'fhi:-i differcnc<' in suckC'r' ratfo might appPar to be taxonomically t-1ignific1111t, hut it
is suggrsted that the differencP ha:; bl'l'll brought about by thr fixation of tho hody in an unusual c•ondition, whic·h might
suggest that the animal was fixPd whil1-1t moving in a kPch-likc manner. On the other hand, Bl'avo-Hollis and Mantn
(Hl57) have noted a considerable variation in the uml:ventral !-it1clwr ratio in /Jeliromr fru pretio.m wh,·rn it varies
from I: 2 to 2: I. The second differc11c•<· found in the third SJ)(l<'imen Hhow1, th(' vitcllinc follicles extPJHling ant,·l'iurly
only aR far as a levcil about midway hetwc<'n the v1•ntral sucker n.nd the grnituJ pore, and in ca.ch In.tcral fif'l<l in the
region anterior to the ventral sucker, follicles an• dispo1-1c•d in two row1, with the intestinal ca()cum ru1111iug b<'tween
them. Finally, the third difference is found in the r<'lafivn po!-iition of the cirrus-Hae, for although it is ahout t\\ke as
long (0.38 mm) as it is in the othn spccimc•ns, it liPH c•ntiroly in front of the ventral suckrl'. The ditfnc•nces in thi
latter specimen arc here considered to be due to the fixation of the body in a protrnctrd conditior1.
1

From the species of llelicometra in which the vitelline folliclNi nr<' confluent in the mrclian Jim• antf'l'ir>rly to the
ventral sucker, the present form may be readily di:-itingni1-1lw,I lJy the Rize of its eggs.

w~~ ,~ ici,~s-

Belioometra tenui!olia n.sp. (Pl. Vlll, fig. 1) ,,., ::-·
Marine form, found in the intestine of llelioolenua percoides (Red Gurnet).
Locality: Port Philip Bay, Victoria.
Incidence: Five out of the six fish examined· were found to be infested,
four having only one specimen each, the fifth host having about one dozen,
mostly immature forms.
Described from living and stained specimens.
Length of formalinised specimens 5-7 mm.; breadth 1·26-1·6 mm. Postacetabular portion of the body fairly broad, thin, and leaf-like, in the living
animal showing a frilled edge; pre-acetabular region very narrow, attenuated.
Integument devoid of cuticular spines. Beneath the thin and transparent
cuticle of the ventral surface in living specimens may be seen numerous narrow
finger-like structures, scattered irregularly in the parenchyma, chiefly in the
anterior region of the body. They appear singly, arc o~en branched, and VA.ry
in length from 10µ to about 1 mm. The internal end of each structure appears
to terminate blindly, while the external usually becomes directed vertically
to open on to the ventral surface by a minute pore. In some cases, however,
the structures run transversely throughout their length, opening to the exterior
on the lateral body margin. In appearance hyaline with a finely granular
content, they are not so clenrly visible in fixed specimens. They exhibit no
affinity for the stains used, Delafield's haematoxylin and alum cochineal, and
no nuclei are demonstrable. In the living speGimens refractile drops of an oily
nature were seen to occur on the cuticular surface surrounding each pore.
Although the actuar secretion of the drops was not observed, it is presumed
that the structures are of the nature of secretory organs.
A short prepharynx leads back from a slightly elongate .anterior sucker,
and communicates with a cylindrical muscular pharynx 0·2 mm. in length,
The oesophagus varies from equal to twice the length of the pharynx, and
the intestinal bifurcation occurs about half-way between the anterior and
ventral suckers, the diverticula reaching almost to the posterior end of the
body. The acetabulum, 0·5 mm. in diameter, is globular and situated at about
one-quarter the body length from the anterior en~. _The ratio of the diameters
of the suckers is 1: L_ A short distance ~ r ·to the acetabulum, on the
ventral body surface, 1s to be seen a small;~nsverse, deep groove (Pl. VIII,
fig. 1, Vg).
T~e excretory pore is dorsal~ median, ~& ~ ~ l , and unusually
consp1cuo~s. It passes to a long narrow oylintlrid~esicle wkioh extends 'to
the ~oster10r. border of the ovary in some specimct1s, to balf-way_"thron.gh'ihe
~ter1ne area m others, befo~e giving rise to t ~ o w unduh1.ting bra~~- '
Th~sc bra11_ches pass. out hke the arms o! t~;p•. ··
1-shaped excretory
vesicle, takmg an oblique course towards the ventr¾\._t .
ce; but in additio~
~o th~ usual prolongation of the limbs towards the a.n~ end of the bodv,
lll this ca~e to the level of the pharynx, there is a b~.ck\>t'..a.rdmrolorigati~n to
a short distance beyond the posterior te.c;;tis. The termination~ 1of the .main
lat~ral branche~, an~erior and posterior, are plainly visible in living spcci~ens,
owmg to the fhckermg of a large flame cell at each blindlt-nd.
T~e median .genital pore lies a short distance in front of the ventral groove.
The cirrus sac 1s boomerang-shaped, extending from anterior to the yentral
s~cker, occasionally as far back as its posterior border. The basal half is filled
with a large and slightly coiled vesicula seminalis, the distal half with a
~oderately long, pars prostatica and a short but broad unarmed exsertile
cirrus._ The prostatic cells are exceedingly numerous and lie anterior and
posterior to the pars prostatica (PL VIII, fig. 2 ) . m t~ posterior end of
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the w icula. 1-1~minn.lis the vasa deferentia pn.ss bar.kwards, clm1e together for
a hort distanr.r. tht•n sPparn.t.ing, one passin~ on either side of the ovary, the
left passing to the anterior testis, the right to the posterio:. The testes are
tandem, entire, rou.ud to oval, and may or may not be contiguous. They are
median in position and lie in the intercaecal space.
The ovary is median. directly in front of t,he anterior testis, slightly lobate,
and more or less elongate transversely. Frnm thP- anterior surface, a short,
narrow duct projects into a wider ciliated chamber, which communicates with
the large flask-shaped receptaculum seminis on the right, by a short duct
from its distal end (Text-fig. I). The ciliated section of the oviduct, the outer
waJls of whiC'h appt•ar to he cuticularised, now gives place to a muscular
propulsive portion. This leads into the ootype which receives a short due~
from the yolk reservoir, before passing on as the uterus. The shell gland is
exceptionally large, occupying the intercaecal space in the region between
the ovary and the main portion of the uterus, This latter consists of about
eight superimposed loops which lie between the ovary and acetabulum, and
have the characteristic spiral arran~ement of the genUB. The metraterm ie
almost straight, and passes usually between the acetabulum and cirrus sac
to the genital pore. A Laurer's canal is present and is directly continuoUB
with the receptaculum scminis, opening on to the dorsal surface of the body.
Movements of the female system were observed in living specimens but presented no unUBual features.
The vitellaria are exceedingly well developed, the numerous and rather
scattered medium-sized folJicles extending from half-way up the uterine area
to the posterior end of the body, and completely fill the post-testicular spaoe.
The vitelline ducts have the usual disposition, the transverse ducts uniting
anterior to the ovary in a very conspicuous yolk reservoir, which lies usually
to the left of the median line.
The eggs are provided with unipolar non-motile filaments, and measure
66-72 x 21-27 µ. The filaments may reach a length seven times that of the ova.
In the metraterm the eggs become separated and arc possibly deposited singly.
In the uterine coils, their,arrangement, which has been described 88 "beads
pendant from a supporting cord'' completes the configuration of the uterUB,
peculiar to the genus.
No difficulty arises in assigning the species here described to its systematic
position, the possession of filamented eggs excluding all genera of the Allocreadiidae hut three. These are: (1) HelicomeJra Odhner (1902), (2) Stenopera
(Ma~ter, 1933), (3) Helicometrina (Linton, 1910). Stcnopera differs from the
species described here in the shape and great length of the cirrus sac, and in
t~e ~ar anterior position of the ventral sucker, these differences being of generic
s1gmficance.
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Members of the genus Helicometrina are characterised by the possession
of two rows of testes, 5-9 in number, whereas the form just described has
only two.

~his leaves for consideration only the genu::. Helicom,•lra. Many of the
;;eci~s of the ~emus Heli_cometra, were originally placed in the ~e~us A.lloeadium. Wallm (1909), ma revision of the geuus sta te.- thnt "Cr('ttdium "
was ~~e act~al nam~ given to the g<'nus by Loo.·i.'(1900) , hut, it. w:is found
that Creadion" (V1ellot ] Rl {!) .. h
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Opecoelidae
Helicmnetru tenuifolia Woolcock, 1915
ynonym: H,,ficometra 11eosc!l1as1odis

New

Crownott. 1947
Distrib111illn
Helicolenus perrn1des · Purt Philir Hay,

A11 -

t1,1li.1 (Wonkock lYJ5).

Neosebasrl'.\ thetidi.~· -Hubart.Tasnwnia(Cro\\ croft 1947a). as Helico111L·tra ne(J\eha.\·todis.
Helicometra tenuifoliu was lhl? second spcci1.:·
of Helicomctr,1 to he dl·,c, 1hcd in whiL h Lh1,;

vitellaria do not extend anteriorly to the acetabuIum. Woolcock (1935) noted a more medial
devdopment of the vitellaria in Ji. tenuifolia
than that in J-J. torta. In addition, the sucker
ratio of II. tenuifolia (I: 1.0) is quite different
from that of H. torta (I: 1.7-2.5), and the shape
of the distal portion of the cirrus sac of the
fom1er is unique.
Woolcock (1935) desai bed the excretory system of H. tenuifolia as consisting of a main
cylindril.:al bladder extending to the ovary or to
the miduterine level before giving rise to two
lateral anterior branches. She also noticed two
branches extending posteriorly that join the
anterior branches shortly before their insertion
into the bladder. Hopkins (1941) found a similar
arrangement in H. fascia ta ( = H. pulchella).
Helicometra neusehasrodis was reported by
Crowcroft (1947a) as being very closely related
to H. tenuifolia; he separated the former from
the latter by its rounJly indented testes rather
than being entire, and by the ~ize and relative
proportions of the body. Seven whole mounts
and one series of cross sections and sagittal
~ections (one whole mount and both series of
sectinns labelled T / Tr9: other six slides Rg9Rg l 4) l)f H. neoseba~todis from Crowcroft's
collection wen~ examined and no specific differences could bt· noted to distinguish these specimens from Jf. te1111ifolia. Unfortunately the
entirt colh:c:tion of Wo0lc,..1ek ( 1935) seems to be
missing; hence, typ~ specimens of H. tenuifolia
are unavailable for examination. However, from·
Table 3, it can be seen that these species agree in
all characteristics, and since it is now known
that testes shape in this genus can vary markedly,
at least from entire to roundly indented. we consider H. nevsebasrodis a synonym of H. tenuifolia.

Allocread11dae
Helicometra torta Linton, 1910
(Figs. 6 and 7)
Hosts
Incidence
liJplnephelus morio ............................. Present in 20 of 32 examinccl
liJpinephelus striatua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
6

Location: Ceca and intestine.
Distribution: Tortugas, Florida.
Linton describes this species satisfactorily. Briefly, the essential characteristics are as follows.
Length 1.18 to 3.68 mm. Width 0.5 to 0.77 mm. The posterior region of
the body is thin and often shows a slightly frilled edge. The ventral
sucker, approximately one-third from the anterior end, is two to two and a
half times the diameter of the oral sucker. The aperture of the ventral
sucker is longitudinal. A lip-like fold of the body wall is often to be seen
immediately anterior to the ventral sucker. There is a short prepharynx, a
pharynx usually somewhat longer than wide, and an esophagus about the
same length as the pharynx or a little longer. The genital pore is median,
opposite the base of the pharynx or a little posterior to this point. The
testes are median, tandem, slightly lobed or entire. The cirrus sac is
clavate, overlapping the anterior border of the ventral sucker and sometimes
extending nearly to the posterior edge of the sucker. The slightly coiled
seminal vesicle fills most of the cirrus sac. There is a short, protrusible,
unarmed cirrus. The ovary, immediately anterior to the testes, is usually
lobed but may appear almost entire. Anterior to it, occur the conspicuous
yolk reservoir and seminal receptacle. The uterus coils spirally between
ovary and ventral sucker. The long filaments on the eggs give them an
appearance described by Linton as "so many beads pendent from a supporting cord." The vitelline follicles are fairly large. Beginning about halfway
between ventral sucker and ovary, they extend, almost entirely lateral to
the ceca, to the posterior end of the body, around the posterior tips of the
ceca, and form a row on each side of the excretory vesicle as far forward as
the posterior testis. The eggs measure 40 to 58 by 23 to 26 µ.
excretory vesicle extends forward to the level of the ovary.
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Helicometra torta Linton, 1910

(FIGURE

84)

Host: Epinephelus striatus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Cabo Rojo, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39359.

)

Om material combines features of both H. torta of Linton (1910) and H.
pretiosa Bravo-Hollis and Manter (1957). Egg size is intermediate, and the
posterior end of the cirrus sac may be filled with the seminal vesicle as in
H. torta or not, as in H. pretiosa. According to Manter (1933) the gonads of
H. lorta may be either lobed or entire. Thus, H. pretiosa probably is not a
valid species.

Helicometra torta Linton, 1910
(Figure 47)
H ost.-Epinephelus striatus
(Bloch) ,
Nassau grouper.
Location.-1 / 4 intestine.
Locality.-Lerner Fish Pens, N. Bimini,
B.W.I. ~new locality record].

'or~~;

I <j ~

H elicometra torta Linton, 1910
Helicometra pretiosa Bravo-Hollis and
Manter, 1957 (new synonym).
Hosts: Epinephelus adscensionis ( 1 of l) *;
Epinephelus striatus ( 1 of 2).
Site: Intestine and pyloric caeca.
Discussion: Three specimens from the
pyloric caeca of Epinephel11s striatm have
cirrus sacs that extend near or past the posterior border of the acetabulum, gonads
close together, and lobed testes. Specimens
from the midintestine of E. adscensioniJ
have shorter extending cirrus sacs and
rounded, separated testes. The excretory
vesic~e projects slightly past the ovary, dependmg on the contraction of tht:. body.
Because of the variation among my specimens, in addition to that found by Siddiqi
and Cable (1960: 300), I consider H elico
metra pretiosa Bravo-Hollis and ~1.,-inter
1957, a synonym of H. tort.i. 0 ~ )fH

A mutilatte_d specimen of H. torta showed this species has little or no power
Of regenera 10n. A cut f
rom th e s1•d e of the body severed the cecum
pro ba blY caused the disa
.
'
disruption of th
t . pp~aranc_e of the posterior
testis and considerable
e pos erior v1tellar1a.
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Helicometra torta Linton, 1910 Fito,n~~#(fRfj/( ,;~~,
Synonym: Helicometra pretiosa Bravo-H
J
and Manter, 1957
Distribution

Epz"nephelus adscensionis-Biscayne Bay.
ida (Overstreet 1969).
E. /abriformis-Cape Elena, Ecuador ( Manw
1940).
E. morio-Tortugas, Florida (Linton 1910 _ ,
Manter 1933).
E. striatus-Tortugas, Florida (Linton
and Manter 1933); Bimini, British West I
(Sogandares-Bernal 1959); Caho Rojo, , _ . .
Rico (Siddiqi and Cable 1960); Biscayne a.,
Florida (Overstreet 1969).
Paralabrax maculatofasciatus-Puerto Vallllrta, Mexico (Bravo-Hollis and Manter 1957) •
Helicometra pretiosa.
Although the description of H. torta by Lint.OIi
(1910) lacked many pertinent measurements, it is
adequate to ditrerentiate this species, since it wu
the first to be described with vitellaria tem1i•
nating posterior to the acetabulum. Most later
works in which H. torta was reported alto
omitted measurements, although some variation
. 111orphology was recorded (Siddiqi and Cable
1960; Overstreet 1969). Table 3 is a compilation
of previous information and our measurements
on the specimens recovered by Overstreet (1969).
The original measurements of H. pretio.rn are
also included for comparison. Examination of
four specimens from Overstreet's ( 1969) collection (slides 271-2238, 271-2239, 233-1938, and
233-1939) revealed that some of the specimens
possess somewhat smaller sucker ratios than
previously reported for H. torta. The p:nital
complex of If. torta (Fig. 7, drawn from ::.tide
T204 from Manter's (I 933) collection) appc:1 re;
to be typical of the genus.
Bravo-Hollis and Manter (19'.'7) separated
H. pretfosa from H. torta hy its rounder testec;,
more widely separated gonads, a trilobed ovary,
and larger eggs. As seen in Table >, H. pretfosa
shares all these characteristics with H. torta. The
posterior extent of the seminal vesicle within the
cirrus sac of H. pretiosa was thought to be a
unique characteristic; however. the specimens of
H. torta of Siddiqi and Cable ( 1960) indicate
that the seminal vesicle may or may not completdy fill the posterior of the cirrus s.1c. This
variation may simply be due to the amount of
material within the vec;ide. In addition, their
specimens of H. torta have eggs intermediate in
siz.: between those rcported for H. torta and H.
pretio.w. Siddiqi and Cable (1960) p1)stulated
that H. pret1usu was a synonym of Jf. Jorta, and
Overstreet ( l 969) considcred it as such, since his
specimen of H. tnrta alc:o sh0\\·ed variati011 in
the posterior ext..:nt of the cirrus sac. However,
Yamaguti (1971) recogniled H. pretiosa on the
basis of its larger eggs. Helicometra rmlchella
demonstrates that egg size is quik \,1riabk
within a species and. therefore. should not be the
-;ole criterion upon which a '-pecics i-; b:1,ed. l·or
t!Je-,e reasons we Cl)llCur with O\er.;trcct (l 969)
,tnd c0nsider H. pretw.rn .a syn0ny111 of 1-1. torta
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Helicometra pretiosa) n.s_R. (Figs. 18-19)
,.t
ltravo I Ml.11-tc,, \1S.,

HOST: Paralabrax rnaculofasc,iafus (StJindachner), "cabrilla pinta"
LOOATION: Intestine
"
LOCALITY : Puerto Vallarta, J alisco
NUMBER: 4 specimens in one host.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 38181.
DESCRIPTION: Body 3.64 to 4.4 long by 0.84 to 1.18 in greatest width, at
level of testes; anterior end tapering to a rounded point; posterior end truncate. Oral sucker 0.172 to 0.227 long by 0.186 to 0.243 wide; acetnbulum
protuberant, 0.42 to 0.559 long by 0.393 to 0.517 wi<le, with longitudinal aperture; sucker ratio 1: 2 to 2.1. Forebody 0.54 to 0.64 or only about 1/6 body
length. Prepharynx very short or lacking. Pharynx 0.117 to 0.186 long by
0.124 to 0.165 wide. Esophagus muscular, 0.186 to 0.289 long. Intestinal
bifurcation at or neal' anterior border of acetabulum; ceca reaching to near
posterior end of body. Testes usually smooth, with slight bulge in one spec:imen, spherical, tandem, separated by space varying from ¼ to % diameter
of testes. Posttesticular space 0.94 to 1.14. Genital pore median or subrncr1iau
near mid-esophagus level, between pharynx and i11testinal bifurcation. Cirrus
sac usually extending little posterior to ac<>tabulum; in one specimen only to
posterior edge of acetabulum; claviform, almost straight, size 0.68 to 0.76
long by 0.117 to 0.138 in greatest width. Posterior end of seminal vesicle
some distance from posterior end of cirrus sac, 0.17 to 0.195, or in one c,a. e
¼ total length of cirrus sac. Posterior end of cirrus sac with unstained
cells differing from more anterior prostatic cells. Ovary with 3 lobes and one
anterior prolongation, pretesticular, slightly separated from anterior testis
or overlapping it slightly. l\1ehlis' gland very la1·ge, preovarian; yolk reservoir aud seminal rec<?ptacle immediately preovarian. Vitelline follicles almost
wholly lateral to ceca with few follicles posterior to testes and median to c·e<'a,
extending from a little posterior to acetabulum to posterior end uf body.
Uterus spiraled between yolk reservoir and postcriol' encl of cirrus sac, Pl"Pwher<? almost straight. Eggs with long filament; eggs (less Jilaments) 0.06;')
to 0.078 long by 0.031 to 0.047 wide. Excretory pore subterminal, extent of
excretory vesicle not observed.
Drscuss10N: 'l'he following four species of Helicornetra have the vit,,llaria
entirely posterior to the acetabulum: H. torta Linton, 1910; H. buss,·11sis
Woolcock, 1935; H. tenuifolia Woolcock, 1935; H. neosebastodis Crown·oft,
1947. In both H. te1111ifolia and H. neosebastodis the vitellaria extend only
slightly anterior to ornry. In H. bassensis the cirrus sac doe not reach
mid-acetabular level. H. pretiosa is most similaT to H. torta but has more
1·ounded testes, the gonads are more widely separated, the ovary very distinctly
irilobed, and eggs are larger (65 to 78 by 31 to 47 microns, compared with
40 to 58 hy 23 to 26 microns). The evident space within the cinus sac between the seminal veside and posterior end of the sac is a unique feature
of H. pretiosa. The name pretiosa is from pretiosus) valuable, for the pleasing· appearance of this species.

Opecoelidae

HEuooMETRA·~.

PR.iu4J;f0£ a11cl BR/I YJ ;q 13

(Figs. 13, 14)

Ho1,1ts and localities: Trematomus hansnrl'i -A.A.E., 65°4-2'8, !l2°10'E; Trematomus loenr1berg1: 92°10'E; Trematmnus 8cotti -A.A.E., 6u 0 20'8, !J5°27'E.

A.A ..K, or, 42'8,

Several worms belonging to the gcmrn JJ,,[icometrn were appan•ntly rC'covcrorl from preHcn·c·cl Hpecirn<·ns of t hr•
above-mentioned hoHts, and, as is to he expected with trcrnatodos fix<'d in .qifu, t,lw.v iu•p mul'h contnwtPd, particuhu-1,v
the forebody.
The body of these worms is rounded oval or somPwlrn,t discoicl, rnPn:-rnring 0.8 rnrn to 1.7 mm in kngt It and O.G m111
to I mm in maximum ·width. The transverse diamdcn-1 of tho oral and ventral suckers arc 0.2u- 0.40 mm and 0.280.44 mm, respectively. There is an elongate m1rncul11r pharynx mPaRuring from O. U mm x 0 .075 mm to 0 .17 mm X
.fU5 mm. A prepharynx anrl an oeHophagus arc Hcarcel_y noticC'ahlP. No far as it haH been possible to mal<c out, the
intestine bifurcatC's at about midway IJPtwecn tho suckers, and the caeca extend into t.hc hin<kr rc•gion of tlw Lorly.

The genital pure lie:- in the· median lino, alJout, mid\\ay IJ<'tWl'l'n thc· suckers. 'l'lwrn iH a robust c·irruH-SUP. \\l1i<·l1,
probably because oft he excessive contraction of the fore body, appears arcuate and diflicult to mPasurc with accurac-y,
• hut in the few instances where this haR been pos8ible tho size is 0.3-0.3() mm Jong ancl 0.07-0.13 rnm wide. The cirru1;1-1ac contairn-1 a large seminal vesicle and a we'll dovelopC'd pars prol'ltatica. The tPl-ltPs ar~ tightly p1·r-Hscd again s t f•ach
otlwr, hut they always lie obliquely one hchind the othPr. 1'1w ovary iH rPdueNI 1,y tlw eontru.etion of th<• body to a
11:11-row. transverHcly-elongate organ lying in front, of 11w tc•stes. 'l'o tlw right of the· 11wdia11 li111•, u largf' rr-cc•ptac11l11111
,wminix lies in front of the ovary, and in tho median lirw in this n·gion thPn· ili 1:1 distinc•t vitc·llinc l'CliC"rvoir. Tlw vitdlinc follicles are large and irregularly outlined, c·xtPJHling autcriorly to tl11· hind<·r margin oft lw ornl r-;uckl'r or bPyo111l
and posteriorly t.o the end of the body. Anteriorly, thPre iH no 11H•r·gi11g of th" follic·lc•:-. in fl11• nwdiun line• . the· lutPral
groups r<'maining diHtind from each otlwr. In tho n·gion of thP gonads thc• vitf'llaria urc• c·1111fiiwd to the· latc·ral fi< ·ld.
of the body, except don;a,J]_y ,,here tlw follic!C's havP a tc•ndc·11e.v to Hlll'< •,ul Imm.re ls t 111· 11J<•din11 JinP. Ac.:liiml the· te·li tes ,
t lw folliclf'H an• contiguonR in th<' nwdian fie-Id. As iH us11ul i11 lhlitu111r/m , tl11• 11t<•r11s fonnH a numl,pr of" id<' ,piral
111 1·11s lil'twC'<'II fll(' Vl'ntral suclwr aud th<' ovary. The• oggH an• O(l<'l'<'lllal<' and tPnd to 11arTo\\ at tlw anopc ·n·tditr pol,· .
Thi;-; pok is clra,rn ont into a long thin tilanwnt,, sevP11 or <'ighf , timPH longor thPn the· <·ggs . ,1 lti<"h 11was11rc· fj8 HOµm <
:w-:n /Oil (Fig. 14). ln 1111(' :,;pecinwn, ho\l'C\V<'l', tll<' k11gth oftlw c·ggH varieH bC'tWC't'll 87µ,m u11d !}~µ,Ill , ,1hilc• thc· 11idth
is ahn11t :nµm. Lt is noticc>alil<' that in thi:-; Hpccim<•11 tlw ntC'ru:-; iH drawn up into e·uils tightc•r than usual. anrl thii-.
pr<'-<.-..111'1' might tl]('n.fon• be respo11Riblc for the irregular kngth of tlw <'ggH.
BPeause of the poor condition of the material, no species-name has been given to this form, an<l no attc-mpt is
marle lwn• to discuss its relationships within the genus Ilelicometm. It, may, however, be pointeil out that om• specie.·
of Helicometra has already been recorded from fishes in Antarctic waters, namf'ly Helicome/ra antarcticaP. According
to its authors (Holloway and Bier, 1968), a characteristic of this latter species is that it:-; oral sucker is terminal, contrary to the position found in all of the present specimC'nR. Another odd foature of thP original matC'rial of fl . rrnlrtfflica P,
as indicated by Holloway and Bier, is the conHiderable variation in the size of tlw c'ggs, 05- l IOµrn x. :W- 5.">µm. A
large number of undistorted eggs lying on an even kePl in the present material have' bl'Pll measurC'Cl and give fig urc,. ,
u8-80µm X 30-37µ.m, showing what may be regardf'd as normal variation in <'ggs of this size. The measurements
given by Holloway and Bier suggest that they may have mC'asured <'ggr-; that were consitlt•raLJy diHtortC'd . po~. ilil.v
either shrunken or exaggerated by excessive flattening , thus acC'otmting for the conHicll'ralJJp variation. On th1• ot lwr
hand , it seems possible that more than one speC'if's might have hc·cn in\'olvecl in t hc·ir Htwfr. Whatever may have l)('en
the reason, it is here considered that the great variation in tllC' size of normal egg:-; in JJ,,fi~·o111efra rwtarcti,:oe . as gi,·c·H
by its original describers, needs confirming.
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.A.llocread11da•
HELICOME!RIN.A.

L1nton,l910

Helicomeerina LintoDt 1910

Diagnosis: Small to medium-sized Allocreadiinro; oval, pyriform, or
elongate in shape; ventral sucker larger than oral sucker; short prepharynx;
long esophagus; narrow ceca; genital pore median, posterior to intestinal
bifurcation; cirrus sac clavate, not extending posterior to middle of ventral
sucker; testes numerous, inter-cecal, in two longitudinal rows in posterior
half of body, entire or slightly lobed; ovary deeply lobed; vitellaria well
developed, extending from near the intestinal bifurcation to posterior end
of body; uterus in spiral coils between ovary and ventral sucker; eggs with
unipolar filaments; excretory vesicle extending forward to the ovary.
Intestinal parasites of marine fishes. Type species: H. nimia Linton.
Linton (1910:33) named this genus with Helicometrina nimia as its single
species. Layman (1930) describes Helicometrina azumm from Azuma
emmnion, but since the eggs in this species lack filaments, it can not well
be considered in this genus. It seems to me that Helicometrina az·umm
belongs in the genus Rhagorchis (Manter, 1931 :405), making n !'lecond
species Rhagorchis azumm (Layman) n. comb. In addition to morphologicnl
similarity, the two species occur in related hosts.

A key to species as given by Sriva tava,1936

Genital pore behind intestinal bifurcat1on •......• l
Genital pore in front of intestinal bifurcation ... 2
in number .•.........• H.n1m1a
1. 'rest es 9

Testes 5 in numoer •....•.....• H.parva
number ...•••.•.... H.sep o ch1e
2. Testes 7 in numbe~ ............ H.or1ental1s
Testes 9 &n
Helicometrina Linton, 1910, emended
Diagnosis. Allocr_eadiid_ae Stossich, 1903; Allocreadiinae Looss, 1902.
Body small to medium size, oval, pyriform, or elongated; acelabulum
larg_er than oral ~ucke_r; prepharynx short, esophagus long, ceca narrow;
gemtal
.
.icrrus pouch clavate, straight or S-shaped , no t ex-. pore median;
ten
· t erceca l ,
. d mg postenor
.
. to middle of aceta bulum ·, testes more than t wo, m
m two longitudmal rows in posterior half of body, globular or sli htlv
lo bed ; o_vary deeply . lo bed; vi lellaria ext ending from region of in te gtin~ I
bifurcation
.
. to .posterior end of bod)' in unbroken co·1un1ns Or w1·th gaps occurnng m reg10n of ·acetabulum;
uterus in spiral coils between ova n . an d
h
•
ace t a b u1um; eggs wit . umpolar filaments·, excretor)·
vesi·cle e x t en d.mg
· f or·
ward
to
ovary.
Intestmal
parasites
of
marine
fishes
Tvpe
sp
·
H
· ·
Linton.
. .
ecies . nwua

bf. • lody •mall co
ncled end• : &d all
lrp
&•k•1 P
••
middle tl1lrcl1 of body lee1tll. Preplaapbary H ·•·"· oeaophasu• or y rylnc lenctll: CHC
Im poa.erlor ntremhy. Gt'lital pore median, 111 rron,
I ir11N1tlon. Tettll ... ,., nine in numw, entire or
lty in two lnterc ecal parallel r w1 in pa11erior half
It tlenlopei, C'IClotit1C c,iled bip rtit V11)c11la ••i•
, du t 11 e)u:u1atori111 and cirrus. Ot'&rf deepl lobe.t,
-pt e11h1m 1emh111 well de•eloped. Vitellarla estenti"1 I h ween pharyna and lntetdnal bif11rcado11 to .,.......
Ut r1111plrally ec,ltel betwen oNff and aeeaab11l11m. Bqt
r llamef\U ani anan11cl ln ·• manner 10 •• •• appear liu
~-•• •-cl "' from a '110,-min~ cod. lscretory v•icle tubular eatendiq
Paran•i~ in inw.ttin• ol marine llh•.
H• .W. Linton, 19\0.
II. nl'••til Srlntt&Ya, 19~6 aad H • .....,u rivaa.a, 11!6.

Allooread11dae
Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
(Figs. 8, 12 to 15)

Incidence
Present in 1 of 5 examined
s Amia mact1latu.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
2
s Ar,ooon ,emcauda .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' . . . . .
2
7
Hosts

o

20

(reported by Linton)

0

13

(reported by Linton)

1
1

10

8

24

s BoHatea

11etula .... • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Oalamua cala111"11 • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ji]upomacentrua let1co11ticu11 ............ • . • • • • • • • •

Gnathypopa maJJillosa ... • .. • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 Lutianua apodua . • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lutianus oriaeus ........... • • • • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · · · ·
1 Lutianus a11naoria . • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Oc11urua ohr11aur.i.11 ........ • • . • • • • • • • • • · · · • · · · · · ·
1 Scorprena aoa11sizi ..... • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 Soorprena 1>rasi~ie1!se ... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 Scorpania plumier• .... • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
S11acium papillos1rnl ....... • ..... , • • • , • • • • • • • • • •
1

1

2

2

8

1
l

47

2
3

1

6

24
:i
21

'New host record.

Position: Ceca and intestine.
Distribution: Tortugas, Florida..
This trematode is common at Tortugas and has a rather wide variety of
hosts. One host, Scorprena agassizi, was collected from 60 fathoms, the
deepest record for the parasite. The characteristics of the species may be
summarized as follows.
Length of mature specimens from about 1.5 mm. to 3.6 mm ., greatest
width usually about one-third the length. Body flattened, thin, and nonmuscul'lr, tapering anteriorly, more broadly rounded posteriorly. Posterior
half of body very thin with edges sometimes slightly frilled. Ventral sucker
round, about 1.5 times the diameter of the oral sucker, its aperture circular.
Short prepharynx, long esophagus, narrow ceca not quite reaching the
posterior end. Genital pore median, a short distance behind the intestinal
bifurcation. Cirrus sac extending to anterior border of ventral sucker.
Testes with crenulated borders, 9 in number, arranF:ed in 2 inter-cecal row ,
one row on each side of the excretory vesicle, usually 5 testes on the right
and 4 on the left, sometimes 4 on the right and 5 on the left. Ovary deeply
lobed, sub-median, opposite the most anterior testis; seminal receptacle and
yolk reservoir anterior to the ovary; vitellaria of rather small follicle
forming two lateral, chiefly extra-cecal bands from the intestinal bifurcation
to the posterior end, continuing a.round the ends of the ceca. to form two
short, post-testicular, inter-cecal rows. Eggs 40 to 50 by 22 to 30 µ. The
excretory vesicle extends to the ovary.
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HEI,[COMETHIN.\ NIM!,\ Linton, l!JJO
This species is known to occur in 18 difkrcnt host spcC'ics in the (1ulf
of Mexico (Manter ma:~. rn:M, 10-17). Manter (HMO) reported it in
Paralabrax nebul((er (Girard) at Port Culcbrn, Costa RiC'a: (Dr. Carl
L. Hubbs informed me that Costa Rica is beyond the k11ow11 range nf
Paralabrax nebuhjer, and susp('cls a miside11Lification). Bravo (In:; I )
reports it from Neomaenis ( = f.1tlja11us) gutta/us (Stei11dad111cr) al A<':tpulro
and Zihuatancio, Mexico.
Hosts: Sebastodes serrireps (Jordan & Gilbert). Trc.•cfish, (Scorpaenidae). Sebastodes atrovire11s (Jordan & Gilbert). l,.clp rockfish,
(Scorpacnidac). Embioloca jacksoni Agassiz. Bay blackpcrch, (Emhiotocidae). Leploco/lus armalus auslralis JlublJs. Southern slaghorn
sculpin, (Cottidac). /\11 arc new host records.
Location: Intestine.

M~

1

('l51.

From Siddiqi & CDble, 1960:
Helicometrina nimia L:inton, 1910 (Fi • 80)
Host: Scorpaena plumieri
Site: intes tlne
Locality: Puerto Real, P.R.
Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
( Figures 45-46)
Hosts.-Epinephelus analog11s Gill, grouper [new host record]; Haem1tlon alb11m Cuv.
& Val., margatefish [new host record]; Haemulon sciurus (Shaw), blue-striped grunt
[new host record]; Ltttjanm S')'nagris
(Linn.), lane snapper.
Location.-Pyloric ceca.
Locality,-E. analogus from cidepool in
Bella Vista, Panama City, Panama Pacific;
H. album from Lerner Fish Pens, N. Bimini,
and H. sciuros and L. synagris from N.
shore, N. Bimini, B.W.L
Discussion.-H. nimia has been reported
from 16 and 7 host species from the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts of the continent respectively. Twelve families of fishes serve as
definitive hosts for H. nimia. The only fish
family which H. nimia has in common as a
host from both oceans is the Scorpaenidae.

Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
Hosts:_H~emulon sciurus (]); *Hypoplectrus indigo (J); * Lachnolaimm maximus (J) ; *Lutianus joctt (] ) ; • Platophr,,s
luna!us ~J); *Spheroides spengleri (J).
Site: intestine.
J11M .. 1cA
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Opecoel1dae
Hel1oometr1na n1m1a

From J.P. 46 (5) seo 2, p.13
32. Studies on th1 Genull fl, , om,·1 11111 Linton. 1910 (T ematoJa:
,icreadiidae). J J. 11,, • .r,, • l m\ ·• it,
ril\1 ot11ia, I .. ~ • ,,r.d••li
•
•
•
.f~ml c>1·, t•f 1l11 1 ,tll ., ,,. ,,,,, .. , ,.,, rl ••• l"'>lll'l)••ll ,111
1arine t1sh. Tht· j,:<.:n~, 1/, ,,,,.,,, 11 ,1,, ! 111:,,, •1111 ,\a
h1l h CQnld 11ot hl· rel ~at,·d l11 • ·11 11,,,, 1• i;:1•1111l'h I' 1
In 193, a M'Ct•ml ~1•••1il /11'11.-<"'''''" <' r/, •. ,,,,,,,1 ,,I 1• .11 111
a study ot :.t:-Vl· ,\I !111111:r ·d •11, i11 -1r,-. ~" ,r•·d 11•1•1 a ;,, •I
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Helicometrina nirnia Linton, 191U
(Plate 40, tig. 69)
Host: Paralabrax nebulifer (Girard) ?, kelp bass
Location: Intestine

Locality~ Cerros Mand, l\Iexico
Number: 5 spe<."imens
This species i a common trematode at Tortugas, Florida, where
l\Ianter ( 19 n) ha: .rrportcd it from H different hosts. It has not been
recorded eb.ewherc. Thu:-, this extcn~ion of a Gulf of Mexico form to the
Pac-ific is of special ;ntercst. Until ,ccently, only two Hclicometrina speci<'s (II. nimia and JI. prm:a) ha\'e been known, but Srivastava (1936)
hac; ,ie crihcd / /. ,,·ptorchfr a11J I!. orit'ntalis from the Ilay of Bengal.
fflANf'£l 1

l'11/-0

i1atu

Habit _

Intestino delgado dcScorpaena pl umi r 1 Bloch.

Proveni ncia - Escola de P sea Cub<Jcl,, H, n~nrrl
(Aceano AtlAntico), Estado do Espfrito Santo, Rrns1I.

Um exemplar jovem <dist5mulo) de sa

nta

I

Pela primeira vez

~

ela assinalada em costa

; )
•

,~.P .

I

do In "

1

I.:.

Essa esp~cie, de grande dispersao, ocorrendo tanto no O ano
AtlAntico como no Oceano Pacifico, tern sido assinalada cm muitc,s ho •
pedadores, como: LutJanu1 grlaeua <L.) ( - Neomoen,a griseu11 L .J,
Ocyuru1 chryauru1 (Bloch), Calamus calamua (C11v. & Val. 1. Pomacen ·
trua leuco■tlctua Muell. & Trosch. ( -- Eupomacentrua leucoatlctua
(Muell. & Trosch.), Scorpaena agaaalzil Goodt & Bean, Paralabr■ x ne.
bullfer (Girard) Aoogon paeudomaculatus Longley, Apogon m:1culatu11
(Poey), Balletea vetula L., Oplsthognathus max illoaua I ocy, Lutjanus
apodua (Walb.), Lutjanus aynagria (L.), Scorpaena brasfliensia Cuv.
& Val., Scorpaena plumlerl Bloch, Syaclum papillosum (L. >. Lutj nua
guttatua Steind. ( = Neomaensls guttatua (St( md . l l, Sebastodea ser_
rlcep1 (Jord. & Gilb.), Sebaetodea atrovirena (Jnrd . & Gilb .), Emblotoca
Jackaonl Agass., Leptocottus armatus australis Hubbs .. Epinephelu1 analotua Gill, Haemulon album Cuv. & VHl., Haemulon sclurua (Show),
8corpaenlchthya marmoratua (Ayres) , Amphlatlcua argenteus Agass.,
lcorpaena plumier! mystea Jord. & Starks. Scorpaena sonora Jenk &
Bverm., Mycteroperca pardalia Gilb., Paralabrax maculatof sclatua
(Steind.), Paralabrax clathratua (Girard), Sebastodea vexillar
(Jord.
&Gilb.), Cllnocottua analla (Girard ), Menticlrrhus undulatu11 (Git rd),
Xenl■tlua callfornlenala (Steind.), Synodus lucloceps (Ayres), Lyt hrulon
fl■ vlguttatum (Gill) e Coryphaena hlppuria L .
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Material estudado depositado m1 Culc<::io llelmintol6~11
Ututo Oswaldo CtUZ sob os numt'ros 30 033 c 30 034 .
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1O. /frli, ·onwtrifl,1 llimra Linton. 11JJ fl.
Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
Helicometrina orientalis Srivastava, I 936.
Helicometrina elongatit Noble and Park,

1937.
Hosts: L1ttjan11s apodm ( 1 of 3); L1✓tjan11s
mahogoni ( 1 of 2) *; Oc')111rm chry.mrm
( 1 of 5); Opsa1111s be1c1 (2 of 6) *; Scorpaena grandicornis ( 1 of 2) *.
Site: Pyloric caeca, intestine, and rectum.
Disu mi on: Manter (19 3 3a: 176) reported

egg measurements for Helicometrina nimia
from the Torcugas of 40 to 50 by 22 to 30
microns. In the present study, measurements
of eggs from individuals from all hosts are
53 to 68 by 25 to 34 microns. Ai:i atyp ic~l
specimen from Scorpae/la grand,co mrs is
4.1 long and has only three testes.
Deelman (1960: 13) examined several
hundred specimens from a single species
of host from one locality, and reduced H.
orientalis and H. elongata to synonymy with
H. nimia.
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Var) ing number 0f testes in Helicomelri11a specimens

Species anti number of fishes examined

Locality

N umber of trematodes
with :

3

4

5

6 testes

Epinephc!us maculatus (Bloch) (2)
Epinephelus 1111dulosus (Quoy ct Gaim .) (I)
' Johnius aneus (Bloch) (2)
Johnius axillaris (Cuv.) (2)
Johnius glaucus (Day) (3)
Johnius si11a (Cm.) (I)
Lutianus johnii (Bloch) (3)
Lutianus quinquelinearis (Bleeker) (4)
1 Lutia11us rfrulatus (Cuv.) (I)
Platycephalus i11dic11s (L.) (2)
Plarycephalus scaber (L.) (2)
Pomadasys furcatum (Bloch) (2)
Psettodes erumei (Schneider) (I)
Sil/ago sihama (ForskAI) (I)
Therapon jarbua (Forskal) (1)
Therapo11 puta (Cuv. et Val.) ())

Madras
Tuticorin
Visakhapat n.1.m
Visakhapatnam
Madra-;
I
Visakhapatnam ,
Karwar
Tuticorin
Vera\al
I ,
Madras
Karwar
t
Visak hapatnam
Madr,h
Mauras
MaJras
Madras

7-1819

1

Hence the number of testes in Helicometrina should not form a character
ta distin~ish species because the specimens with 4 testes (Fig. 1 b) in the
present collection are definitely not Manter and Pritchard's Helicometrina
tu4drorchis, or the ·p~cimens with 5 testes (Fig. 1 c) are not Ilelicometrina
parva. In the Indian specimens of Helicometrina the number of testes does
not appear to be sta·ble and therefore they are difficult to be assigned to a particular species. But one thing is definite that they are all strikingly similar
to H. aeptorchis and H. nimia, the two in their turn differing from each other
principally in the number o~ testes only. ?f the t~n specimens with nine
testes four have cirrus sac slightly overlapping anterior border of the acetabulu~ in the fifth this structure overlaps one third of the ucetabulum, in
the sbrth and seventh it reaches middle of the acetabulum, in the eight it
extends more than half of the acetabulum, in the ninth it reaches slightly
short of the posterior edge of the acetabulum, while in the tenth specimen
(Fig. lt) the cirrus sac extends beyond posterior margin of the acctabulum.
H. septorchis together with all other specimens in the present collection having
3-9 testes and ciz,rus sac reaching anterior border, or from slightly overlapping to extending past posterior margin, of the ac:clabulum, and genital
pore ventral to caecal bifurcation or slightly beyond that, should be considered as synonyms of H. nimia. According to Noh 1 c ann Park l!J:n,
"the location of the genital pore anterior to the intestinal bifurcation in Ilelicometrina elongata lessens the dissimilarity between the genus and closely
related genera (Ilelicometra Odhner, 1902: Stenopcra Mant<'r, 1:•3:3; Decemtc tr,
Yamaguti, 1934: ... )". More recently, Over.street lDli!J transferred JJ•licometra execta Linton, 1910 to Helicornetrina .is 11. .tt c(a (Linton, HJl0) on
the basis of specimens with two tcstc-s which nre not Urndcrn, and considc1s
Helicometrina pnrva and Helicometrina trachinoti its ynonyms on the basis
of morphological variations and intergradations of ehanictc, <; in and , mong
these species, which may consequently have none to five, s1'\"Cn, C'il{ht or
nine testes.
By implication three points nrise uut of transferring llelicometra .rccta
to Helicometrina. Firstly, 0 ,. c rs t r c e t (lac. cit.) pr sume that th multitesticular condition is rwt possible in Ilrlicomct ra. Secondly, if thi . h1ft111g i.
taken as correct phylogenetically then, Helicometrrna may n1s0 have species
with two testes which will necessarily be oblique or synunetrical in di po.1tion, and the increased number of testes in II. execta (Linton, 1910) or the \'ariable number of testes in H. nimia (3-9 as in the present colle tion) \.\-:ill be
taken as derived from two oblique or symmetrical testes. Thirdly, kc pincY
in view the two testes condition of 11. execta (Linton, 1910), there remain
?nly one distinction between Helicometra and Ilelicometrina, the former ha\·mg tandem testes and the latter oblique or symmetrical. It is to be pointed
out here that llelicometra pulchella (Rudolphi, 1819), the type species of the
genus, was described to have oblique testes (v,ide 1\1 a n t e r and P r i c ~ a rd 1960), but it has been reported to possess tandem testes also (S k r j a b 1 n and Ko v a 1 1958). Moreover, Helicometra dochmosorchis Manter et
Pritchard, 1960 also has oblique testes. Thus, convincing evidences are already available that, like the two testes condition of Helicometrina exe w,
some species of Helicometra including the type species do ha,·e oblique te tes.
In the light of these examples the very basis of transferring Ilelicometra
execta to Helicometrina appears to be disappearing and at the same time it
seems understandable that multitesticular condition is possible in llelicomctra as well. This inference is further substantiated by Ma n t er and Pr i t ch a r d's 1960 obsen·ation that Ilelicometrina quadrorchis is much like llelic~metra dochm_osorchis obt:1ined from the same host and locality, and deeply
bllobed testes m some of the specimens of the latter might have given ri. e
to the four testes condition in the former. Although, Pr i t ch a rd 1966 has
reported H. do~hmosorchis from other hosts also, but further knowledge about
these two species may bring forward a case parallel to that of llelicometra
execta, Helicometrina parva and Ilelicometri11a tracllinoti which are from the
sam~ or di_fferent hosts. However, with the existing knowledge of oblique t <:tes m !felicometra pulchella, II. dochmosorchis nnd some specimens of 11 ltcometrina execta (Linton, 1910) Overstreet, 1969 with two but not tandem
testes, the_ dissimilarity between Helicometra and llelicometrina appears to
be vary slight. In the opinion of the presC'nt author, it seems highlv probable
that the two genera are one and the same.
·
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Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
Host:
Site:
Locality:
Deposited specimens:

*Nemiptl'rus tofu (Cuvier and Valcnciennes),
Intestine
Auhha and Al-Khiran
U.S.N.M. 75561
U.O.P. Parasitol. Col.: K-7-29-8-78
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Description and measurements based on three mature specimens: Body elongate to
pyriform-, 1.974-3.465 inm long. 0.462-0.903 mm wide ~t level of ventral sucker. Cuticle
smooth; eyespot pigments absent. Oral sucker subt_·rmtnal, 0.132-0.337 mm long, 0.1540.307 mm wide; ventral sucker near junction of anterior and middle thirds of body, 0.2680.426 mm long, 0.242-0.445 mm wide; sucker ratio about l: 1.5. Prcpharynx absent;
pharynx 0.114-0.238 mm long. 0.147-0.158 mm wide; oesophagus as long as pharynx: caeca
extending to near posterior end of body. Testes nine, 0.117-0.267 mm long, 0.110-0.292 mm
wide: outline irregular in largest specimen, smooth in the two smaller ones: cirrus sac large.
0.890 mm long by 0. I 78 mm wide in largest specimen: seminal vesicle with large ovoid part
that fills most of cirrus sac and tubular segment that coils at least three times inside cirrus sac
before it joins cirrus. Ovary 0.165-0.277 mm long by 0.246-0.584 mm wide with four primary
lobes, each lobe with two to six smaller lobes, overlapping two anterior testes, Md1lis' gland
anterior and seminal veceptacle dorsal to ovary; uterus preovarian. Vitcllarw folliculur,
extending from level of intestinal bifurcation to posterior end of body, almost confluent rn
post-testicular space. Genital pore midway between pharynx and intestinal bifurcation . Egg:33-55 by 19-27 µm, each with unipolar filament four to six times length of egg . E,\ (rctory
vesicle tubular, extending to ovary.

Discussion
The three specimens reported in this study are referred to this species with some
reservation. In a research note discussing H. nimia Linton, 19'10 and H. e/ongata Noble and
Park, 1937, Deelman ( 1960) stated:
'In a study of several hundred specimens recovered from a single species of host from one location. numcrou~
intergrades between the two named species were found. Using a combination of characters, testes shape,
position of the genital pore, and vitelline distribution, a continuum between the two specie~ was e tablished .
Again using the above characters. a third species, He/icomctrina orientalis Srivastava. 1936. appears an
intermediate between H. nimia and H. elongata. On this basis, evidence will be submitted to place H c>ricntal1s
and H. efongara into synonymy with the type species, H. nimia. ·

As far as it can be determined this research note was never followed by a detailed
publication, but Deelman 's opinion seems to have been accepted by Overstreet (l 969). A
study of several specimens of H. nimia in the parasitology collection of the l.J niversit} of the
Pacific from the Caribbean and Dillon Beach, California, and of H. e/ongata from Dillon
Beach suggests the two species to be distinct. Most of the specimens are well-flattened. In
those identified as H. nirnia, the genital pore is posterior to the caecal bifurcation, the ovary
deeply lobed, seen as four primary lobes, each with 2-6 smaller lobes, and the vllellaria
extending without interruptions from the intestinal bifurcation laterally to the p'osterior end
of the body. There was only one exception that involved a specimen with a slight interruption
of vitelline follicles on one side. Those identified as H. elongara have nine testes. genital pore
anterior to the caecal bifurcation, and a four-lobed ovary with no secondary lobulations.
The vitelline follicles show interruptions on both sides of the ventral sucker in the majority of

1 mm

---._j

the specimens. Both species are found on the West Coast, and Dcclman might have had both
in the same host. The University of the Pacific collection is, however, much smaller than
Deelman's. Overstreet ( 1969) noted similar variations in over 60 specimens of Jlelirnmt'trina
pari·a from different species offish; in addition to intcrgradations seen in the position of the
genital pore. posterior extent of the cirrus sac. degree of ovarian lobulation. po~ition of the
acetabulum, and sucker ratio, he noted variation in the number of testes which led him to the
conclusion that Hdicometra execra. a species with two testes, belongs in the genus
HelicomL'lrina becoming Hdicometrina execta, and that H. panoa is a synonym. Only life
history studies may help resolve these problems. H. nimia has been reported from a large
number of fishes belonging to different species in different families from the Gulf of Mexico.
North American Atlantic, Caribbean. Pacific Coast of Panama, northern California and
Baja California (Yamaguti, 1971 ).
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Opecoelidae
Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910
(Fig. 9)

Host: Chorinemus sp., Plectorhynclws sp.
Valenciennes 1828)

Epinephelus diacantlms (Cuvier and

Location: Intestine
Locality:

Karachi Coast.

The following description is based on thirteen specimens collected from the intestine of

three different species of marine fishes from Karachi Coast Pakistan:
(I) Chorinemus sp., five specimens were examined in December, 1967, out of these
only one yielded two worms.

(2) Epinephelus diacanthus (Cuvier and Valenciennes) fourteen fishes were examined,
four of these yielded seven worms.
(3) Plcctorliynchus sp., two fishes were examined both of these were infected and
yielded four worms.
DESCRIPTION

The body of the worm is elongated, with anterior end somewhat tapering and the
posterior end comparatively broader. The maximum thickness is in the accetabular region.
The oral sucker is nearly rounded and the mouth is snbtcrminal in position. The prephar}DX is extremely short. The pharynx is well developed an<l is followed by a fairly
long and wide oesophagus. Intestinal bifurcation is midwa_y between the oral and ventral
suckers. Intestinal caeca arc long, sinuous and extend upto a: ltle in front of the posterior
extremity. The ventral sucker is well developed, larger than the oral sucker and is situated
at the anterior border of the middle third of the body.
The testes are nine in number, and are arranged in two longitudinal rows, occupying
the intercaecal space of the posterior third of the body. These are rounded to slightly
oval with entire margins and vary slightly in size. The cirrus sac is long, tubular, extendiug
from the posterior border of the ventral sucker to the gc-nital atrium which is immediately
prebifurcal. The ovary is median, lobed but the number of lobes is variable. It is immediately pretesticular in position. The vitellaria arc follicular, extending from the region
of oesophagus to the posterior end of the body without any interruption in their longitudinal
extent. The follicles of the two sides become confluent in the preacetabular and postThe
testicular regions. At other places also, they extend into the intercaecal space.
uterus is short with comparatively few coils and is entirely intercaecal and preovarian.
The eggs are about thrice as long as broad, unembryonatted when laid and are filamented.
The ~xcretory bladder is tubular and long.
MEASUREMENTS (IN MM)

Body length 2.290-3.300, Body width 0.698-0.982, Oral sucker 0.168-0.217x
0.177-0.217, Prepharynx 0.039-0.089, Pharynx 0.108-0. 128 x 0. 118-0.138 Oesophagus
0.276 0.287, Ventral sucker 0.335 0.355 x 0.335-0.344, Ovary 0.177-0. 197 x 0.1770.217, Testes 0.148-0.217x0.128-0.187, Eggs 0.056-0.074x0.028-0.036.
DISCUSSION

The material under study is identical in all essential features with H. nimia Linton,
1910 and, therefore, is identified as such. It is recorded for the first time from Pakistan
and the host species are also new for this parasite.
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Opecoelidae
Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910.
Syn. H. orientalis Srivastava, 1936.
H. septorchis Srivastava, 1936.
H. elongata Noble and Park, 1937.
H. otolithi Bilqees, 1972.
(Fig. 12)
The following description is based upon 10 flukes recovered from the intestine of one
out of three specimens of Stromateus cinereus examined at the Karachi Fish Harbour.
The body of the parasite is somewhat oval, dorsovenlrally flattened with a broadly
rounded po-;terior extremity and comparatively narrower anterior extremity. Maximum
width obtains at the equator, The tegument is thin and unarmed. The oral sucker
is about one and a half times as large as the oral. It is situated at about onethird of
the body length from the anterior extremity. The prepharynx is short. The pharynx
is well-developed and globular in outline. The oesophagus is fairly long. The intestinal
fork lies roughly in the middle of the preacetabular region of the body. The intestinal
caeca are long, terminating a little in front of the posterior extremity . The caeca are

broader than the oesophagus.
The testes are 9 in number, intercaecal arranged in two longitudinal rows, situated

in the posterior half of the body. The testes of both rows are placed closely one behind
the other. They are rounded to slightly oval in outline, roughly of equal size and have
an entire margin. The cirrus sac is a long tubular structure extending from the
posterior border of the ventral sucker to the common genital atrium which may
be post-bifurcal, bifurcal or pre-bifurcal. The vesicula seminalis, ductus ejaculatorius
and a long protrusible cirrus are enclosed within the cirrus sac. The ovary is median,
immediately pretesticular and just behind the equator. It is a lobed structure but the
number of lobes is variable. The vitellaria are follicular, extending from the anterior
level of the ventral sucker or a little in front of it to the posterior extremity of the body.
They are largely extracaecal but also extend into the intercaecel space and may become
confluent behind the testes. The uterus is short with tightly packed coils, extending from
the anterior margin of the ovary to the posterior margin of the ventral sucker and occupies
only half of the intercaecal space in that region. A matraterm is present. The eggs are
of medium size, more than twice as long as broad, light brown in tinge, operculate
and unembrvonated. The excretorv_xesicJe is lon11 and tubular.
(All measurements in millimetres)
Host: Stromateus cinereus
Body length
2. 260 - 2. 757
Body breadth
_ 1 121 Location: Intestine
O 757
Oral sucker
156 _ 0~ 215 x Locality: Arabian Sea (Karachi)
o. 166-0.225
0. 245 - 0. 303 X
Ventral sucker
0.225-0.303
Prepharynx
0.012-0.030
Pharynx
0.098-0.107 X
0.098-0. 127
Oesophagus
0. 117 - 0. 196
Ovary
0. 196-0.245 X
0.196-0.294
Testes
0.392-0.441 X
0.088-0.098
Cirrus sac
0.392-0.44 X
0.088-0.098 X
Eggs
0.058-0.071 X

o:

0.025-0. 030
~ISCUSSION

The parasite under study resembles Helicometrina nimia Linton, 1910, in all essential
features and has been identified as such. It has been, however, reported for the first
time from Pakistan.

Ai::roereadtd'ae
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ALLOCREADIDAE
HELICOMETRINA DELICATULUS, uew upccics.

~..,-·,(t)~ M

(Figs. 25-27)
HOST: Lactarius deliootulus (C.V.), Lactaridae.
LOCATION: Intestine.
LOCALITY : , Karachi coast.
NUMBER:

1( + 2 immature) from one host, 21 host examined.

Body elongate, rounded and broad anteriorly, relativeJy narro
posteriorly. Maximum width in the preacetabular region.
Bod)
length 1. 88, width O. 53. Oral sucker subtenninal, oval in shape O. 17 ,
0.16 in size, pharynx well developed 0.10 X 0.12, esophagus 0.14 Ion
ceca long terminating near posterior extremity. Fore body 0. 73 Ion
Acetabulum almost in the middle of body, 0. 23 X O.19. Sucker rat
1 : 1. 2. Testes 9, four pairs in two longitudinal rows, the ninth o
posterior to these in the middle. Testes separated from each other, o
measuring O. 06-0. 09 X O. 08-0. 09. Cirrus sac long, muscular mosU
preacetabular 0. 45 X 0. 052 in size. Seminal vesicle elongated, pars p
tatica poorly developed, both of these structures not distinctly marked •
from the cirrus sac in the permanently mounted specimen and dist
guished qnly in unfixed material. Genital pore at intestinal bifurcat
slightly submedian. Ovary median, postequatorial, distinctly lobed,
proximately O. 09 X 0. 21. Receptaculum seminis preovarian, transve
ly oval 0. 08 X O.12. Vitellaria extending mostly in lateral fields f
level of intestinal bifurcation to posterior extremity, become confluent
the post-testicular region. Excretory vesicle tubular, reaching up to
level of ovary. Eggs elongate oval, fil~mented, 0. 05-0. 052 X O. 29
0. 03. Length of the filament apparently about double the length of
although exact measurement could not be taken dut to the close pla.
ment of eggs in the uterus.
The immature forms measure 1. 3-1. 38XO. 35-0. 36. Oral su
0.09--0.lOX0.11-0.12.
Pharynx 0.06-0.067X0.05-0.06 Eso
gus O. 11-0 .13 long. Testes weakly developed and irregularly arranp
in rows in posterior half of the body, 0.05-0.06X0.04-0.05.
Ova
uterus and cirrus sac were rudimentary.

REMARKS
Helicometrilna delioatulus n. sp., is close to the type species H. ni
Linton, 1910, and H. ekmgata Noble et Park 1937, H. orientalis Srivasta
1936, as far as number of testes, mostly or entirely preacetabular ci
sac and distribution of vitelline follicles is concerned (i.e., ante
extent) although vitellaria in H. ekmgata is interrupted. The preS('
~pecimen is widely separated from these species by possessing relatiV'f
small testes separated from one another, a longer post-teslicular space.
different sucker ratio, sigmoid cirrus sac, straight seminal vesie
multilobed ovry and the vitelline follicles not confluent in the preace
bular regbn. Helioometrina delicatulus is distinguished from H. septl
ohis Srivastava, rn36 ; H. quadrorc11 i~ Manter. 1960 ; and H. pa
Manter, 1933, mainly because of the differenoes in the structure m.nn
of the testes and the posterior extent of cirrus sac. Helidometr·
delicatulus is also widely separated from H. borneoensis Fischthal and
Kuntz, 1965.
'
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F'ig. 25.

Helicomet ri, 1 a ddic·cl' 11111.<.: n. sp., holotyp-..

Fig. 26. Ac . .,t ahular nnrl prt•ac-etabular rt>~ion of the same.
Fig. 27. Immature paratype.

Helicometrina elonga~a~.t/bb)e_ .J, P,,.,.~ lfJ(
Body 3.60-4. 72 mm. in length, approximately three times as long as
broad, tapering at both ends and devoid of spines or other integumcn~al
modifications. Acetabulum slightly anterior to center of body, almost twice
as large as subterminal oral sucker; both suckers slightly wider than long.
Extremely short prepharynx; pharynx about one-half the size of oral sucker.
Esophagus extends to intestinal bifurcation situated midway between oral
sucker and acetabulum; ceca narrow, extending to near posterior end of
Excretory vesicle clavate, dorsal to testes, extending anteriorly
Ianimal.
from terminal excretory pore to mid-region of ovary.
Testes globular, nine in number, postequatorial, intercecal, arranged in
two longitudinal rows with most posterior testis usually lying on long axis
of body. Vasa efferentia emerge from antero-ventral regions of testes; those
from the six most posterior testes unite in a common duct from which two
ducts extend to region immediately posterior to cirrus pouch where they
join the vas deferens. Cirrus pouch large, clavate and somewhat S-shaped,
extending posteriorly slightly beyond anterior margin of acetabulum.
Ejaculatory duct long and greatly coiled, occupying anterior half of
cirrus pouch; seminal vesicle large, slightly coiled, located in posterior
half of pouch. Prostate cells sparsely scattered about ejaculatory duct.
Genital pore median, ventral to esophagus and anterior to intestinal bifurcation; genital atrium extremely short.
Ovary with four lobes, immediately anterior to testes. Primary oviduct
arises from anterior lobe of ovary, connects with large adjacent seminal
receptacle, and emerges immediately therefrom as secondary oviduct leading dorsally to Mehlis' gland. Mehlis' gland diffuse, revealed only in section~; extending laterally from its more concentrated portion, dorsal to
se~mal receptacle,_ to b_eyond outer margins of ceca and spreading anteriorly_ and posteriorly m a manner resembling butterfly wings. Vitelline
r~ser:oir ventral and somewhat anterior to seminal receptacle; common
v1tellme duct, after union with paired vitelline ducts immediately posterior
to reservoir, joins secondary oviduct before latter's entrance to Mehlis'
gland. Laurer's canal arises from right anterior portion of seminal receptacle, extends dorso-anteriorly to open on dorsal body surface near anterior limits of uterine coils. Spiral coils of uterus few in number (3-8)
int~rcecal, ~etween ovary and acetabulum; metraterm extends from po ~
~enor ma~gm of acetabulum to genital atrium. Vitellaria largely extracecal,
~n two paued gr_oups: one pair anterior to acetabulum and extending from
1t to be~ond ~emtal pore, the posterior pair extending from anterior portion
?f uterrne coils _to beyond cecal terminations near posterior end of body·
1~tercec~l fiel~ mvaded by vitelline follicles posterior to testes. Eggs pr~~
v1ded with umpolar filaments.
MEASUREMENTS

Body length: 4.43 (3.60-4.72) mm.; body width: 1.36 (1.19-1.68) mm.
Oral sucker: 0.34 (0.32-0.36) mm. longX0 38 (0 ~2-0 '1) mm. w1'd e; acetabulum: 0.57 (0.50-0.67) mm. longX0.63 (0.58-0.73) mm. wide. Pharrnx:
0.18 (0.14-0.21) mm. longX0.17 (0.1-!---0.19) mm. wide; esophagus: ·o. n
(0.25-0_.48) mm. long. OYary: 0.29 (0.25-0.32) mm. longX0Al (0.2i-0.57)
mm. wide. Testes: 0.31 (0.18- 0A4) mm. in diameter· semi l
1
0.23 (0.18-0.31) mm. longX0.50 (0.30-0 56) mm w1·d'e E na( reclep.tac e:
·
·
· ggs exc usiYe of
filamen\s ) : 0.071 (0_.060- ?.084) mm. longX0.030 (0.021-0.034:) mm. thick.
Hab1t_at: Small mtestme of Caularclms meandricus.
Locality: Bodega Bay, California.
Date: July, 1933.
Incidence: Five and nine parasites, respectiYely, from t"\\'O hosts.
Type: U.S. Nat. Mus; cotypes in authors' collections.
•

•

.'y

COMPARISONS

Helicometrina elongata may be distinguished from the two previously
described members of the genus, II. nimia Linton, 1910, an<l II. parva
Manter, 1933, by: (1) the position of the genital pore which is anterior to
the intestinal bifurcation in II. elongata whereas it is posterior to the bifurcation in the other two species; (2) the distribution of the vitelline follicles
in two anterior and two posterior rows in H. elongata in contrast to the uninterrupted rows in the other species; (3) the shape of the ovary which
is uniformly four-lobed in H. elongata while the ovary of JI. nimia possesses more than four lobes and the ovary of H. parva is uniformly threelobed.
H. elongata may be further distinguished from H. parva by: (1) its
larger size, averaging more than three times the average length of the
latter species; (2) its larger number of testes, H. parva possessing only
three; (3) the placement and relative size of the acetabulum which lies in
the anterior half of the body in II. elongata and is approximately one and
one-half times the diameter of the oral sucker, whereas II. parva possesses
a centrally located acetabulum which is two and one-half times the diam-

)

eter of the oral sucker.
The location of the genital pore anterior to the intestinal bifurcation in
Helicometrina elongata lessens the dissimilarity between the genus and
closely related genera (Helicometra Odhner, 1902; Stenopcra Manter, 1933;
Decemtestis Yamaguti, 1934) and necessitates either a revision in classification or an emended description of the genus II elicomctrina. The following emendation is offered in the belief that a revised classification should
await the discovery of further representatives of the genera in order to
insure more lasting taxonomic validity.

_)

.
_HELICOMETRINA ELONGATA Noble & Park, 1937
Th1? species has been reported fr
L
~1951) in Clinocotlus analis australis ~mbba Jolla by Manter & , ·an Cl~a,·e
it from Caularchus maea d •
u s. Noble & Park (I.e.) descnbed
Bodega Bay, California. n ricus ( = Gobiesix maea11dricus) collected at
T:1-7el".'e spec~mens were collected T
.
.
. . .
the v1telhne follicles are inte
t dhese differ from Ii. 111m1a 111 that
1
Hosts: Amphistichus rrup e ateral to the acetabulum.
to_cidae). N ~oclinus unino~:f;;t~~bisgassiz. B~rred surfperch, (EmbioGirard. California scorpionfish (S . (Ble!1nndae). Scor pae11a gullata
records.
'
corpaemdae). All are ne"· host
Location: Intestine.

Hel1cornetrina execta (Linton,1910) Overstreet,1969
A.llooread11dae
, Helicomeera execta Linton, 1910
(Figs. 1 and 2)
Hosts
Incidence
Doratonotus megalepis .......................... Present in l of 7 examined
liJques acuminatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
7
Hmmulon plumieri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
32
Hmmulon sciurus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
2
24
lridio bivitatt1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
36
1 lrtdio kirahii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
l
1 I ridio radiatus ....................... ,. . . . . . . . . .
2
2
1 Labriaomis haitensis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
Lachnolaimua maaJimus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
0
8
1

1

I

(reported by Linton)
1

Mgoteroperoa bonaci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Phalaasoma btfasciatmn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
New host record.

Location: Intestine.
Distribution: Tortugas, Florida.

1
4

4
15
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From the above data it will be seen that this trematode is not highly
specific. The most favorable hosts seem to be species of Iridio, but it may
be found occasionally in a number of other hosts. A brief description of the
species follows.
Body pyriform or oval, not elongate, broadly rounded or somewhat
truncated posteriorly. Length 1.04 to 2.45 mm., width 0.26 to 0.7 mm.
Ventral sucker from one and a half to twice the size of the oral sucker,
located at about the end of first body third in fully grown examples but
nearly in mid-body of young individuals. The aperture of the ventral
sucker is transverse. Very short prepharynx, almost spherical pharynx,
esophagus longer than pharynx,. ceca extending to near the posterior end.
Testes variable, usually only one or none at all present, occasionally two,
irregular in outline but not deeply lobed, located in posterior part of body
directly behind the ovary. Genital pore median, at the level of the intestinal
bifurcation. Cirrus sac clavate, sometimes slightly curved, extending to the
anterior edge of the ventral sucker. Ovary median, transversely extended,
about mid-way between ventral sucker and posterior end, deeply indented to
form four or five lobes. Vitelline follicles mostly lateral, extending from
near the posterior edge of the pharynx to the posterior end, largely e:id,racecal. They overlap the ceca ventrally to some extent. Posterior to the
testis there are two inter-cecal rows of vitellaria. The uterus spirals between ovary and ventral sucker. Eggs possess unipolar filaments and
measure 51 by 31 to 34 µ.

2

H elicometra execta Linton, 1910
Host.-Haemulon sciurus (Shaw), bluestriped grunt; Gymnothorax vicinus (Castelnau) , brown moray [new host record J.
Location.-1 / 4 intestine of H . .rci11r11,s;

and mid intestine of G. vicinus.
Locality.-H. .rci1mts from N. shore, N.
Bimini; G. vicinus from opposite Lerner
Laboratory Pier, N. Bimini, B.W.I. [new
locality record].

S-o!lfM.dc;l/l.,txt,

Helicometra execta Linton, 1910
Host: *Halichoerespict11s (J).
Site: intestine.
J11 1'"''c"
Flt~

A'AHHA.S ,..,.,. CAt1£F

(l,~61-}
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fro~ Over~treet,1969
Helicometrina execta (Linton, 1910)
comb. n.
Helicometra execta Linton, 1910.
Helicometrina parva Manter, 1933 (new
synonym).
Helicometrina trachinoti Siddiqi and
Cable, 1960 ( new synonym) .
Hosts: Anisotremus vwginicus (2 of 6)*;
Bathygobius soporator ( 2 of 9) ; Blennius
cristatus ( 1 of 6) *; Halichoeres bivittatus
( 10 of 11) ; Halichoeres pictus ( 2 of 2) ;
Halichoeres radiatus ( 7 of 8) ; Labrisomus
kalisherae ( 2 of 2) *; T rachinotus fal cat us
( 3 of 6) *.
Site: Rectum and intestine.
Discussion: I believe Helicometrina parva
Manter, 1933, to be synonymous with Helicometra execta Linton, 1910, although H.
execta is to be transferred to the genus
Helicometrina as H. execta (Linton, 1910).
When two testes are present, they are not
tandem as they almost always are in species
of Helicometra. There is intergradation of
characters previously used tO differentiate
the two forms. Collections of 26, 15, and
14 mature specimens from Halichoeres
radiatus, H. bi•vittatus and H. pictm respectively contain individuals with from none
to five testes. Sucker ratios range from 1: 1.6
tO 2.1, and the acetabulum is situated anywhere from the midlevel to just within the
anterior 1 / 3 of the body. The body ranges
from 0.86 to 2.07 in length, and the cirrus
sac from pre- to midacetabular in posterior
extent. The ovary has three to many lobes,
with secondary lobing predomhant. The
characters originally defined as characterizing H. parva are not constant, and Manter
(1933a: 179) apparently was correct in implying that H. parva may be a variation of
H. execta.
Eleven additional specimens from two H.
bivittatus and one from H. pictm h.1ve nine
testes, sucker ratios of 1 : 1.8 tO ., 8, and
further agree with my individuals of H.
execta in having few ovarian lobes m d the
cirrus sac extending tO midacetabulum. They
also resemble H. trachinoti Sidd1 Ji and
Cable, 1960. Only worms with 9 test ·s were
in the two H. bivittatus, whereas ti specimen from H. pictus was accomp,rnied by
several others with fewer testes.
Five specimens from Trachinotm falcat1u,
four from Anisotremus virginictts, and five
from Labrisomtts kalisherae were much like
H. trachinoti with sucker ratios of 1: 1.8 to
2.5. In specimens from all hosts, the location of the genital pore varies among positions anterior, posterior, or directly ventral
tO the intestinal bifurcation. The cirrus sac
may be on either the right or left of the
acetabulum and varies in extent from the
anterior margin to the midle el of the acetabulum. There is at least one testis short
of the predominant nine in some specimens

Opecoelidae

from T. falcat11,s and A. virginic11s, and L.
kalisherae contained individuals with four,
seven, eight, and nine testes. Two worms
from Bathygobius soporator and one from
Blenni11,s cristatM have nine testes and compare well with others having that number.
Thus, from the morphological variation and
the low host specificity recorded for H.
execttt (Manter, 1933a:170), I also consider H. trachinoti synonymous with H.
execta.
A few specimens from Halichoeres rtUliatm have poorly-formed eggs.

1r r re1cre-a"tttd-m,ope c oe 11dae

HEUCOMETRINA KARACHIENES/8, _,, speeies.
, \,,,\He,, \'17'.l_
~o;\-;
M'""
M.IJ
·;,
~
"
(Figs. 28--30)

HOST: P8B'Udosciaena diacanthus (Lac.} Sciaenidae.
LOCATION : Intestine.
LOC.A.Lrry : _, Karachi coast.

NlJM.BER : .2,

from one host, 121 host examined.

Body fusiform, bluntly pointed anteriorly, flattened posteriorly. Bod,
length 5. 65-6. 63, maximum width 1. 25-1. 61 at the testicular region
Oral sucker O. 34-0. 36 X O. 35-0. 39, pharynx ovoid O. 25-0. 26
O. 24-0. 25, esophagus indistinct, ceca terminating at posterior extremit
Fore body length 1. 53-1. 58. Acetabulum in the middle of anterior
of body, much larger than oral sucker O. 46-0. 69 X O. 53-0. 65. Sudw
ratio 1 : 1.5-1. 7. Testes 9, four pairs in two longitudinal row, the nin
one in the holotype situated immediately anterior to the posterior foun
pair and slightly submedian in position while in paratype the ninth t
was located media1ly between the two anterior and two posterior paJ
Testes separated, varying in shapes and sizes measuring O. 14--0. 34
0 .13-0.18. Cirrus sac muscular, elongated claviform, mostly preacetaht
lar measuring 1.3-1. 5 in length containing elongated irregular - - •
vesicle, long pars prostatica and tubular cirrus. Genital pore sJ
submeclian near intestinal bifurcation in the holotype and ventl'II
pharynx in paratype. Ovary median, distinctly lobed, immediately
front of testes measuring approximately O. 5-0. 6 X 4. 2-4. 6. .Rea-,
taculum seminis present. Vitellaria extending mostly in lateral
from level of acetabulum or slightly anterior to posterior extrimit
do not extend up to the intestinal bifurcation. Posteriorly the vitt
follicles also become intercecal for some distance. Uterus winding
ween ovary and acetabulum. Eggs were not observed, probably all
released when the specimens were pressed and fixed for detailed
Excretory
otherwise the trematodes appeared quite mature.
tubular, reaching up to the base of ovaTy. Excretory pore subtemu111n

REMARKs
Helicometrina kara.ohiensis is also close to H. nimia Linton, 1
H. elunga,ta Noble et Park, 1937; H. orientalis Srivastava, 1936.

resemblance here relates primarily to the number of testes and postt'
extent of cirrus sac. The anterior extent of vitelline follicles up to t
anterior border of acetabulum, relatively small; separated testes
a different a:rrangement, and genital opening ventral to pharynx or i
tinal bifurcation serve to distinguish H. karachiensis from the at
mentioned species. Other species of the genus are distinct from H. ht
chiensis in their number of testis and other morphological characterist ....

allocread11ctae
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Helicometrina mirzai n. sp. (FIGURE 82) Siddiqi &
Description based on 13 specimens with characters of the genus. Body
0.763 to 1.141 long, 0.343 to 0.427 wide, elongate oval to pyriform, more
broadly rounded posteriorly than anteriorly. Cuticle aspinose, eye-spot
pigment absent. Oral sucker terminal, spherical, 0.077 to 0.112 in diameter.
Ventral sucker at midlevel of body, 0.147 to 0.203 in diameter. Sucker ratio
1: 1.83. Prepharynx very short, pharynx 0.056 to 0.070 by 0.063 to 0.091,
esophagus 0.070 to 0.105 long; ceca simple, ending blindly near posterior
end of body. Cirrus sac extending to midlevel of ventral sucker or deflected
to its side and reaching only slightly beyond its anterior margin; containing
coiled, tubular seminal vesicle, prostatic complex, long ejaculatory duct
and unarmed cirrus. Testes 9, 0.042 to 0.084 in diameter, entire, their
arrangement variable, in posterior third of body length. Ovary 0.0-12 to 0.084
by 0.084 to 0.126, lobed, median or submedian, sometimes displaced to one
side, contiguous with anterior testes. Seminal receptacle anterior to ovary.
Vitelline follicles in lateral fields, from pharyngeal level almost to posterior
end of body, with wide interruption at level of ventral sucker. Uterus scanty,
in a spiral coil, between ovary and ventral sucker; metraterm a narrow,
muscular tube. Eggs few, 0.049 to 0.063 by 0.021 to 0.035 exclusive of unipolar filament. Excretory vesicle sac-shaped, extending to anterior margin
of testes group; excretory pore terminal, with sphincter.
Host: Lactophrys bicaudalis.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Caho Rojo, P.R.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39357.
H elicometrina mirzai resembles H. trachinoti but differs from that species
in the position of ventral sucker, sucker ratio, and interrupted vitellaria.
The vitellaria are interrupted also in H. elongata, but that species differs
from H. mirzai in the shape and size of body, position of genital pore, and
location of gonads.

Helicometrina mirzai ~ 1 o ~ ,
Siddiqi and Ca ble, 1960
'%Cf
Ho sts: Labrisomus nttchipinnis (l of 1) *·
Ogcocephalus cuhifrons (1 of 2)*'.
. Opsanus beta ( 3 of 6) *.
'
Site: Intestine and rectum.
Discussio"!':. Twenty specimens from Labrisomus nuchipinnis 1.0 to 1. 7 long have nine
st
te e~ and sucker ratios of 1: 1.9 to 2.2. T he
locations of the genital pore and the acetaL,1lum vary _as in Helicometrina execta. bur
mo~t specimens differ from H. execta in
havmg a long interruption of vitellaria at
the level o_f the acetabulum. In a few sp ecimens, _che_ i?terruption is short or unilateral.
Four rnd ividuals from Ogcocephalus cttbi/ rons _ ~o~pare well with those from L.
nuchipmnis.
I consider some
·
f
beta tO b
. sp~ctmens rom Opsann
f
e H. mirzai and designate othc.rs
rom ~hat host as H. nimia because there is
ex tensive sec?ndary lobing of the ovary.
So:11e. confusion_ ~xists because both H.
m_ir_zai and H. nimia are present in one ind1v1dual . of O· beta, and speci'tnens wit
.h
narrow interruptions of the vitellaria and
weak se~ondary lobing of the ovary are
present m another. Additional collections
may show the two to be the same
.
species.

Cable, 1960
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Helicometrlna orientulis Sr1v ~st~v~, 1936

I ·. /.'J.'l h /."J3

Length 2.3 to 3.9; wiath 0.67 to 1. Or, l s~c V ~-2 t o
0.28; acetabulum 0.28 to 0.3 ~ . Rut1o 3:4 or 4:s./E~o~hagua
2 x pharynx. Testes nine, sphe rical or ovoid, in t w0 ro ws.
Cirrus sac extending to acetabulum. 0eminal v Esicle bi ~artite.
Genttal pore OJposite midd le of esophagus. 0v a ry bra nc h ed ,
median, in mldd e of body.
Eggs 55 to 62 by 23 to ~3~.
Host: Scomber rn1cropeditor,~ s Ruppell
Locality: Bay of Bengal
Most like H. nimia but aiff e rs in b )dy shap e, s ize ,
sue er ratio, more anterior genital pore, sh~pe ~f t e st es
and size of eg · s. Htls 2 more testes th a n H. se ,., torc h.:.. s.

Opecoe lid a.e

.HeLicometrina otolithi

~

a

~isi:8 1 . aTid')

'0,) q e('!S

, 1q

'lJ...

Host: Otolithus argenteus (C.V.).
Location: intestine.
Locality: West Wharf, Karachi coast.
.
Number: 3 specimens from 2 of 19 hosts examined.
Holotype: USNM Helm. Coll.
,
.
Body elongate oval measuring 4.60-5.26 by 1.37-1.58. Subterrrunal oral
sucker 0.29-0.30 in diameter. Prepharynx absent, pharynx 0.14 by 0.17-0.20,
oesophagus longer than pharynx 0.25-0.34 long; intestinal ?ifurcati~n slightly anterior to acetabulum. Acetabulum almost ro~nded, m anten~r 1/4 of
body with a greatest diameter 0.45-0.48. Sucker ratio ~ : 1.5-~.6. Gerutal pore
at the intestinal bifurcation, median or slightly submed1an. Nme testes, a row
of 4 on the right and a row of 5 on the left, al~ough in one paratype ~he
arrangement was slightly different with 4 testes m _each row and pos~enor
of the row 5 was almost median. Testes smooth or irregularly lobed, mtercaecal, closed together and extended transversely 0.17-0.27 by 0.02-0._38.
Post-testicular distance 0.8""°.9. Cirrus sac slender. curved. lon~ extendml?
posteI'iorly about 1/2 to 2/3 of acetabulum. The basal half of the c1rr~s sac has
a twisted seminal vesicle which is not distinctly marked off, the distal portion of cirrus sac contains cirrus and poorly developed prostate gland cells.
Ovary multilobed, located almost in the rii'iddle of the bod~. It exte_nds between caeca occupying a space 0.30-0.31 by 0.45-0 .55 and its posterior lobe
reaches between the two anterior testes. Seminal receptacle conspicuous,
preovarian and pyriform measuring 0.02-0.24 by 0.4- 0.45. Vitelline follicles
relatjvely large extending from the anterior level of acetabulum to near
about posterior end of body becoming circumcaecal posteriorly and overlapping the caeca at the acetabular level. Uterus spirally coiled and confined
between ovary and acetabulum. Eggs 0.05-0 .07 by 0.03-0.04 with a polar filament which is two to three times longer than egg. Median excretory vesicle
extending anteriorly to the posterior lobe of ovary. Subterminal excretory
opening provided with valvular structures. In the immediate anterior vicinity
of the excretory opening a dark staining area was noticed.
Helicometrina otoHthi is close to H. nimia Linton, 1910 as far as tne sucKer
ratio, number, shape and position of testes and multilobed ovary ate concerned
but the present specie~ differs from H. nimia in the following respects: (1)
body larger, (2) acet~bul~m• in the anterior 1/4 instead of in anterior 1/2 of
body, (3) seminal receptacle conspicupus and anterior to ovary, (4) ovary relatively much larger, (5) genital opening at the intestinal bifurcation instead of
posterior to it, (6) cirrus sac extending posteriorly about 11? or 2/3 of acetabulum in contrast to entirely anterior to it, (7) excretory pore provided with
valvular structures with a glandular area in its immediate anterior vicinity,
(8) eggs are larger with longer polar filaxµents.
Other species which has nine ·testes is. Helicometrina elooqata Noble et
Park, 1937, but it differs from H. otolithi by possessing smootl· and rounded
testes, four lobed ovary, relatively Jonger fore-body, vitellaria mterrupted at
the acetabular level, genital opening anterior to intestinal bifur<'ation excretory operung terminal without valvular structures, and longer eggs. '

Allocread11dae

Helicometrina parva

~~J \tl~J

(Fig. 4)

Host: Iridio bivitatus. ~
Incidence: Present in one of 36 hosts.
Position: Intestine.
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF HELICOMETRINA PARVA

Body rather small, pyriform to oval, not greatly elongated. Ventral
sucker approximately in the middle of the body, more than twice as large as
oral sucker in transverse diameter. Genital pore median, just posterior to
the intestinal bifurcation. Cirrus sac extendin< to about the middle of
ventral sucker. Testes 5 in number, in 2 rows, in posterior third of body.
Ovary 3-lobed. Vitellaria from near the base of the pharynx to posterior
end of body, mostly lateral but spreading across the body dorsally anterior
to ventral sucker. Eggs about 55 by 30 µ, with long polar filament.
This species differs from Helicometrina nimia in the following respects:
Testes 5 in number instead of 9; ovary with 3 lobes instead of many; body
pyriform rather than elongate; ventral sucker at mid-body instead of in the
anterior half, also larger in proportion to the oral sucker; the vitelline
follicles and the yolk reservoir are relatively larger. Considering the irregular variation in the number of testes of H elicometra execta from none to one
or two, and the unknown factors influencing this number, Helicometrina
pa,va is perhaps more similar to Helicometra execta than it is to He!icometrina nimia. Its occurrence in large numbers in only a single host of
36 examined, also indicates the possibility that it may be a variety of
H elicometra execta. However, all 29 specimens of H eLicometrina parva
agree in their increased number of testes, whereas no H elicometra execta has
been found with more than two. H elicometrina parva is smaller in size;
the ventral sucker is larger in proportion to the body and to the oral sucker;
and the cirrus sac extends more posteriorly than in H elicometra execta. On
morphological grounds, the two seem clearly distinct.

0pecoel1dae

116. Helicometrina quadrorcbis Manter
et Pritchard, 1960
(Fig. 65)

HABITAT: Intestine of Gymnothorax steindachneri;
Hawaii.
DESCRIPTION (based on 11 flattened whole mounts):
Body plump, tapered anteriorly. 2.0-3.2 X 0.88-1.2 mm,
widest at level of ovary. Oral sucker 0.16-0.25 X 0.20.32 mm; prepharynx very short; pharynx 80-100 X
75-120 µ; esophagus 0.14-0.S mm long; ceca ending short
of posterior extremity,
Testes usually four, by twos in tandem, three in two
specimens and five in one specimen, variable in size and
shape, 0.16-0.7 X 0.2-0.S mm, occupying greater middle
portion of posterior half of body. Grrus pouch claviform,
0.35-0.85 X 0.1-0.18 mm. reaching anterolatera! margin
of acetabulum or to midlevel of this sucker. Seminal
vesicle tubular, N-shaped Genital pore ventral to esophagus.
Ovary three- to five-lobed, median, anteroventral to
anterior testes, 0.15-0.35 X 0.35-0.56 mm. Seminal receptacle transversely elongated subelliptical, usually to
left, occasionally to right, of median line in front of
ovary, 0.2-0.4 X 0.11-0.25 mm. Laurer's canal arising
from inner end of seminal receptacle. running transversely
in front uf ovary; after an irregular winding course it
opens dorsally a little anterior to the level of the vitelline
reservoir to the right, occasionally to the left, of the
median line. Vitellana extending from level of intestinal
bifurcation to cecal ends. Uterus closely coiled between
acetabulum and anterior testes Eggs 56-65 X 20-24 µ in
hfe \40-53 X 20-32 µ after original authors), polar filamt'nt up to 0.13 mm long. l:xcretory vesicle reaching to
ovary; pore terminal.
l)JSCUSSlON. As compared with the original description
of this species by Manter and Pritchard l 1960) _the body
and internal organs in our specimens are greatly exaggerated by cover glass pressure. It is worth noting that
the course of the Laurer's canal is changed in accordance
with the degree of the pressure exerted on the cover glass.

Helicometriiia quadrorchis n.sp.
(Figs. 7-8)

Manter & Pri tchal"d, 1960

Gynmothorax buroensis Bleeker; 12 specimens from 5 of 19 hosts.
Gymnothorax steindach11eri Jordan & Evermann, 1 specimen from 1 host.
Location: Intestine.
Holotype: U. S. Natl. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 39159.
Description (based on 13 specimens) : Body plump, tapered anteriorly, truncate at poster1or
end; 0.623 to 2.365 long by 0.288 to 0.771 wide; widest at acetabular level. Oral sucker 0.080
to 0.288 wide by 0.074 to 0.181 long. Acetabulum one-third distance from anterior end; 0.118 to
0.402 wide by 0.134 to 0.422 long; aperture flattened on either anterior or posterior edge.
Sucker ratio 1: 1.3 to 1.8. Prepharynx very short or lacking; pharynx 0.040 to 0.075 long by
0.047 to 0.107 wide; esophagus muscular, 0.047 to 0.168 long; bifurcation posterior to middle of
forebody; ceca ending lateral to posterior testes or posterior to them.
Testes 4, intercecal, in posterior third of body, arranged more or less in tandem pairs,
shapes varying from rounded to indented to lobate, posterior testes usually larger; posttesticular space from almost none (Fig. 8) to 1/6 body length (Fig. 7). Cirrus sac clavate, overlapping acetabulum 1/3 to 3/4 length of that organ; seminal vesicle widest at base of cirrus sac,
extending straight forward to past middle of cirrus sac, looping backward, then turning
anteriorly, narrowing gradually; scattered prostatic cells around distal third of seminal vesicle;
cirrus weak. Genital pore median or submedian at level of esophagus.
Ovary deeply trilobed; sometimes the lobes are subdivided; median to submedian, ventral
to anterior testes; Mehlis' gland large, diffuse, preovarian; seminal receptacle large, preovarian,
to right or left, 0.082 to 0.134 by 0.094 to 0.201; Laurer's canal conspicuous, with several coils,
pore dorsal, lateral to ovary on side opposite from seminal receptacle. \'itellaria begin at
midesophageal or at bifurcation level and extend to posterior end of body; confluent anterior
to acetabulum but not at posterior end of body. Eggs 40 to 53 by '.;Q to 32 microns, with long
filament. Excretory pore terminal; excretory vesicle extending forward to posterio r testes,
sometimes between them almost to ovary.
Hosts:

1

Discussion: This species is the only one in the genus to possess 4 testes: other
species have 5, 7, or 9. It is much like H eliconietra dochmosorchis ·which, however,
has only 2 testes. The deeply bilobed condition of the testes in some specimen of
H. dochmosorchis suggests how 4 testes may have arisen. Manter (1933) has noted
that H elicometrina parva was very similar to H elicometra e.recta except for the
increased number of testes.

Helicometrina se ,torchis Srivustuv~, 1936
Length 5. to 5.3; width 1.2 to 1.3. Oral sucker 0.3;
acetabulum 0.4, 1/3 from anterio ,;;,nd. Pharynx 0.17 to 0.18
by 0.14; Esophagus 2 x pharynx. Exc1etory vesic Le frJm midovary to posterior end. Seven testes, in 2 longitu ~in~l rows.
Cirrus sac from mid-t:sO L)hagus to acett.bulum. Sem inal vesicle
bipartite. Genital pore opposite midGle f es,phagus. uva1y
much l)bed, median, Just anterior to testes. V1tellarla from
midfle of esophagus to Josterior end.
Eggs: 62 to 65 by 23 t 251.
Host: Sillago sihama Gunther
Locality: Bay of Behgal
Differs from H. ninla & parva in larger size, position
of acetabulum; suck r ratio; anterior position ~f genital
pore, number of testes, etc.

s~pfotchis

Helicometrina trachinoti n. sp.

(FIGURE

81)

Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Description based on 5 specimens with characters of the genus. Body
1.001 to 1.239 long, 0.434 to 0.462 in maximum width somewhat posterior
to ventral sucker, rounded posteriorly, tapering anteriorly. Cuticle aspinose,
eye-spot pigment absent. Oral sucker terminal, 0.091 to 0.112 by 0.098 to
0.140. Ventral sucker subspherical, 0.140 to 0.224 in diameter, anterior to
midbody, with a transverse slitlike aperture. Sucker ratio 1: 2.4. Prepharynx
short, pharynx 0.040 to 0.054 by 0.056 to 0.084; esophagus longer than
pharynx; ceca simple, extending almost to posterior end of body. Testes 9,
0.091 to 0.112 in diameter, entire or slightly irregular, the group almost
reaching posterior end of body. Genital pore submedian, ventral to intestinal
bifurcation. From pore, cirrus sac extends posteriorly to left of ventral
sucker, terminating near its midlevel; containing coiled, tubular seminal
vesicle, pars prostatica, long ejaculatory duct and cirrus. Ovary 0.091 to
0.126 by 0.140 to 0.238, irregularly lobed, pretesticular, median or slightly to
right, posterior to midlevel of body. Seminal receptacle on right, anterolateral to ovary. Vitelline follicles in lateral fields from near level of pharynx
to posterior end of body, largely concealing ceca. Uterus intercecal, forming
a spiral coil between ovary and ventral sucker; metraterm narrow, tubular,
dorsal to ventral sucker. Eggs few, each with a unipolar filament; 0.056 to
0.070 long exclusive of filament, 0.024 to 0.028 wide. Excretory vesicle sacshaped, extending to level of ovary.
Hosts: Trachinolus sp., Mulloidichthys martinicus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Punta Arenas, P.R.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39356.
Helicometrina trachinoti differs from H. parva Manter, 1933, and from H.
septorchis Srivastava, 1936, in the number of testes, and from H. elongata
Noble and Park, 1937, and H. orientalis Srivastava, 1936, in body shape
and size, sucker ratio, distribution of vitellaria, and arrangement of gonads.
It is distinguished from H. nimia Linton, 1910, by body shape, extent of
cirrus sac, less lobed ovary, location of testes, and the slitlike aperture of
the ventral sucker.
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Helicometrina trachinoti Siddiqi & Cable,

1960
Host: •Trachinotus glaucus (J). J111111J1c11
Site: intestine.
Six specimens from one fish agree with
the original description of the species except that in all of them, the cirrus sax extends to the posterior margin of the ventral
sucker.
,:-~,,,,,
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HORATREMATINAE

Srivaetava,1942

Family Allocreadiidae. Body small. pear-shaped,spinose;
oral sucker small, shallow,disk-ehaped; acetabulum behind anterior
third of body. Prepbarynx small; pharynx well developed; ceca long,
narrow, lateral, ending blindly at hinder end. Testes two, intercecal,compact or slightly lobed,asymmetrically placed et junction
of last. 2/3 of body len~ th; seminal vesicle long, tubular, sinuous,
extending posteriorly almost to ovary and continued anteriorly
into a long and narrow duct which arches aroun~ the left side
of acetabulum to open into a small pars prostatica with a few
prostate gland cells and enclosed in a small cirrus sac,situated
submarginally on the right side at the same level as the anterior
margin of the acetabulum. Ovary slightly lobed, poet-testicular
(error),sinistral; shall gland preovarian; uterine seminal rec.
and Laurer's canal present. Uterus short, pretesticular; eggs
few and large; metraterm small; genital atrium shallow, enclosing
male and female pores. V1tellar1a follicular, the follicles not
equally well developed on both sides and not meeting mesially
behind the teetes. On the right the follicles extend up to the
level of the acetabulum, while on the left they reac h the intestinal bifurcation. Excretory bladder narrow, tubular, extend ing from
ovary to posterior end. In intestine of marine fishes.
Type genus: Horatrema Srivastava,1942

Gpccocli ae

Sabfamfly diapa1i1, Opecoeliclae: Body ,mall, elon1ated, pear■baped or pt11mp, an1piaulate or 1pinulate (H,rt11r,,11• 1pined). Acetabuli.ua
pre-eq'latorial. Prep'lar1n• 1hon; oet0pha1u1 abort, moder.&tely 1011g CK
lonJi eaeea 1erminachg blindly at hinder end. ~ene• c~o, • 1lchdy obl1q11e
or tandem, eom-cim"• 1y11a1etric,I, pottequatoraal. C1rru1 tac abtent or
,udimet1tar, encl,,.i ,11 pron.ate gla 1d eellt or pir• pronatic& a ad ,lightly
developed cirr1.1s Veti •ula 1erninali1 externa tubular and 1inuo111. Ge'lital
pore destral i11 level witb aoterior mlrgin of acetab1.1lurn (flJ,(IJr,-,,o Srava ..
aa•a) or,,, Ide or pharyox or oesophag11.1. Oury pre1est1c11lu. Rocepta•
calum 1emiai1 abtea&. Recepeaculum 1emiai1 utorinum ·■oraetimes preteat
Sriva11ava). Uttr111 winding between ovary and tcstet and genital
pore. Etl' witb,,ut &lameat. Vitclluia utending from level of inte1ti11al
bi(~rcacion, OftOphagut or acetabulum t'l hinder cod, con8uent or noc
behind testes. Pua1itic in inte■tino of marine fhhet.
Type gt DUI : H
Sriva1ta va, 1942.
Other genera: P"'""'''''.,,. Ma11ter, l94JJ, l's1Mlop,tP,l1r Von Wickleo, 1946
IJII·
lin 011, 1934 panim and MlJlllmllli Yamaguti, 1958.

(ff••",..

,,c,,"'°

c.,,,..,,-u,u

A*nce of receptaculum 1emioi1 and caeca eodinr blindly are the
diltiog11i1hio1 features of tbit 1ub-(amily, which i1 cl01cly related to
Opccoclinac.

Kty to

1••n• of Horatremadnae SdYa ■tava, 1942

BodJ unapineci brcadened p,,tteriorly; acetabulum with hrge anterior
and posterior lobel overlapp101 each other to cover acetabular aperture;
testes tandem dose together ,n p'l1terior half of boJ); ·enHal pore to left
of pharynx or oe1opbagu1; "llcllaria from intesunal b1furcat i..>n t > posterior
eod of body, ,urround1ng caeca in hind-body ...... Pa•,am .iurn \lanter, 1940.

Body plump, 1p10cd; acctab,dum without lobe, or papil lae, preequatoriaJ;
teates asymmetrical, oblique in po9terior half of body; gen it.ti pore dextraJ
,n level with_ anteTior marg1a of acctab11lum; v1tcl l.u1a from the level of
intestinal bifurcation or ace&abulum to poater1or extremity •• ·- ... ......... -

...... ·•·--·- ·-·-·-· ....... ....... _., •. _ .......... ..... ll:,rat,,-no ':lrivastava, 1912.

Body tpined with poeterier borden crenatf'd, broadly ruuodeJ a, poucrior
end; tette11 oblique, 1omct1me1 1Jmmet1ical; genital porr. ili-cbtly to left of
J;har) nx; mrtratcrm forming a amaU muscular bulb near gen ital pore; vitcl•
laria fnm level of oeaophagu1 to posterior ext~mity, confluent dorsal to
i11tntinal bifurcauon, mttting or noc poatcrior to tc1te, ...................... .
............................ ••...... ................................. Mt111lu"lla Yam.aguti. !958.
Bo-JJ

1pin~d, tlon-l&lei acetabulum 1mbeddcd n body or prc,jecting
wiLhout papillaei IHtH tandem, aomc1imc1 slightly oblique; geLital pore to
left of pharyn• or octopba1u•; witcllaria p01tace1.&bul.ar, in hindbody, occaaionally intruding ua:> forebody. 1. c. sligbliy 10 fr .>nt of acetabulurn ........... .
...... ...~,,__., Von Wackleo, 19-46 l)' D, lyJl'lfbl}&IUl,u Linton. 19H partim.
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Opeco c lidae

H,,ralrt•mi,1 5ri\'a-.tc1,·.1. l!l-1:.!
(ie,n ric d1aJ:nO i.,
\Uocrt•adiiu.,1', Op1•11H ·hn.11• Huch' mall, t>lump.
i 1 I. Oral ·uckt•r cup•.,hapt>1l. ~halh,w. h·rm111 ,ll. full,,"1•,l by wry
rt pn•phan·nx. Pliarvnx wt>ll d1·wlnp1 ,I 1-· l'haJ:"US uf modc:rat
n th. l ..ca ,urrow, tt•rminatinJ! .,, p• ,,, rinr , tn·nuty .• Cf'tabulum
pr -t>quaturial. ft•-.k~ ,\s\·tnm.-tric.ll. it11 ,,,.,I III P" h'rior h If uf bQd •.
\
1 ula St·minali tubular, :-.inu11u,. rc•.11 t1111L.' turth,·r h,11 k ,,fa<· t hulum .
Pro~tatic complex t•nrlo~rd in a sm.,11 • 1rru, 1" ,u, h t 1rr11 . hort or pra ttcallv absent. Genital atrium ,hall,,w. suhm.trJ,:lll,LI. \lt·xtral , I l with
antt.'nor margin of act>tabulnm. O\'.,n· .. uhnw,lt.rn J•H h tt ular. h ll
Klancl prenvarian. Rt•reptaculum ,em mis utnmum .1nd Laurer' · canal
pn"S('nt. l'tl't
windin~ forward in i11tt'rct>r,tl flt'lcl b,:tWt:'t·n t ·t and
g~nital pure, metraterm ·small: f'~g, f1•w , 111,"l,•r,111•1\· 1.,rJ;t'. \'it llin~
folhd1· a:-.vmmetrkall~' d1.·\'t'l, 1p1.•d, extt·11,h11i,: tr , ,m 1,•\'l'l of mtt- tin I
b1fm'<'.ttiun ur acetahulum to po~tt>rior ,·,tn·nut\·. E crt·tnrv ,. si lt>
tuhul.ir pa ...,inJ: bt>tWt't'n two tl'.~lt•s. rc•arhin.: t11 1,·,·• ·l 111 11,·.,r, lntt>Stmal
par.t 1tc•~ of marint- fishes.
G,•n11t\'J)t': H. f>ristipcmaalis ~ri\'a,tav.t, HM:? (Pl. 3;?, Fi~. 416. in
J>rut1f><1""-' operL'ularc•; Arabian ~-a.

Opcco(:liuae

GeDIII

H,-,,,,,. Sriva1tava.

t9t2.

0..,-,i,: OpcoeJidae, Horatrematinae: Body 1maU. clongaced, plump.
1p1acd. Acctab11lum preequa&orial. Geoit•l pore datral in level wu.h
aa&cr1or margin ol acet&buham. Oral 1ucker terminal, 1ho1llow, cup•ahaptd.
Prephar7nz 1bon; pbar7na wcU developed. oesophagus moderately long;
caet"a 1erminatin1 blindly.
Te11e1 two, 1Jigbtly obliq,.1e, ponequa toriaJ.
v~1icula 1eminali1 1ub11lu. 11ouou1, free 1n pueachymo1, extending behind
acetabuham, Cirru1 sac rudimentary encloJing a few prostate cells. pan
pro1t.atica and ■lighlly developed cirru■• Ovary prctc1ticular. Reccptaculurn scmini1 uterinum pretcnt, Vitc,Luia from intesrinal bifurc:1tion or
acetabulum to po■terior extremity. E,ccrctory ve■ icle tubular reaching
ovary. Paraaitic in inteatine of marine 6»hc1.
GenotJpe: H. pn,1,,-.,u Srivastava, 1942.
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Horatrema pr1st1pomat1e Srivaetava,1942

Length 1.14
W1d th 0. 48
Oral sucker: 0.08 by 0.18
Acetabulum: 0.16
Pharynx: 0.06 by 0.05
Eggs: 87 to 95 by 40 to 50 µ
Host: Prist1poma operculare Playfair
Intestine
Karachi, Arabian Sea.

Reference: Parasitology

34 (l):' 128-132.
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Hyste,0~11ni,.i Hanson, 1!)f>5

Generic diagnosis. - AllocrC'alliidae, :\llocrra1liinae: Bodv pyrif rm.
Acetabulum very large, nearer to ro,terior t•xtrrmity than to anteri<Jf.
Oral sucker terminal, largt•; pn·pharynx wry :-hort, C'sophagus curved
ventrad; ceca not quite reaching tc·stes. Te..,t1·-. symmetncal, at post<'rior
DIGE!II E.\ Ul• FISHES
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extrem1t •. External seminal \'l'side ab:-ent. Cirrus pouch very long,
surpassing acetabulum, enclosing tubular, hipartite seminal vesicle,
prostatic cells and narrow cirrus. Genital pore preacetabular, near left
margin of body. Ovary median or nearly so, intertesticular. Seminal
receptacle and Laun•r's canal present. l'terus pretesticular; metraterm
long, muscular; eggs few, large, thin-:-hellcd. \'itellaria follicular, niostly
dorsal, t-xtending from pharyngral level to nf'ar testes. Excretory vesicle
saccular, c;mall, ventral to o,·arv. Parasites of marine fishes.
Gen ype: H. balistis Hanso~. IH55 (Pl. 106, Fig. 1290}, in Balisks
capistralus; Hawaii.

Hysterogonia bulistis n. g·Pn. n. sp (FigR. 6 and 7)
HosT: Balistes cap-istratus Shaw, trig•gr1· fish, "humu-humu mi111i"; in

1 of 3 specimens examined.
LOCATION : Intestine
TYPE SPECIMEN: U. S. Nat. Helm. Coll. No. :17465.
DESCRIPTION (based on 9 specimens) : Small, pyrifonn worms, 0.533 to
0.644 mm. long; 0.270 to 0.314 111111. wide; wirlest at micl-acetabular level.
Cuticula smooth. O1·al sucker terminal, large, rounded, 0.102 to 0.124 nnn.
long by 0.102 to 0.124 mm. wide; acetabulu111 two-thirds body length from
anterior end, large, rounded, and deep, 0.161 to 0.285 nun. long hy 0.219 to
0.241 mm. wide, with transverse opening; sucker ratio 1 :1.94 to 2.22, averaging 1 :2. Very short prepharynx, phnrynx seerningly adjac>ent to oral sucker
in 4 of 9 specimens; pharynx rounded, 0.037 to 0.048 nun. long by 0.051
to 0.058 mm. wicle; esophagus curving ventrally hefore bifureating near
posterior end of pharynx; ceca short and fairly wi1le, extencling to near
posterior edge of acetabulum, one eecum usually slightly posterior to anterior
edge of acetabulum but terminating at or before reaching testis. Genital pore
at esophageal level near left margin of body. 'festes ovoid, symmetric-al, at
extreme posterior end of body, 0.065 to 0.095 mm. long by 0.049 to 0.068 rnrn.
wide. Cirrus sac directed to right from genital pore, then dorsally, continuing in an S-cune dorsal to ac•etahulum, turning ventrally again at po:-terior
edge of acetabulum and ending shortly thereafter (Fig. 7) ; very long, if
straightened it would be nearly a~ long as worm; containing a tnhul:u,
bipartite seminal vesicle. Cirrus weakly muscular. External seminal vesicle
absent. Pars pTostatica absent, but prostatic cells scattered throughout length
of cirrus sac. Ovary located dii'ectly between testes and contiguous with th<>m,
rounded posteriorly but elongating antcrio1·ly as oviduet arises; 0.061 to 0.071
mm. long by 0.049 to 0.070 mm. wide Uterus inflaterl slightly around enr·h
egg and continuing as straight. nanow tube; musc>ular metraterm 0.16'2 to
0.230 mm. long. Mehlis' gland diffuse in extreme posterior part of hotl~' Laurer's canal well-developed, opening do1·sal to anterior edge of lf'ft testi s
near median line; from its pore it extends antero-ventrally, then laterally,
widening into a smnll vesicle and continuing medianly as swolll' n tube,
narrowing and coiling once or twiee before entering oot)'Pe (Fig. 7). Reminal
receptacle claviform. don,al and slightly right of mi,lline, inflated bnt empty
in all instances. Vitellaria follicular, fot·mi11g bantl acro<:s foreho<ly from
pharyngeal level to anterior edge of ac>etabulum and c•ontinuing posteriorly
,nl

around ceca to mid-acetabulmn where there is a more or less definite break,
follicles usually continuing posteriorly to anterior edge of tei,tes, although
follicles may not be resumed on one side or the other ( as on left side of type
specimen). Yolk duds not observed although oYal vitelline reservoir p1·ominent just anterior to ovary. All eggs collapsed, rnnging from 1 to 3 per
worm, large (nearly as large as pharynx and larger than exc·retory w sirle).
49 to 61,u by 25 to 36µ. usually 51 to 58,u by 29 to 32µ. Excretory pore
ventral, terminal; excretory vesicle small, ventral to ovary, simple sacshaped, usually wider than long; collecting tubes not observed.
DIAGNOSIS OF THE GENUS Hysterogonia: Opecoelidae with pear-shaped
body; acetabulum about twice as large as oral sucker. Yery short prepharynx; esophagus c.urving ventrally; ceca of medium length, exte1Hling
only to testes. Genital pore preacetabular, near left margin of body. Cin ns
sac very long, enclosing tubular, bipartite seminal vesicle, srattered prostntic
cells, and narrow cirrus. Testes symmetrical at posterior end of worm. 0Yary
elongate-oval, median or slightly to right, intertesticular. Uterus pretestic>ular
and straight; metraterm long and very musculal'; eggs few, large, tbinshelled. Seminal reeeptaele present; L aurer's canal present. Yitelline follicles
well developed, pretesticular, mostly dorsal, extending to pharyngeal leYel.
Excretory vesicle simple, sac-shaped. Parasites of marine fishes . Type
species: H. balistis from Ba,listes capistratus, H awa ii.
Hysterngonia resembles most closely Eurycreadi 11m Manter, 1934, although
it is easily differentiated from it and other Opeeoelidae by p ossessing a c-ombination of the following characters : a very long cirrus sac, the g:enital pore
at the left margin of the body, the extreme posterior position of the gonads,
the intertesticular ovary, the presence of a seminal receptac>le, and the long
muscular metraterm.
The name Hyst erogonia is from hystero , behind, and go11ia, gonal1s, referring to the posterior position of the gonads.
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Lepocread 11ae

S9. Hysterogonia balistis Hanson, 1955
(Fig. 59)

HABITAT: Intestine of Batistes bursa; Hawaii.
Specimens deposited in U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll.,

No. 63578.
DESCRIPTION (based on 15 whole mounts): Body
very small, elongate lageniform, unarmed, 0.45-0.95 X
0.14-0.4 mm, widest near posterior extremity which is
broadly rounded. Oral sucker bowl-shaped, ventroterminal, 80-140 X 77-150 µ; prepharynx very short, may be
practically absent; pharynx globular, 28-56 X 30-70 µ;
esophagus simple, bifurcating a little in front of acetabulum; ceca narrow, reaching to near testes. Acetabulum
large,reddish in life, 0.16-0.33 X 0.11-0.29 mm, situated
nearer to posterior extremity than to anterior extremity.
Sucker ratio I: 1.4-2.0.
Testes oval, 45-130 X 28-70 µ, symmetrical, at posterior extremity. Cirrus pou_ch cylindrical, thin-walled,
0.24-0.7 mm long, 23-45 µ wide, extending from behind
acetabulum to genital pore, curving round acetabulum,
containing a bipartite seminal vesicle, a su bcylindrical
pars prostatica (0.15 mm long in the type), well-developed
prostatic cells, and a long muscular ejaculatory duct which
may be extruded outside as a smooth slender cirrus
swollen near its tip. Genital atrium sublateral (left) ,
opening at level of esophagus or intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary ovoid, almost median, 30-77 X 45-103 µ, at
extreme posterior end of body between posteromedial
ends of testes, giving rise to germiduct at its anterior end.
Laurer's canal arising from anterior end of seminal
receptacle, opening dorsally medial to left testis. Seminal
receptacle somewhat elongate, containing no sperm,
situated anterodorsal to ovary. Uterus sigmoid, immediately postacetabular, may overlap testes and ovary
ventrally, but not reaching extreme posterior end of
body, metraterm strongly developed, running straight
forward to left of cirrus pouch. Eggs usually few (over
30 in one fully gravid specimen), oval, 60-70 X 35-44 µ
in life. Vitelline follicles relatively large, extending along
ceca from level of pharynx or behind it to testes, may be
slightly interrupted at midlevel of acetabulum; vitelline
reservoir transversely elongated or pyriform, anterosinistrodorsal to ovary. Excretory pore terminal; vesicle
wider than long, rather crescent.
DISCUSSION: Judging from the general anatomy there
is no doubt that this genus belongs to the Lepocreadiidae,
but it differs from any of the known genera of this
family in the cirrus pouch being extremely long (more
than half as long as the body) and in the ovary and testes
being close together at the posterior extremity. Hanson
(Pritchard) (1955) referred this genus to the Opecoelidae,
but I would prefer to assign it to the Lepocreadiidae,
and to a new subfamily Hysterogoniinae defined above.
The present species differs from Hysterogonia balistis
Hanson, 1955 in egg size, if that author's egg measurements are correct. She states that the collapsed eggs are
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49-61 X 25-36 µ,usually 51-58 X 29-32 µ. Measurements
taken from collapsed eggs are sometimes misleading,
because the collapsed eggs are longer or shorter than they
would naturally be in the living condition. ln the present
case, however, the living eggs of our specimens were
definitely similar to the uncollapsed eggs in Hanson's
holotype measured by us.
The pars prostatica is well developed; it must have
been overlooked by Hanson (195 5 ). Pritchard (l 95 5)
claims to have found H. balistis in Balistes burMZ of
Hawaii, too.

